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APPENDIX

INTRODUCTION
The Ōtorohanga District Land Transport Activity Management Plan sets out the
direction for Ōtorohanga District Council’s transport system for the next 10 years.

ŌTOROHANGA
AT A GLANCE

It describes Council’s roading network, how it will be managed, and the basis for its
chosen areas of focus. It also provides the reasons why this plan has been prepared
and explains the work gone into developing it.
The plan includes outcomes and strategies, and covers all Council vested assets
associated with transport services. It also acknowledges and incorporates the values
and principles developed by the Road Efficiency Group (REG).
PURPOSE
The purpose of the Activity Management Plan (AMP) is to ensure that Council’s land
transport assets are operated and maintained in a sustainable and cost effective
manner in order to provide the required level of service for both present and future
users.

Population: 10,104
Increasing trend

The AMP supports this by demonstrating responsible management and operation of
the roading network; justifying funding requirements; complying with statutory
requirements; and demonstrating clear linkage to community agreed outcomes and
levels of service.
This plan will be used by Council’s roading team to ensure that the management,
financial, engineering, and technical processes and procedures are delivered
appropriately to its customers.
TEAM EFFORT
The planning process to develop the AMP was inclusive of the entire roading team
with results achieved via in depth discussion and consensus. This will ensure the team
has greater ownership in both the planning and subsequent implementation of the
AMP and forward works programme.

Land Area:
1976 square km

ROAD EFFICIENCY GROUP
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The Road Efficiency Group (REG) programme supports the New Zealand transport
sector to deliver an integrated system which aligns with the objectives of local,
regional and central Government. The One Network Road Classification (ONRC) system
has become a core element of the transport management system over the past eight
years, providing a consistent and well-understood classification for a wide range of
planning processes.
That work that REG has done has been of great benefit to Ōtorohanga District
Council’s roading team by providing training, support in decision making, and
improving the capability of the team. All the tools provided by REG have proven most
beneficial including empowering the decision making, which in turn optimises the use
of funds in balance with maintaining an acceptable level of service for road users in the
Ōtorohanga District.
Council’s Group Manager Engineering Roger Brady was also one of nine invited to join
REG’s Sector Excellence Working Group. The purpose of the group is to improve
capacity and capability of the roading transport sector.
With the knowledge gained by REG and further work being done to create better
consistency and best practice, the development of the One Network Framework (ONF)
– which involves people and places as key considerations in network planning – will
shortly be adopted across the roading network sector.
Mr Brady’s involvement with the development of the ONF means Council’s roading
team has already started the process of incorporating the improved framework into
the AMP.

Road Network: 804km
3.9% Urban Roads
96.1% Rural Roads

Roading Asset Value
$329.8 Million
(valuated replacement cost)

35%
65%

Sealed Roads: 65%
Unsealed Roads: 35%

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
It is the vision of Ōtorohanga District Council to provide a well maintained and consistent roading network that meets a
pleasing level of service in the most cost effective manner, for residents and other road users travelling through the
district.
By working towards this vision, Council is committed to providing clear logic, reasoning and context behind how we
propose to operate, maintain, renew and improve Ōtorohanga’s land transport network. The road network is an integral
part of the district’s transport system and ongoing maintenance, safety and network improvements are important to
ensure the best use of this infrastructure, while supporting community needs.
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
In planning the development of the 2021-2031 Land Transport Activity
Our vision is to continue to provide
Management Plan, the roading team has rigorously reviewed all elements
a well maintained and consistent
of its current AMP and identified areas for improvement. A lot of thought
roading network that meets a
and data analysis has gone into the process to ensure the best value for
pleasing level of service in the
Council’s roading spend. This includes extensive use the infrastructure asset
most cost effective manner.
management software dTIMS, which calculates the renewal times of roads.
This data gives the roading team a starting point, which combined with field
validation, ensures there is a consistency throughout the network.
Feedback from road users and requests via Council’s Service Request system are also taken into account.
Comprehensive cost estimates and business case analysis has also been undertaken to prove money is well spent, and an
Investement Logic Mapping process with roading staff, elected members and external stakeholders helped identify issues
which are important to our community.
Ōtorohanga District Council has also embraced the values and principles developed by the Road Efficiency Group (REG) and
has used many of REG’s tools to improve capability in all aspects of the roading department including planning, decision
making, training, improved knowledge and consistent levels of service. With REG’s current road classification programme,
One Network Road Classification (ONRC), evolving to include people and places as key considerations in network planning,
the roading team has already started incorporating the One Network Framework (ONF), into the AMP as well as day-to-day
business as usual.
PROCESS
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A lot of thought and data analysis
has gone into the process to
ensure the best value for
Council’s roading spend.

The robust process undertaken to update and redevelop the AMP gives
assurance that ratepayer money and NZTA funding is spent prudently. The
AMP will validate the value of any investment made in addressing our
transport issues as well as undertaking core business activities such as road
maintenance. The AMP also provides greater transparency and an
understanding of the planning process used to determine the areas of focus
and agreed outcomes while working towards the vision.

DIRECTION
While the Infrastructure Strategy sets the strategic direction to ensure the roading network continues to meet the needs of
the district and people travelling through it, the AMP defines the overall strategy and includes tactical planning in order to
implement it. The AMP also defines the scope of work required and associated costs over the next 10 years. It is important
that we also show how we will meet regulatory requirements and address current and future environmental challenges.
The AMP informs and determines what roads we are going to rehabilitate and when, what safety improvements need to be
made, what roads will be resealed and when, how we are going to control vegetation, how we will maintain stormwater
drainage, edgemarkers, bridges, and how and when we will maintain and renew unsealed metal roads. The AMP also feeds
directly into Council’s Long Term Plan.

The specific purpose of this plan is to:
• Demonstrate responsible stewardship of the roading assets
• Provide the basis for compliance with the Local Government Act (2002), tracking changes in service potential and
determining optimal long-term financial strategies for roading network assets
• Manage the environmental, social and financial risks associated with roading assets
• Achieve savings by optimising life cycle activities
• Assess the demand and key performance indicators for roading assets
Over the past three years Ōtorohanga District Council has made a concerted effort to improve the standard of its asset
management. It is also recognised for the level of service of its roading assets.
Notwithstanding, our practices are subject to independent external review and there will always be ways in which we can
improve our processes and practices to become more efficient and effective.
As part of a continuous improvement programme, identified projects in this area include further development of:
• Risk and project management processes
• Level of service monitoring and performance management
• Asset inventory and work management systems
• Renewal planning systems
Despite challenging economic circumstances, particularly in relation to the ongoing impacts of COVID-19, we have a busy
time ahead ensuring the Ōtorohanga District is a safe place to live, and our services and facilities meet the needs of the
community.

DISTRICT OVERVIEW
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Ōtorohanga District encompasses 1,976
square kilometres (197,600 hectares) of
predominantly rural land on the west coast of
the Central North Island. The western
boundary is the Tasman Sea. It is adjacent to
Waipā District to the north, South Waikato
District to the east and Waitomo District to
the south.
Ōtorohanga is the principal administrative
and main trading centre, with approximately
30% of the district population residing in the
town. There are a number of smaller
settlements located throughout the district,
the largest of which is the popular beach
settlement of Kāwhia.
The district is part of the North King Country,
but also located within the Waikato Region.
State Highways 3 and 31/39 run through the
district.

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE
The roading activity involves the maintenance, renewal and development of roads, kerbs and channels, bridges, street
lighting, footpaths, culverts and underpasses, and signage for all roads (except state highways) in the district.
State highways fall under the jurisdiction of Waka Kotahi New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA).
The district is reliant on road transport to move people, goods and services around, and the Council maintains its roads in
accordance with this AMP.

FINANCE
The fair value of the Council’s roading assets at 30 June 2020 is $329.8 million excluding land (e.g. road reserve).
Roading infrastructure (including footpaths) is by far the most significant activity of Council in financial terms, accounting
for more than 80% of Council’s total assets by value, and more than 40% of total operating expenditure.
Over the next 10 years, to sustain current levels of service, existing assets will require a baseline expenditure of $92 million,
in relation to operating, maintaining, renewing and managing the built asset base.
Additionally, over the next 10 years, a further $23 million expenditure is planned to deliver improvements to assets and
address the impacts of a changing climate.
Not all identified service improvements, such as seal extensions or the creation of new footpaths, have been included as
funded projects for the next 10 years in this Activity Management Plan. Typically as an example, using ten years to
complete these unfunded projects could require something in the region $6.5 million on footpaths in additional
expenditure.
Council has currently committed $200,000 local share (unsubsidised) per annum to complete seal extensions, which works
out to be 1km of sealing per year. With 278 km of unsealed roading in the district, it would take 278 years for the entire
roading network to be sealed under the current commitment.
A total of $56 million in capital expenditure would need to be 100% funded from rates to complete seal extensions in a
quicker timeframe.
As it costs more to maintain sealed roads, an additional amount in the region of $640K per year would need to be
budgeted to maintain the network to a pleasing level of service.
SCOPE
While much of the content in this AMP focuses on the next 10 years, to facilitate and demonstrate alignment with the Long
Term Plan, in practice activity management planning tends to consider much longer time frames. The majority of
community assets have life cycles far greater than 10 years. More than 80% of the replacement value of the existing fixed
asset base relates to assets which have useful lives well in excess of 50 years and are inter‐generational in nature. Roading
assets make up a substantial proportion of the Council’s infrastructure assets by value.
DRIVERS
Key drivers of activity management planning include legislative requirements and customer demands.
The Local Government Act 2002 states that the purpose of local government relating to transportation is:
“To enable the free, efficient and safe movement of people, goods and services around the district.”
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It therefore follows that Ōtorohanga District Council exists principally to supply services as directed or permitted by
legislation to meet the needs of the communities of Ōtorohanga district.
In the case of roading, the services relate to enabling our communities to travel safely, easily and efficiently through the
district while maintaining good access to properties, businesses and other areas of interest.
The Act requires:
 Identification of community outcomes
 Policy of significance identifying critical assets
 Development of the LTP every three years
 A process to identify community outcomes and priorities every six years
 Amendments to the LTP to go through special consultative procedure.
Activity Management Plans are major feeder plans for LTP and they are a key input to it. The Council’s community
outcomes in this plan form an integral part of the Long Term Plan (LTP) as the road network is a critical asset.

STAKEHOLDERS
The services provided by Council depend on the levels of service determined by the community. How the services are
provided are determined by the Council in response to the requirements of both the key stakeholders and legislation. Key
stakeholders are broadly defined as:
 Customers
 Elected members
 Other Stakeholders
Customers – Ōtorohanga District Council’s customers are the direct users of the district’s roading network. This includes
commercial and private road users and users of footpaths.
Elected Members – Elected members represent the interests of the community. They include Councillors and Community
Board members for Ōtorohanga and Kawhia.
Other Stakeholders – These are parties with an interest in the management of ODC road assets and include, although are
not necessarily limited to:
 Staff from ODC e.g. Roading Team, consultants and contractors
 New Zealand Transport Agency
 Ministry of Transport
 Police
 Road Asset Technical Accord (RATA)
 Road Efficiency Group (REG)
 Waikato Regional Council
 Business community

LEVELS OF SERVICE
Roads are essential to the community’s economic and social wellbeing. The district’s roads, footpaths and associated
infrastructure have been consistently well designed, constructed and maintained, and provide levels of service that meet
current and expected future needs. No significant level of services issues are expected over the period of this AMP.
In order to meet ODC’s vision “to provide a well maintained and consistent roading network that meets a pleasing level of
service in the most cost effective manner”, various performance measures are collated to provide evidence that our vision
is being achieved.
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Data is regularly captured to identify, classify, value and rate the asset’s condition. All this information is stored in the
RAMM software where it can be accessed when required in formats that satisfies Forward Works Programmes (FWP).
Condition surveys and validations are regularly undertaken to keep the data in RAMM as accurate as possible. This
information is then used to determine treatment selection of road sections for maintenance, reseal sections and
rehabilitation sites. The best option is then selected for longevity and value for money.
Council has invested large amounts of funding to create the best possible surfaced roads that can be afforded by the
residents over many years. It is imperative to maintain this high standard for the current and future residents of the
district. A well maintained road network allows for economic prosperity.
Ōtorohanga District Council has very low numbers of fatal and serious crashes compared to national statistics.
Targeting education of road users and working towards speed management is the proposed response to maintaining the
level of service.
Based on our gathered information, it is widely believed that the customers and stakeholders are generally well satisfied
with the current land transport standards and management practices which go together to form the customer level of
service.

PROBLEM AND BENEFIT STATEMENTS
Over the next 10 years, the roading team will face a variety of issues and challenges.
A recent Investment Logic Mapping workshop involving a range of stakeholders identified three problems relating to
transport activity:
1. The central location and attractiveness of the district is increasing growth, placing additional demand on
infrastructure and resources.
2. Increasing pressure from climate and environmental impacts coupled with a lack of courageous leadership is
leading to increased risk to communities.
3. The current state of our infrastructure and how people use it is unable to meet the speed and uncertainty of
technology change.

These problems statements are additional to the ‘business as usual’ challenges and problems of managing a safe and
effective road network for our customers.
Investment in addressing these challenges will generate the benefits outlined below:

1. Strong community leadership focussed on the future of the district’s success.

2. Increased prosperity for the whole district.

3. Building a thriving and healthy community where people want to stay and grow.
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With reference to the above benefits this document documents relates to and supports them in that:
This forward works programme and level of service requirements have been developed based on input from strong
community leaders. The content demonstrates strong leadership from the team who compiled the document where every
previous assumption was challenged with a fresh perspective once the Investment Logic Mapping exercise, some 17 early
engagement meetings across the district which were well attended by local resident and subsequent Council workshops
summarising these the themes identified had been completed. The result is a 10 year programme which reflects the needs
of the district and incorporates decisions requiring more money to be prudently spent (12.2% in the first three years). This
increased spend will extend the time between rehabilitation works by looking after the assets and using a whole of life cost
viewport rather than short term “keep the costs down” thinking which demonstrates strong leadership.
By maintaining our road network to a high level of service and adding well planned and cost-effective improvements, this
document will help ensure the prosperity of the district by making it easy to transport people and products around the
district. A further benefit of such well planned maintenance and hence a reduction in the overall life costs of the assets, will
help maintain the prosperity of those residing in the district by keeping rates at an affordable level and optimising the
overall funding input from Waka Kotahi (NZTA). Perhaps most importantly, a well-maintained roading network makes the
district an enjoyable place to live and adds a sense to pride to the residents which will then attract others to move to the
Ōtorohanga District.
A well-maintained road network is a safe road network. When people feel safe on the roads this is a major factor in
enjoying the place where they live. There is a theme running through this document which identifies areas within the
network where minor safety improvements can be completed which will continue to reduce the chances of serious injuries
being incurred in the event of a driver making an error or judgement. There is also provision within this document for a
fulltime road safety co-ordinator plus associated educational promotions and a number of rest stops planned for high
traffic holidays and travel times.

FURTHER CHALLENGES
With 96% of the district’s roads being rural, a large portion of our road users in the district are associated with the agricultural
sector, either directly or via supporting functions. The two State Highways carry the bulk of the through-district travellers. A
challenge relating to this is unplanned events requiring a road closure / detour on the State Highway network for road
crashes, weather events or similar, which puts more pressure on local roads.
Challenges also include freight; the increasing size of commercial vehicles which puts pressure on the capacity (width) of
some roads; and addressing the potential impacts of climate change. To help mitigate this changing environment, ODC is
committed to increasing the size of culverts when needed, a stronger focus on vegetation control among others.
As mentioned in Waka Kotahi’s Arataki Version 2, sea level rises, increased rain and storm intensity and frequency will
affect communities, particularly Kawhia and Aotea. Council will consider the effects of sea level rises within our road
planning and resilience improvements, particularly in the areas that are vulnerable to increased sea levels.
ASSUMPTIONS
In developing the AMP, Council has made the following assumptions about the district and its roading network.
 Potential increases in subdivisions will increase demand for extending the roading network
 A potential increase in demand for seal extensions
 Community efforts to reduce injuries and road fatalities will continue
 Climate change will impact on storm events; this in turn will result in the increased likelihood of road damage particularly
in rural areas of the district as well as in Kawhia and Aotea due to rising sea levels
 Roading costs will continue to increase over time
 External funding, mainly through the New Zealand Transport Agency, will remain at similar levels to those currently
received. This could lead to Agency expectations that levels of service will be maintained by seeking further opportunities
for value‐for‐money and improved efficiencies
 The economic impacts of COVID-19 are yet to be fully realised, which could in turn impact funding and create variances
with tender submissions and subsequent claims
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A WORKING DOCUMENT
This document is the result of a true team effort by the Ōtorohanga District Council Roading Team. Each member of the
team provided input into this document which is a truly collaborative effort with the content reached by “a consensus of
the willing and competent”.
For example, each and every budget line was reviewed and tested by the core team of Abdul Baloch, Chris Clarke, Andreas
Senger and Roger Brady. This exercise took many days and the team has absolute confidence and total ownership in the
results, however the most important outcome from this exercise is that there is buy-in from everyone and the planning for
the next three years is complete. This AMP will be used on a daily basis and will undoubtedly pass the “dog eared and
coffee stained” test in three years time.

RATEGIC CONTEXT

Ōtorohanga District Council is a territorial local authority in the
Waikato region of New Zealand. It covers an area of 1976 square
kilometres that extends from the shores of the Tasman Sea in the
West to the Waikato River in the East. It has diverse topography,
productive farmland, extensive native vegetation, ocean beaches
and protected harbours.
The principal township is Ōtorohanga located centrally in the
District with a smaller urban settlement of Kāwhia located at the
coast, which is a popular holiday destination.
The District maintains 804 km of roads (526km sealed) with latest
daily traffic volumes ranging from 1440 to 10 (rural) and 3150 to
20 (urban) vehicles per day.
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Based on the 2018 census, there are 10,104 of us living in the District, of which 3027 (30%) are in Ōtorohanga
town. We collectively make up 0.2% of New Zealand’s population. More recent estimates indicate we have
grown to around 10,500. This indicates our numbers have been growing at an annual rate of around 2% since
2013. This population growth is a positive sign, as numbers had previously been dropping since the 1990s and
were likely to stay static or only grow slightly. The population growth is relatively evenly split between rural and
urban.
There are likely to be many reasons for our numbers increasing, which is predominantly associated with people
moving into the District, rather than a significant increase in the birth rate. Some of our new residents have
been attracted by the lifestyle and relatively cheap housing, some have come to set up new businesses or take
up a new job, and others may have come to connect with family/whanau.
We are becoming more ethnically diverse, with new residents arriving from most parts of the world. More than
11% of us were born overseas. European (67%) and Maori (26%) still make up most of the population, although
33% of us have Maori ancestry.
The median age of residents (2018) is 36.3 years, which is younger than the New Zealand population at 37.4
years. Our Maori population is younger still, at 27.8 years. The proportion of us aged 65+ is growing fastest,
which is in line with the rest of New Zealand.
The 2018 Census tells us there are more than 4300 homes in the District, which is around 230 more than in
2013. Home ownership rates in the District are 63.4%, which is only slightly lower than the New Zealand level of
64.6%. The cost of renting a house continues to be significantly lower in our District than the average for New
Zealand. The average house value (2019) in the district was $280,850 (NZ $687,099). However, the growth rate
in local house values has exceeded that of New Zealand since 2016/17.

Our average income (per person) in 2018 was $30,200 (NZ $31,800), while our average household income for
2019 was $101,101 (NZ $111,472). For those of us in employment, our average earnings in 2019 was $56,189 –
which is significantly lower than the New Zealand average at $62,774.
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The above population growth scenarios from Statistics NZ has not included the recent level of development
interest. Proposals for a new backup power generation plant, small scale dairy factory, a collagen processing
plant and significant expansion of the Waikeria correctional facility are currently being considered by Council or
are underway. The potential for new staff for these employment opportunities has prompted Council to move
to ensuring a provision of available sites for residential development for approximately a third of those staff (up
to 300 new families) to settle in the township of Ōtorohanga. It is hoped that the urban population at least will
increase rather than decrease and aid in retaining the essential services in the district.
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The potential population effects on the transport network are expected to be limited to a small number of
roads in the District being Waikeria Road accessing the Waikeria prison and Harper Avenue accessing the
proposed residential development.

Age Group

Age and sex of people in New Zealand, 2018 Census
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Age and sex of people in Ōtorohanga District, 2018 Census
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The existing population demography in the District generally mirrors that of the country at present. Statistics NZ
forecasts do, however, show of a dramatic increase in the over 65 year old population by 2043.
There is potential for an increased service level need for alternative mode transport to cater for the aging
population, both for better walking or mobility device provision (extent and quality) and potential public or ondemand travel service for access to distant health and community services.
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An improved transport service to allow residents to continue residing in the district rather than moving to a
regional town for access to relevant age related services is an issue for further investigation.

Agriculture is the economic backbone of the District, with 34.5% of the District’s employed population listing
their occupation as relating to Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing. It is still believed that upwards of 75% of all
economic activity in the District is closely associated with the agricultural sector. The prevailing economic
climate has been difficult for some of the smaller Ōtorohanga businesses, and there have been some changes to
businesses in the retail and service sectors, though it is suspected that these changes have occurred without
any substantial net loss or gain in total employee numbers.
There are four proposed major projects that are planned or in progress within the District. These are Waikeria
prison expansion, a power station, a collagen processing plant and a dairy factory.
Ōtorohanga is among the slowest growing territorial authority areas ordered by the nominal GDP per capita
compound annual growth rate over 5 years (2013-18) as shown in the figures below. These Modelled Territorial
Authority Gross Domestic Product (MTAGDP) estimates have been developed from Stats NZ Regional GDP
estimates and can assist with better understanding of local economies and industries.

However, it is believed that the economic prospects of the District have substantially improved since the
previous 2018-28 LTP was developed, largely because of the emergence of the three major projects. There is
now believed to be greater potential for improvement of economic conditions relative to those currently being
experienced, than there is for deterioration of those conditions. The LTP is therefore very much a 'business as
usual' plan, generally focused on retaining the existing extent and levels of service at minimum cost.
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The Council’s roading system includes 804km of roads, 134 bridges, 81
stock underpass structures, 34.8km of footpath, 5686 individual
stormwater culverts and 2,805 signs with a total network replacement
cost of $326.8 million (2017 asset valuation).
The network is predominantly rural at 96.1%, and sealed roads make up
65% of the total network (526km) with an additional 278km of rural
unsealed roads.
The ONRC makeup for the district is relatively evenly made up of
Secondary Collector, access and Low Volume roads with a small length
of Primary Collectors.

35%
278km
unsealed
65%
526km
sealed

ONRC

Urban
(Km)

Rural
(Km)

Total
Length(Km)

Lane
(Km)

Urban
Journeys
(M VKT)

Rural
Journeys
(M VKT)

Annual Total
Journeys Travelled
(M VKT)

Percentage
of length

1

22

24

47

1.0

7.6

8.7

3%

9

172

181

359

3.2

24.7

27.9

22%

11
10

264
315

274
325

530
593

1.6
0.3

10.0
3.4

11.6
3.8

34%
40%

0

0

0.0

0.0

0%

804

1,530

6.2

Primary
Collector
Secondary
Collector
Access
Low
Volume
Not
Required
Unclassified
TOTAL
NETWORK

0

0%
31

773

45.7

51.9

The existing condition of the sealed pavements as measured by smooth travel exposure (as reported by the REG
ONRC performance measurement tools) show the District’s roads are above the regional average with a
generally very minor trend of improvement. Previous desires for continual improvements without
benchmarking against other Districts can now be reconsidered with the availability of comparative tools
through the REG website.

% of network travel meeting NAASRA
target smoothness
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Ōtorohanga District Smooth Travel Exposure
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The Central Government’s direction to RCA’s is through the Land Transport Management Act and the triennial
Government Policy Statement on Land Transport. These documents give the broad strategic direction for the
nation’s transport networks.

The Land Transport Management
Act 2003
To contribute to an effective, efficient, and safe land
transport system in the public interest

 Effective when it moves people and freight
where they need to go in a timely manner
 Efficient when it delivers the right infrastructure
and services to the right level at the best cost
 Safe when it reduces harm from land transport
 In the public interest where it supports
economic, social, cultural and environmental
wellbeing

Government Policy Statement on
Land Transport (2021)
Government’s strategy to guide land transport
investment over the next 10 years, and
influences decisions on how money from the
NLTF will be invested across activity classes

Safety



Develop a transport system where
no-one is killed or seriously injured


Develop a transport system that
advances New Zealand’s vision that noone is killed or seriously injured while
travelling
New Zealand roads will be made
substantially safer
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Improving Freight Connection
Improve freight connections to
support economic development

Better travel options
Providing people with better travel
options to access places for earning,
learning, and participating in society

Climate change
Transforming to a low carbon transport
system that supports emissions
reduction aligned with national
commitments, while improving safety
and inclusive access

Well-designed transport corridors with efficient,
reliable and resilient connections, will support
productive economic activity.

Improve people’s transport choices in getting to
places where they live, work and play and to make
sure our cities and towns have transport networks
that are fit for purpose and fit for the future.

Support the rapid transition to a low carbon
transport system, and contribute to a resilient
transport sector that reduces harmful emissions,
giving effect to the emissions reduction target, the
Climate Change Commission recommended to
Cabinet until emissions budgets are released in
2021.

Support for these high level documents is provided through the Road to Zero 2020 -2030 strategy and the Road
to Zero Action Plan 2020-2030.

PRINCIPLES
● Seven principles will guide
how we design the network and
make road safety decisions.
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VISION
● Our vision is: a New Zealand
where no one is killed or
seriously injured in road
crashes.
● It is based on the worldleading ‘Vision Zero’ approach,
which says that no death or
serious injury while travelling
on our roads is acceptable.
● We know we have a long way
to go, but we can achieve our
vision if we shift the way we
think about road safety and
work together.

TARGET
● We want to reduce death and
serious injuries on our roads by 40
percent over the next decade.
● Steady progress towards this
would mean around 750 fewer
people would be killed on our roads
over the next 10 years, compared to
2018.

FOCUS
● We will focus our efforts in the areas that
will have the greatest impact:
∙ Speed management
∙ Vehicle safety ∂ Work-related road safety
∙ Road user choices
∙ System management

● They include:
∙ We promote good choices but
plan for mistakes
∙ We design for human
vulnerability
∙ We strengthen all parts of the
road transport system
∙ We have a shared
responsibility for improving road
safety
∙ Our actions are grounded in
evidence and evaluated
∙ Our road safety actions support
health, wellbeing and liveable
places ∂ We make safety a
critical decision making priority

Additional support for the high level GPS is provided
through the Speed Management Guide.
The speed management guide gives a sound and
nationally consistent methodology for considering the
correct and most appropriate speed for a section of road,
with tools to achieve those speeds. Roads may be
improved to allow safe travel at 100kph, or conversely
other roads may have traffic calming devises installed to
reduce the travel speed, also improving their safety.

Value
for
money

Education and
training – Safe
System
Designers and
Road Users

Improvements
to roads and
roadsides

The five and 10 year records for Fatal & Serious Injury
crashes show 45% of crashes result from loss of control or
inappropriate speed, and this is understood to be from
speed not matching the environment.
The use of speed management on the network to guide
motorists to a more appropriate environment speed, may
help to reduce approach speeds for curves and address
this crash history.
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The regional Transport Committee of the Waikato Regional Council consider and publish the Regional Land
Transport Plan (RLTP) which also provides guidance for the Waikato Councils.

Ōtorohanga District Council and the District Development Board have also jointly produced the District
Development Strategy with the following key areas of focus.
Council will particularly focus on the following relative strengths of the Ōtorohanga District:
● Sustainable flows of tourists through the District that are not fully exploited
● Property prices that are relatively low in relation to adjacent growing to the north
● Potential availability of water supply in Ōtorohanga
● Systems to sustain a capable and motivated workforce, including youth support.

The District Development Strategy is currently being reviewed as part of the current Long Term Plan process being
undertaken by Council. This work will not be complete prior to the submission on this document.
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Work completed to date indicates that the relative strength of the Ōtorohanga District are still very much
applicable.

To define the issues which are important to our local community, an investment logic mapping process was
undertaken under the guidance of an accredited facilitator Erik Barnes from Auxilium Ltd. Community
representatives from the following organisations attended the workshops during March to May 2020.
A number of other representatives of the transport community were invited but did not attend.
● ODC Roading Manager as the network manager
● ODC Engineering Manager as the investor
● ODC Road Asset Manager
● ODC Maintenance Engineer
● ODC Councillor (5)
● ODC Chief Executive
● NZ Transport Agency – as co investor and network partner
● NZ Transport Agency (2) – State Highway Network Operator
● ACC - Roading
● Ōtorohanga District Ratepayers (2) – representing rural landowners
● CCCS – representing the disabled community
The three problems identified in those workshops were as follows. How these relate to the transport activity
is also described:

1 The central location and
attractiveness of the district
is increasing growth, placing
additional demand on
infrastructure and resources

35%
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2 Increasing pressure
from climate and environmental
impacts coupled with a lack of
courageous leadership is leading
to increased risk to communities

3 The current state of our
infrastructure and how people use
it is unable to meet the speed and
uncertainty of technology change

50%
15%

Not all of the rural network meets the Council’s desired
minimum width standard, and many roads (particularly
the unsealed roads) include very tight radius curves.
Increasingly and as the allowable vehicle limits increase,
Heavy Commercial Vehicles are reporting difficulty in
accessing some sectors of the network

Those in the community without reliable access to
services including specialist medical care, higher
education, government and business services as well as
recreational / family trips outside of the district is difficult
without a resilient network providing continuous
transport links. With the predicted future change in age
profiles the need for reliable and flexible public transport
is a growing need.
The trend in F & SI crashes is for a gradual increase since
the late 1990s balanced against an environment of static
population or slight decline. To support the regional/
road to zero desire for a 40% reduction in deaths and
serious accidents in the next decade, the local numbers
need to be reduced. 45% of local road F & SI crashes are
loss of control or inappropriate speed, with the locations
spread widely across the district and ONRC hierarchy,
making significant engineering solutions uneconomic.
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Ōtorohanga local roads fatal and serious injuries
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Serious Injury

Fatalities

Rolling 5 year average

Road to Zero Target

The five year average annual fatal and serious injury rate in 2018/19 was 4.6 per annum. A 40 % reduction over
10 years of 1.84 to set a target of 2.76 fatal and serious injuries (five year average) per annum has been adopted
as a performance target, to match the Road to Zero Target. Ōtorohanga is currently trending above this target.

Motorcycle involved - 2015 - 2019
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Driver Impairment - 2015 - 2019

alcohol / drugs

sober

Yes

No

The numbers of motorcycles involved in crashes is disproportionately high at 20% in the last five years.
Improvements with impaired drivers involvement in Fatal & Serious Injury crashes has occurred in the last 5
years with 6% of crashes (25% in the previous 5 years)

Weather conditions
2015 - 2019

Fine

Heavy rain

Light rain

Mist or Fog

Road Conditions
2015 - 2019

Dry

Wet

Light Conditions
2015 - 2019

Bright sun

Dark

Overcast

Twilight

Analysis of the crash statistics shows that most Fatal & Serious Injury crashes occur in fine weather, on dry
roads and during daylight hours, eliminating environmental factors as a significant causative issue, and
suggesting that road surface texture causing slippery roads during rainfall is not an issue in the District.

Local Road Fatal & Serious Injury Crashes - Causative factors

0 to 5 years history
5 to 10 years history
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The causative factors recorded for Fatal & Serious Injury crashes in the last 5 years, (and in comparison to the
previous years) show a wide range of factors involved in contributing to the crash, but loss of control and
inappropriate speed together reported for 45% of the total crashes are clear areas for potential crash
reductions. 87% of the crashes occurred in the rural network, and 87% of the crashes on sealed roads.
Many rural roads in the district are relatively narrow with tight radius curves and limited runoff room / roadside
safety zones, particularly on the Access and Low Volume roads. It is thought that inappropriate approach speed
to road corners, even within the legal speed limit, and a level of distractedness / fatigue / over familiarity is
causing the high frequency of loss of control. A proposal to increase the road safety promotion, and continue
with the new driver training provision in conjunction with implementation of speed management across the
district will target these issues. This initiative is proposed to be supported by a redirected low cost
improvements programme to improve road widths together with the business as usual deficiency data base
safety improvements.

Tourism is recognised as a significant industry
that supports Ōtorohanga District. Council
acknowledges two key issues in this sector that
relate to the transport activity.
Council continues to develop Raglan Road as a
significant tourist route. Raglan Road is part of
the connection between Kāwhia and Raglan
which are both popular destinations for tourists
exploring the rugged west coast. The increased
popularity of this route has resulted in several
tourist coaches, campervans, and rental vehicles
increasing which has raised road safety and
environmental concerns.
Council continues to support sealing the 10km
that currently remains unsealed on Raglan Road
in the Ōtorohanga District Council local roading
network.
There is another approximately 10.6km that remains unsealed in the adjacent Waikato District Council network
to completely seal the link between Kāwhia and Raglan. Council will continue to lobby Waikato DC to seal their
portion of this popular route.

The increased popularity of Raglan Road has
resulted in several tourist coaches, campervans
and rental vehicles increasing, which has raised
road safety and environmental concerns

The link forms part of the Wild West Coast
Discovery Themed-Drive Itineraries, an emerging
experience in the Hamilton and Waikato Tourism
Opportunity Plan. These are diverse journeys that
have a very distinctive character with a variety of
experiences, attractions and accommodation.
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Access to Waitomo Caves via Waitomo Valley Road by international self-drive tourists is not considered to be
the most appropriate route due to the nature of this road in comparison to the roads generally used by tourists
between this district and Auckland / Bay of Plenty (particularly roads with narrow width, single lane bridges and
tight curves).
Work to promote the use of the State Highway network through to the caves will continue, including speed
management initiatives, negotiation with GPS navigation providers, vehicle rental companies and travel agents,
and improved advisory signage.

Since the 2018 – 2028 Asset Management Plan, there has been a significant amount of analysis undertaken on
the District’s bridges. This has resulted in only 1.2% of the network being not accessible to 50 Max vehicles
(PMRT Accessibility CO1). There was also strengthening work completed on six under-strength bridges during
2020/21 to lift these structures load carrying capacity to 50 Max.
The only weight restricted bridge is that of Waiharakeke Stream Bridge on Harbour Road that has a 44 tonne
(Class 1) posting. Mangawhaio Bridge on Waipapa Road does however require further analysis to determine
condition and confirm load carrying capacity. This will be done during 2020/21 and preliminary analysis
indicates that it is not expected to raise any significant concerns.

The increasing size of commercial vehicles, and particularly the milk tanker fleet, is also starting to put pressure
on the capacity (width) of some roads. There is anecdotal evidence from Fonterra of HCV having difficulties
when encountering similar approaching traffic.
There is also an increasing number of truck / trailer roll overs occurring in the district. This can happen when
heavy commercial vehicles drop a wheel into the storm water channel to avoid approaching traffic.
Seal width analysis of the existing network indicates that 44% of our sealed roads are greater than 0.5m below
historical best practice levels of service. 0.5m was used as the threshold for when seal widening would be
considered as an independent exercise. Less than this would not justify the cost of widening the road as a
separate seal widening exercise.
Previous thinking was to progressively upgrade the network to the desired seal width by increasing the works
plan for the minor improvement’s category; to provide for pavement widening and curve easing during
pavement renewals, 12 to 36 months prior to planned reseals, particularly as prioritised for Primary and
Secondary Collector roads. With the advent of the Road to Zero and Speed Management Planning this process
has been put on hold as making roads wider may encourage higher speeds.

length

% of
network

length

% of
network

length

% of
network

length

% of
network

Length 2m to 1m over width

8828

1.68%

8017

1.52%

2269

0.43%

1373

0.26%

Length1m to 0.5m over width

5374

1.02%

8656

1.65%

3063

0.58%

2633

0.50%

Length 0.5m to 0.1m over width

3817

0.73%

47073

8.95%

2935

0.56%

2975

0.57%

Length 0.1m over to 0.1m under width

7828

1.49%

60904

11.58%

29801

5.66%

0

0.00%

Length 0.5m to 0.1m under width

10638

2.02%

49757

9.46%

33159

6.30%

5617

1.07%

Length 1m to 0.5m under width

11488

2.18%

26915

5.12%

65586

12.47%

320

0.06%

Length 2m to 1m under width

18997

3.61%

18541

3.52%

41707

7.93%

16247

3.09%

Length 2m or more under width

17458

3.32%

7565

1.44%

1480

0.28%

5109

0.97%

Seal Widths
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Length 2m or more over width

Sum of lengths - 526130

84428

227428

180000

34274

Sum of lengths that are >0.5m under width

47943

53021

108773

21676

Total

231413

44%

Information supplied by NZTA provides three year average costs per km for most work categories supported by
NZTA, with comparisons within the standard peer group. In most instances the results for Ōtorohanga District
are in the median or lower range, but some results are surprisingly high in comparison with the peer group.
Environmental maintenance/ renewal and Network and Asset management are the fifth and second highest
cost in the peer group respectively.
Investigation is being done into the actual costs involved, and consultation with other RCAs within the peer
group to establish if the higher cost reflects a higher level of service, and if any level of service differences are
warranted may result in efficiencies being identified for future works. Higher Network and Asset management
costs are a reflection of the increased costs in gathering data to better understand the condition of the network
and improve our ability to predict future trends.
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The newly awarded district roads maintenance contract has been significantly revised to fully adopt the ONRC,
and the principals of differing levels of service based on road Hierarchy. Inspection regimes for roads are based
on their hierarchy, as are response times, and standards between work cycles. The tendered price is indicating
a saving of up to 15% over the previous contract which was based on levels of service which did not take into
account the road’s classification.

A single pothole with a dia of:

600mm

300mm

100mm

<70mm

Or this number of potholes (any
size) in any one 100m road
length

6

4

2

1

ONRC

Response time in (working) days

Primary Collector

1

2

10

nil

Secondary Collector

1

2

10

nil

Access Road

2

5

20

nil

Width of edge break
from nominal edge of
seal

200mm, or 100 mm on 100mm, or
the moving lane side
within the edge
of the edge line
line

Less than 100mm, and
between the edge line
and the normal Edge of
seal

ONRC

Response time in months

Primary Collector

3

6

nil

Secondary Collector

3

6

nil

Access Road

6

nil

nil

Low Volume Road

6

nil

nil

ONRC

High Priority

Low Priority

ONRC

(currently highly
likely to fail
completely)

(currently
unlikely to fail
completely)

Primary Collector

3

Secondary Collector

3

Response time in months

Response Time in Working
Days

Primary
Collector

3

6

Access Road

10

Secondary
Collector

3

6

Low Volume Road

10

Access Road

6

9

Low Volume
Road

6

9
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An unplanned event requiring a road closure / detour on the State Highway network for road crashes, weather
events or similar which render the Highway unsuitable for continued safe use will inevitably involve the
diversion of traffic onto the local roading network.
There are some possible issues with this sudden change in traffic volume onto the local roads in the Ōtorohanga
District. A diversion from SH3 with approximately 7353 vehicles per day (2018) with 16% (ID 00300038) of
those vehicles being Heavy Commercial Vehicles, onto local roads with levels of service for typical usage
volumes of 160 (Puketarata Road) to 330 vehicles per day (Te Kawa Road) is likely to create significant issues for
road safety, resilience, and should the detour last for periods of more than a day, considerable accelerated
pavement deterioration.
NZTA have recently provided planned detour routes, and some consideration should be given to the potential
impacts from these detours. It is possible that local road routes for use during long term State Highway closures
should be upgraded in preparation for detours.

Throughout this document works, strategies and practices which link directly to identified problems or benefits
and the key performance indicators of success, the flowing icons are used to highlight linkages to this Strategic
Context section.
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Reference

Description

PS 1

Problem statement 1: The central location and attractiveness of
the district is increasing growth, placing additional demand on
infrastructure and resources.

PS 2

Problem statement 2: Increasing pressure from climate and
environmental impacts coupled with a lack of courageous
leadership is leading to increased risk to communities.

PS 3

Problem statement 3: The current state of our infrastructure
and how people use it is unable to meet the speed and
uncertainty of technology change.

BS 1

Benefit statement 1: Strong community leadership focussed on
the future of the districts success.

BS 2

Benefit statement 2: Increased prosperity for the whole district

BS 3

Benefit statement 3: Building a thriving and healthy community
where people want to stay and grow

LOS 1

Road safety: How road users experience the safety of the road.

LOS 2

Transport Resilience: The consistency, availability and reliability
of an effective route particularly during unexpected events.

LOS 3

Transport Amenity: The level of travel comfort experienced by
the road user, and the aesthetics of the road environment.

LOS 4

Accessibility: The ease with which people are able to reach key
destinations, and the transport networks available to them.

LOS 5

Cost Efficiency: Value for money and best whole of life cost.

Icon

LEVELS OF SERVICE
An objective of this Activity Management Plan (AMP) is to establish the expectations of stakeholders and
customers, define the external drivers for provision of service and match these requirements with Levels of
Service which are clear in setting out what is intended to be provided by Council for land transport.

As part of the development of the 2021/24 Long Term Plan (LTP) it was decided to consult with a wide cross
section of our community stakeholders to inform both the LTP process and this AMP. In particular, to clearly
identify levels of service and determine the willingness of our community to pay.
A total of 14 drop-in sessions were held in various locations throughout the district and were well attended.
A wide range of budgeting information was available and direct discussions around levels of service were
encouraged. Without exception, the community were satisfied with the current levels of service.
Several specific regular maintenance items were recorded for later action; poor footpath condition and
increased seal extension were common themes throughout the course of these meetings. Council received a
clear message at the conclusion of these meetings that the community were satisfied with the current levels of
service and that has formed the direction for our Activity Management Plan.
A district wide ratepayer survey was also undertaken in 2014 which presented a range of differing levels of
service option choices to individual ratepayers. Although the number of responses received was disappointing
at only 6.6% of ratepayers, the option to maintain the current levels of service for land transport was the clearly
preferred option at 79%.
Previous surveys in 2002 and 2008 in relation to roading maintenance and construction standards and costs
were distributed to all ratepayers. The results of these earlier surveys were similarly positive and it is
considered that this series of results supports the setting of levels of service which match current practice,
without significant improvements or degradation to the asset or the management, while matching the
expectations of the ratepayers. Although these surveys are becoming a little dated they do assist in providing a
consistent picture across the years.
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Other interactions with ratepayers and stakeholders between Council staff and elected members are
continuously ongoing in both formal and informal forums including:
● Investment logic mapping for the AMP strategic case
● Further Long term plan and annual plan consultation
● General customer service requests
● Developer discussions during applications for resource consent
● Discussions with NZ Transport Agency funding staff and technical auditors
● Discussions with Regional Council transport and road safety staff
● Road safety industry members at Road Safety Action Plan meetings (RSAP) and similar forums
● Active and alternative mode transport representatives.
● Annual Council and RATA customer satisfaction surveys
Based on these interactions it is widely believed that the customers and stakeholders are generally well satisfied
with the current land transport standards and management practices which go together to form the customer
level of service.

As a result of the community consultative process for the 2021/24 Council Long Term Plan, the key message for
Council is “business as usual” with a strong focus on operational efficiency and financial prudence.
The long Term Plan also included some additional areas of focus and these are discussed as they relate directly
to land transport levels of service (and in particular improvements) as follows:
Facilitate Managed Growth The provision for growth, particularly economic growth, can be impacted directly by
the land transport network. It is considered that working with the One Network Road Classification (ONRC)
technical levels of service will ensure the network is in a position to absorb traffic impacts from modest growth.
As well as identifying engineering works to provide appropriate capacity and prioritising any improvement
works through the ONRC hierarchy, roads within the District Plan “Countryside Living Area” specifically
identified for rural intensification can be prioritised for improvements associated with safety and capacity.
The 2018/28 Council Long Term Plan further provides the community outcomes in the form of the following
statements:
● Ōtorohanga District is a safe place to live
● Ensure services and facilities meet the needs of the community
● Provide for the unique history and culture of the District
● Promote the local economy and opportunities for sustainable economic development
● Manage the natural and physical environment in a sustainable way
● Foster an involved and engaged community
● Protect the special character of our harbours and their catchments
● Recognise the importance of the Districts rural character.
The individual outcomes are considered in detail in the long Term Plan, but the individual statements are
sufficiently self-explanatory to guide the land transport activity levels of service setting.
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Not all of these statements are able to be given effect to through levels of service in the land transport
activities, but several of the desired outcomes can be influenced through the delivery of service.

A number of Central Government requirements provide some specific guidance and legislative framework to be
considered in formulating the Levels of Service as follows:
The Government Policy Statement 2021 (draft)
This document sets out the Ministers national strategic direction for the NLTP investment and the priorities and
objectives in delivering the transport programme. The key focus areas of the GPS are safety, improving freight
connections, and better travel options, and climate change.
The Local Government Act 2010 and Local Government (Community Well Being) Amendment Act 2019
This document establishes the four areas of community wellbeing, Economic, Cultural, Environmental and Social
which underpin the general activities of Council.

The Department of Internal Affairs Non-Financial performance Measure Rules 2013
This document establishes mandatory performance reporting for a number of public assets including roads and
footpaths, which are focussed on:
● How safe are the local roads?
● What is the overall condition of sealed roads in the local road network?
● Is the sealed roads network being maintained adequately?
● Are the footpaths that form part of the local road network being maintained adequately?
● Does the local authority responsible for the service provide a timely response if there is a problem?
For each of these aspects of service delivery, prescriptive measures are provided, which will allow Council to
compare its level of service to its peers.
The NZ Transport Agency One Network Road Classification Customer Levels of Service Outcomes
The ONRC service outcomes and performance measures provide some guidance on the intended service provision
which are intended, in time, to provide an appropriate and unified network across all TLA’s. Measures are
currently largely compared against peer groups to determine performance.
The following diagrams demonstrate the linkages between the various legislative requirements and the four
relevant Council Community outcomes, and how these inform the general areas of the levels of service.
Local Government Amendment Act 2010 Aspects of Community Wellbeing
ECONOMIC – Ensuring that core
facilities, services and
infrastructure keep pace with
the needs of the community

ENVIRONMENTAL– Ensuring
that the District’s environment is
managed in a sustainable
manner.

ENVIRONMENTAL– Ensuring
that the District’s environment is
managed in a sustainable
manner.
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One Network Road
Classification
CUSTOMER LEVELS
OF SERVICE
Overarching Principles:
1. Over time road
categories should offer
increasingly
consistent, fit for
purpose level of
service.
2. Value for money
and whole of life costs
optimised.
3. Integrated national
network integrating
land use and transport
including all modes
and in rural and urban
orkareas.
Road Classification
Delivered
in the
ork4.Road
Classification
context of the Road to
Zero.

Promote the local economy
and opportunities for
sustainable economic
development

Economic growth
and productivity

Mobility –
1. Travel time,
reliability
2. Resilience
3. Optimal speeds

Road condition

Value for money

Accessibility

Response to
Service
Requests

Ensure services and
facilities meet the needs of
the community

Footpaths

To drive
improved
performance
from the land
transport
system by
focussing on:

Road safety

Amenity

Road
maintenance

Manage the natural and
physical environment in a
sustainable manner

Relevant Council 2012-22 LTP COMMUNITY OUTCOMES

Draft 2015/45
Land Transport
Government Policy
Statement
STRATEGIC
DIRECTION

Safety

Department of
Internal Affairs
Non-financial
Performance
Measure rules 2013

Road safety

Ōtorohanga District is a
safe place to live

Sub Part
5: The
provision
of roads
and
footpaths

Relevant Ōtorohanga District Council 2012-22 LTP COMMUNITY OUTCOMES
Promote the local economy
and opportunities for
sustainable economic
development

Ensure services and
facilities meet the needs of
the community

Manage the natural and
physical environment in a
sustainable manner

Ōtorohanga District is a
safe place to live

Mandated Department of Internal Affairs
LOS Measures

PM 2: The
average quality of
the ride on a
sealed road
network
measured by
smooth travel
exposure
ONRC consistent
standards

Percentage of
the sealed road
network which
meets the road
width
standards

PM 5: Percentage
of service
requests
responded to
within 5 working
days (complaints)
or 15 working
days general

PM 4: Percentage
of footpath
network which
meets the
condition
standard of 3 or
better

Customer satisfaction survey

Customer
satisfaction in
addressing
requests for
service, annual
survey of
random sample
of customers

Customer
satisfaction in
level of roads and
footpath
maintenance from
survey response,
annual survey of
cross section of
community

PM 3: The
percentage of the
sealed network
that is resurfaced
annually

PM 1: The change
from the previous
year in the
number of
fatalities and
serious injuries
expressed as a
number

Internal measure

Total road
maintenance
costs per vehicle
kilometre
travelled
compared to
peer group
median

Customer
satisfaction in
safety of roads
from survey
response, annual
survey of cross
section of
community
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The levels of service in this edition of the Activity Management Plan have been revised from previous editions,
primarily to align with new legislative requirements and updated central government approaches to land
transport. The Department of Internal Affairs performance measures, sub-part 5 - the provision of roads and
footpaths are included in these levels of service. The ONRC performance measures are included in these levels
of service and form the bulk of the reporting measures.

The current levels of service adopted for this issue of the AMP have been set by staff with regard
to our performance in relation to the peer group, and existing high customer satisfaction levels.
Through the various surveys undertaken in the past and more recent 2021/24 LTP community meetings it is
clear that the ratepayers are wanting to maintain the current level of service. This is consistent with the
direction NZ Transport Agency (Waka Kotahi) requires for the development of the 21/24 National Land
Transport Programme (NLTP). The performance levels set are those that staff believe accurately reflect the
current levels of service. This is with the exception of footpaths.
It has become apparent through the most recent condition rating exercise that the poor condition of our
footpaths are more widespread than expected. This is also consistent with the feedback received from residents
attending the LTP community meetings. For this reason an accelerated renewal programme is proposed to
catch up on these high risk and public facing assets.

For most of the ONRC measures there is information on peer group averages and ranges. Discussion on ODC
performance compared to its peer group is provided below. There are however some measures that do not
have comparative information available to draw conclusions on Councils performance.

Reporting of the achieved annual levels of performance to the public is proposed to be through the publication of the annual report. The relatively technical nature
of the LOS measures not included in the Annual Plan and report are unlikely to be interpretable to the rate paying public without significant supporting information,
so it is not proposed to formally publish those results. The publication of results through the online REG performance tool is the ideal place for this information to be
made available to our funding partners and auditors.
ONRC
Reference
Number

Description

Measure

Road
Classification

Peer
Group
result

ODC
2019/20
performance

Comments

Safety – CO 1

Reducing the number of
serious and fatal injuries
on the local network each
financial year.

The total number of fatalities
and serious injuries on the
local road network

Primary Collector

5.44%

-16.67%

Secondary Collector

1.12%

4.17%

As the total numbers of FSI by ONRC category are relatively small
individual events make a significant impact on the ODC values.

Access Road

0.66%

22.2%

Low Volume Road

-11.70%

0%

Measure methodology
Safety – CO 2

Reducing the collective
risk of serious and fatal
injuries on the local
network each financial
year.

Measure methodology
Safety – CO 3

The current crash value as a percentage of the average crash rate for the previous 5 years
Primary Collector

0.033

0.021

Secondary Collector

0.012

0.013

Access Road

0.004

0.004

Low Volume Road

0.002

0.001

Values compare well with peer group average.

The average number of rural crashes in the last 10 years, divided by the length of the network

Reducing the personal risk
of serious and fatal injuries
on the local network each
financial year.

Measure methodology

The total number of fatalities
and serious injuries per
kilometre on the local road
network

The total number of fatalities
and serious injuries by traffic
volume on the local road
network

Primary Collector

5.990

5.779

Secondary Collector

7.750

8.595

Access Road

10.199

10.373

Low Volume Road

14.944

7.964

Values compare well with peer group average.

The average number of rural crashes in the last 10 years, divided by the VKT of the network x 100,000,000

Amenity –
CO 1

Amenity –
CO 2

Pavement
Chipseal
resurfacing –
CE 2

The smoothness of the
journey reflects the ONRC
classification of the road

The smoothness of the
journey reflects the ONRC
classification of the road

Demonstrate that chipseal
resurfacing on the
network is timed to
minimise whole-of-life
cost while delivering the
required customer
outcomes

The percentage of travel on
local roads smoother than
the specified threshold by
classification

th

The 85 percentile
roughness on local roads,
smoother than the specified
threshold by classification

Primary Collector

96.4%

94.8%

Secondary Collector

97.4%

95.3%

Access Road

95.4%

90.9%

Low Volume Road

90.8%

87.4%

Primary Collector

th

85 = 95

83

Secondary Collector

85th

104

= 99

th

Access Road

85 =
113

118

Low Volume Road

85th=140

126

The total quantity of local
sealed road chipseal
resurfacing undertaken over
the previous year as renewal
work (% of classification) by
classification

Primary Collector

4.8%

18.4%

Secondary Collector

5.3%

5.1%

Access Road

4.0%

0.9%

Low Volume Road

2.9%

3.2%

The average lives achieved of
local sealed road chipseal
resurfacing undertaken over
the previous year as renewal
work

Primary Collector

12.3y

12.4
years

Secondary Collector

12.5y

11.6years

Access Road

15.6y

12.1years

Low Volume Road

15.1y

13 Years

Current performance is slightly less than or close to the average and the
pavement renewal programme predicts little change in surface condition for
the proposed forward works plan. Current spread of results fits ONRC
principals well. No changes in LOS proposed

Current performance is close to the average and the pavement renewal
programme predicts little change in surface condition for the proposed
forward works plan. Current spread of results fits ONRC principals well. No
changes in LOS proposed

Very small quantity of primary collector roads on the network skews results.
Up until recently annual reseals have been in the order of 3% per year which
is not sustainable. Average 10% annual reseal quantity (average life = 10
years) is proposed as per the forward works plan. This is intended to
maintain the current condition at best whole of life cost and catch up on a
backlog of reseals. The historic average 3% annual reseal length gives
average seal life = 33 years which is not considered realistic
As above, calculated forward works plan average 10 year life is adopted for
the AMP. It is expected that a range of life achievements across the ONRC
range will still occur as we catch up on the backlog of reseal sites.

Community Outcome

Social

Ōtorohanga District is a
safe place to live.

How the Activity Contributes

Roads and footpaths are designed and
managed to reduce the risk of serious
harm.

Level of Service

The numerical change from the previous financial year (for
which all data is available) in the total number of fatalities and
serious injuries resulting from road crashes on local roads.

Current
performance
(2019/20)

Performance Target
2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/31

0

0

0

0

96%

96%

96%

96%

96%

30%

95% to
105%

95% to
105%

95% to
105%

95% to
105%

60%

70%

80 %

90 %

95 %

54%

90%

90%

90%

90%

Current
performance
(2018/19 to
2019/20)

(Measure 1)

Environmental

Economic

5

Promote the local
economy and
opportunities for
sustainable economic
development.

Manage the natural and
physical environment in
a sustainable manner.

The average quality of ride of sealed roads measured by smooth
travel exposure, (as a percent of travel distance above a
NAASRA smoothness value set by ONRC)

(Measure 2)
Maintaining the network to an
appropriate and cost effective manner.

The extent of the sealed network by surface area that is
resurfaced annually.

(Measure 3)

Note: this is a measure of the area of resealing completed as a
ratio of the forward works plan in the AMP
Ensure services and
facilities meet the needs
of the community.

Cultural

Provides an appropriate level of road
maintenance.

Provides appropriate and walkable
paths

Percentage of the footpath network which meets or is at or
above the condition rating standard 3 (minor cracking)

COVID 19
lockdown delayed
programme

(Measure 4)
Ensure services and
facilities meet the needs
of the community.

Minor maintenance issues are attended
to promptly, and significant issues
addressed at the appropriate levels of
Council to continue to provide a service
which is satisfactory to the users.

Percentage of service requests relating to roads and footpaths
responded to within 10 working days.

(Measure 5)

Community
Outcomes

How the Activity
Contributes
Maintaining the network to an
appropriate and cost effective
manner.

Level of Service

The extent of the unsealed road metalling
programme that is completed annually

Road
Classification

Current
Performance
(2019/20)

Performance Target
2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/31

Total network

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Primary Collector

96%

96%

96%

96%

96%

Secondary Collector

79%

79%

79%

79.5%

81%

Access Road

90%

92%

93%

94%

100%

Low Volume Access

91%

91%

91%

91%

97%

Total network

+12%

+/- 20%

+/- 20%

+/- 20%

+/- 20%

6%

<10%

<10%

<10%

<8%

Economic

Note: this is a measure of the area of road
metalling completed as a ratio of the forward
works plan in the AMP

Provides a suitable road profile for
the road classification to allow for
efficient traffic movements.

Percentage of the rural sealed road network which
meets the road width standards.1

Roads are considered to be under width if they are
>0.5m narrower than the seal width standard

Social

Environ
mental

Total road maintenance operations and renewal
costs per road kilometre compared to ONRC peer
group average (Rural Districts)

Ōtorohanga District
is a safe place to
live.

Roads and footpaths are designed
and managed to reduce the risk of
serious harm.

The percentage of crashes with road related
factors on local roads.

All roads

ONRC Ref
Number

Description

Safety – CO 1

Reducing the number of serious and
fatal injuries on the local network
each financial year.

Safety – CO 2

Safety – CO 3

Resilience –
CO 1

Resilience –
CO 2

Reducing the collective risk of serious
and fatal injuries on the local network
each financial year.

Reducing the personal risk of serious
and fatal injuries on the local network
each financial year.

Number of journeys impacted by an
unplanned or emergency event.

Access to properties is available
whenever practicable

Measure

The total number of fatalities and
serious injuries on the local road
network over the last five years as
a percentage of the average

The total number of fatalities and
serious injuries per kilometre on
the local road network averaged
over the last 10 years

The total number of fatalities and
serious injuries by traffic volume on
the local road network averaged
over the last 10 years

Number of incidents and total
number of journeys affected on the
local road network, per year by
classification

Number of incidents and total
number of vehicles affected where
there was no viable detour from
the local road network, per year by
classification

Data Source

ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website
ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website
ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website
ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website
ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website

Road
Classification

Peer
Group
result

Primary Collector

5.44%

-16.67%

0%

Secondary Collector

1.12%

4.17%

0%

Access Road

0.66%

22.2%

0%

Low Volume Road

-11.70%

0%

0%

Primary Collector

0.033

0.021

Declining trend per annum

Secondary Collector

0.012

0.013

Declining trend per annum

Access Road

0.004

0.004

Declining trend per annum

Low Volume Road

0.002

0.001

Declining trend per annum

Primary Collector

5.990

5.779

Declining trend per annum

Secondary Collector

7.750

8.595

Declining trend per annum

Access Road

10.199

10.373

Declining trend per annum

Low Volume Road

14.944

7.964

Declining trend per annum

Primary Collector

No
information
available

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Access Road

0

0

0

0

0

Low Volume Road

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Secondary Collector

Primary Collector
Secondary Collector
Access Road

No
information
available

Low Volume Road
Amenity –
CO 1

The smoothness of the journey
reflects the ONRC classification of the
road

The percentage of travel on local
roads smoother than the specified
threshold by classification

ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website

Performance Target
Current

21/22

22/23

23/24

24/31

(2019/20)

Primary Collector

96.4%

94.8%

>95%

>95%

>95%

>95%

Secondary Collector

97.4%

95.3%

>95%

>95%

>95%

>95%

Access Road

95.4%

90.9%

>90%

>90%

>90%

>90%

Low Volume Road

90.8%

87.4%

>90%

>90%

>90%

>90%

ONRC Ref
Number

Description

Measure

Data Source

Road
Classification

Peer
Group
result

Primary Collector

85th

= 95

Secondary Collector

85th

Performance Target
21/22

22/23

23/24

24/31

83

90 - 110

90 - 110

90-110

90 - 110

= 99

104

<110

<110

<110

<110

85 = 113

118

<120

<120

<120

<120

126

<140

<140

<140

<140

Current
(2019/20)

Amenity –
CO 2

The smoothness of the journey
reflects the ONRC classification of the
road

85th

The
percentile roughness on
local roads, smoother than the
specified threshold by classification

ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website

Access Road
Low Volume Road

Accessibility
– CO 1

The trucks that need to use the roads
with restrictions can do so

The proportion of each local road
classification that is not accessible
to class 1 Heavy vehicles and
50Max trucks.

ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website

th

th

85 =140
0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0.2%

0%

1.0%

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Access Road

0.9

0.38

0

0

0

0

Low Volume Road

0

0

0

0

0

0

Primary Collector
Secondary Collector
Access Road

No
information
available

Low Volume Road
Accessibility
– CO 2

The aim of this measure is to monitor
where the signage is fit for purpose in
providing direction to road users on
urban (per km) and rural (per 10km)
roads.

Measuring the number of instances
where the wayfinding signage or
markings are not in accordance
with standards

ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website

Primary Collector
Secondary Collector

No
information
available

No more than 1% i.e. declining trend

ONRC Reference
Number

Safety – TO 1

Description

Permanent hazards are
marked consistently
across New Zealand.

Measure

The number of permanent hazards that
are not marked on local roads in
accordance with RTS 5 & MOTSAM.
10% sample of network

Data
Source

Road
Classification

Peer
Group
result

Primary Collector
Staff audits

Secondary Collector
Access Road

No
information
available

Low Volume Road

Performance Target
Current

21/22

22/23

23/24

24/31

0

0

0

0

100%

100%

100%

100%

2019/20
0

0

0

0

0

0.4

1

0.3

Non-compliance per 10km rural 1km
urban
Safety - TO 2

Workers and people
participating in events
on roads are kept safe

The percentage of compliant local road
Traffic Management Sites from field
audits

Primary Collector
Staff audits
Secondary Collector

Safety - TO 3

Drivers are able to
navigate safely because
they can see hazards,
warning signs or
delineation in time to
respond.

The number of locations on local roads
where sight distance or signs are
obscured by vegetation or other items
in a 10% network sample

75%
No
information
available

Access Road

100%

Low Volume Road

100%

Primary Collector
Secondary Collector
Staff audits

92%

Access Road

No
information
available

Low Volume Road

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

<1

<1

<1

<1

0

1

<2

<2

<2

<2

-ve or 0

-ve or 0

-ve or 0

-ve or 0

-ve or 0

-ve or 0

Non-compliance per 10km rural 1km
urban
Safety - TO 4

Safety - TO 5

Reduce the number of
fatal and serious injuries
through loss of driver
control

Reduce the number of
fatal & serious injuries in
night time crashes

The number of fatal & serious injuries
on local roads attributable to loss of
driver control (including on wet roads
over the last five years as a percentage
of the average

The number of fatal & serious injuries
on local roads which occur at night each
year on the network over the last five
years as a percentage of the average

ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website

ONRC
performance
measure
eporting tool
website

Primary Collector

1.1%

-25.0%

Secondary Collector

6.0%

0%

Access Road

-50.0%

0%

Low Volume Road

-20.83%

0%

Primary Collector

-10.23%

0%

Secondary Collector

-1.18%

12.5%

Access Road

-25.74%

0%

Low Volume Road

-2.17%

0%

-ve or 0

-ve or 0

ONRC Reference
Number

Safety – TO 6

Safety – TO 7

Description

Reducing the number of
fatal & serious injuries at
intersections

Reduce the number of
maintenance related
hazards on roads
requiring evasive action
by road users (eg
detritus, ponding water,
pot holes_)

Safety – TO 8

Safety – TO 9

Safety - TO 10

Amenity – TO 1

Measure

The number of fatal & serious injuries
on local roads which occur at
intersections with local roads each year
on the network over the last five years
as a percentage of the average

ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website

The number of hazardous faults which
require evasive action on a10% network
sample of the local road network

Road
Classification

Peer
Group
result

Secondary Collector

-1.05%

0%

Access Road

14.62%

0%

Low Volume Road

-4.81%

0%

Secondary Collector

0

Access Road

No
information
available

Roadside areas are
maintained free from
unauthorised
obstructions and new
hazards are prevented
from developing

The number of locations where there
are unauthorised roadside items on
a10% local road network sample

The smoothness of the
journey reflects the

Median roughness (NAASRA) on the
local road network

Staff audits

Stopbank shared path

ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website

Primary Collector

ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website

ONRC
performance
measure

1.2

0

1.9

1.0

1.3

0

24/31

-ve or 0

-ve or 0

-ve or 0

-ve or 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16.7%

Access Road

75%

Low Volume Road

0%

Primary Collector

Primary Collector

23/24

0%

Secondary Collector

Access Road

22/23

0

1.1

N/A

No
information
available

Low Volume Road

Faults per 10km rural 1km urban

0

N/A

Secondary Collector

21/22

2019/20
0%

Low Volume Road

The total number of fatal & serious
injuries involving vulnerable users on
the local road network over the last five
years as a percentage of the average

Current

-1.38%

Primary Collector

Faults per 10km rural 1km urban

Performance Target

Primary Collector

Staff audits

The number of local cycle path
hazardous faults which require evasive
action on a10% network sample
Reduce the number of
fatal & serious injuries
involving vulnerable
users

Data
Source

62

0

0

0

0

1

1.1

0

0.3

55

+10% - 30% of peer group (Rural Districts)

ONRC Reference
Number

Description

Measure

ONRC classification of
the road

Amenity – TO 2

Manage the number of
faults that detract from
the customer experience

Data
Source

reporting tool
website

The number of aesthetic faults that
detract from the customer experience
on a10% network sample of, local roads

ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website

Faults per 10km rural 1km urban

Accessibility – CO 2

The aim of this measure
is to monitor where the
signage is fit for purpose
in providing direction to
road users on urban (per
km) and rural (per 10km)
roads.

Measuring the number of instances
where the wayfinding signage or
markings are not in accordance with
standards

ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website

Road
Classification

Peer
Group
result

Performance Target
Current

21/22

63

68

Access Road

70

75

Low Volume Road

87

81.5

Primary Collector

0

0

Secondary Collector

0

0

0.9

0

Low Volume Road

0

0

Primary Collector

0

0

Secondary Collector

0

0

0.9

0.38

0

0

Access Road

Access Road
Low Volume Road

No
information
available

23/24

24/31

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2019/20

Secondary Collector

No
information
available

22/23

ONRC
Reference
Number

Description

Measure

Data Source

Peer group
average

Road Classification

Performance Target
Current

21/22

22/23

23/24

24/31

0%

>30%

>10%

>15%

>15%

(2019/20)
Pavement
Chipseal
resurfacing – CE 2

Demonstrate that chipseal
resurfacing on the network is
timed to minimise whole-of-life
cost while delivering the required
customer outcomes

The total quantity of local sealed road
chipseal resurfacing undertaken over the
previous year as renewal work (% of
classification) by classification

The average cost per lane km of local sealed
road chipseal resurfacing undertaken over
the previous year as renewal work by
classification

The average lives achieved of local sealed
road chipseal resurfacing undertaken over
the previous year as renewal work

Asphalt
Resurfacing – CE
3

Demonstrate that asphalt resurfacing on the network is timed to minimise
whole-of-life cost while delivering the required customer outcomes

Unsealed Road
Metalling –

Demonstrate that metalling on
unsealed parts of the network is
timed to minimise whole-of-life
cost while delivering the required
customer outcomes

CE 4

ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website
ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website
ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website

4.8%

Primary Collector

5.3%

Secondary Collector

5.1%

>5%

>5%

>5%

>10%

4.0%

Access Road

0.9%

>10%

>10%

>10%

>10%

2.9%

Low Volume Road

3.2%

>10%

>10%

>10%

>10%

$16,648

Primary Collector

0

$18,247

Secondary Collector

$16,448

Access Road

$16,686

Low Volume Road

$15,383

12.5y

Primary Collector

12.4 years

>12 y

>12 y

>12 y

>12 y

12.6y

Secondary Collector

11.6 years

>12 y

>12 y

>12 y

>12 y

14.2y

Access Road

13.1 years

>15 y

>15 y

>15 y

>15 y

15.6y

Low Volume Road

12.1 Years

>15 y

>15 y

>15 y

>15 y

$12,950

No more than 20% above the peer
group average

TBC

Asphalt surfacing on the network is such a small volume & proportion that
reporting would not provide meaningful information. Measure not used

The total quantity of metalling that has
been undertaken over the previous year as
renewal work by classification on the local
road network

ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website

The total cost of metalling that has been
undertaken over the previous year as
renewal work by classification on the local
road network ($/lane km)

ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website

The average asset lives of unsealed road
surfacing that has been undertaken over the
previous year as renewal work by
classification

ONRC
performance
measure

No
information
available

No
information
available

Access Road

710m3

Low Volume Road

8910m3

Access Road

$509

Low Volume Road

$729

Access Road

5 yr

Low Volume Road

5 yr

100%
of AMP
plan

100%
of AMP
plan

100%
of AMP
plan

100%
of AMP
plan

Within 10% of NZ Transport Agency WC
211

5yr

5yr

5yr

5yr

ONRC
Reference
Number

Description

Measure

Data Source

Peer group
average

Road Classification

Performance Target
Current

21/22

22/23

23/24

24/31

(2019/20)

Maintenance
Costs – CE 10

That service levels and costs
become consistent nationally
across like classifications with
reasonable variation for local
factors

The overall cost per 1000vkt of routine
maintenance activities, on each local road
network classification for the financial year

The overall cost per network lane km of
routine maintenance activities, on each
local road network classification for the
financial year

reporting tool
website

No
information
available

ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website

No
information
available

ONRC
performance
measure
reporting tool
website

No
information
available

Primary Collector

$1.74

Secondary Collector

$10.69

Access Road

$42.79

Low Volume Road

$49.84

Primary Collector

$318

Secondary Collector

$831

Access Road

$934

Low Volume Road

$316

Within 10% of NZ Transport Agency WC
111 to 151 (total)

Within 10% of NZ Transport Agency WC
111 to 151 (total), no more than +20%
of peer group average per work
category (provided by NZTA)

Road safety improvement targets are based on the Road to Zero Road Safety Strategy 2020 - 2030 which has the
following targets:
● 40% reduction in Fatalities and Serious Injuries from 2020 to 2030

Statistics for serious injuries and fatalities resulting from crashes on the Ōtorohanga District local roading
network have been taken from the CAS database, with a five year rolling average established.
The combined five year rolling average annual fatality and serious injuries reduction rate from 2018/19 is 0.18
per annum. This represents a 40 % reduction of the combined fatal and serious injury accidents over a 10 year
period to align with the Road to Zero target.
The five year average annual fatal and serious injury rate in 2018/19 was 4.6 per annum. A 40 % reduction over
10 years of 1.84 to set a target of 2.76 fatal and serious injuries (five year average) per annum has been adopted
as a performance target, to match the Road to Zero Target.
Historical records and the established target are as shown below:

Ōtorohanga local roads fatal and serious injuries
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
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0

Serious Injury

Fatalities

Rolling 5 year average

Road to Zero Target

The current fatal and serious injury rate five year rolling average are achieving the level of service targets
required but could easily increase. Targeting education of road users and working towards speed
management is the proposed response to maintaining the level of service.

Due to the relatively low number of crashes on the local road network, particularly when considered by
individual road hierarchy, the rolling five year average for fatal and serious injuries are extremely sensitive to
single event crashes. It was therefore decided that individual numerical targets would not be set, rather an
annual target level of service of zero or a declining trend (-ve) fatal and serious injuries has been established.

Statistics have been taken from the CAS database to determine the percentage of local road crashes (including
minor and non-injury crashes) which have a “road factor” listed as a contributor to the crash (but not always the
primary reason for the crash) for example a slippery road surface resulting from rain. These crashes made up
between 2% to 23% of the total crash numbers and averaged 10% since 2008/09.
The level of Service target is set to reduce the number of crashes where physical road factors are a contributing
factor. The spike in road factor crashes in 2013/14 was primarily in one location on Ouruwhero Road after a
reseal failed leaving a flush surface. This section of road has since been the subject of a significant capital
improvement project, and it is hoped that this issue has been addressed.
Although it is pleasing to see “road factors” trending downwards the general increase in the numbers of crashes
enables us to focus on other crash causes more relating to driver behaviour whilst continuing to adopt a similar
approach to road safety improvements as we have in the last few years.

Local road crashes with a road factor indicated
25%

50
20%

40
35

15%

30
25

10%

20
15

5%

10
5

Total local road crash number

% Road factor crashes

19/20

18/19

17/18

16/17

15/16

14/15

13/14

12/13

11/12

10/11

0%

09/10

0

08/09

Annual crash numbers
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% with a road factor indicated

55

During the 2021/24 LTP community meetings in July and August 2020 the Council received the same message
that the community without exception were satisfied with the current levels of service. This is consistent with
these earlier surveys and has formed the direction for our Activity Management Plan.
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In support of maintaining the current levels of service a customer satisfaction survey, undertaken by WLASS,
indicates high levels of satisfaction for the roading activity from those residents surveyed. An extract from this
survey is included in the appendix.

DEMAND

Data from the 2018 census for the Ōtorohanga District shows a healthy population increase between 2013
and 2018 of 963 people (+10.53%). During this period the national population has shown an overall
population increase of 457 707 (+10.79%) which shows that Ōtorohanga is reflecting the national average.
The number of permanent residents in the Kawhia township is now 339 people which has decreased by 51
people (-13.1%) since the 2006 census, however the number of holiday homes has increased accordingly.

Population in Ōtorohanga District , 2006-18 Censuses
Thousands (Number)

12.5
10.104
10

9.075

9.141

2006 (count)

2013 (count)

7.5
5
2.5
0
2018 (count)

Population growth projections are covered in the strategic context section of this document on page 12.
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Activities which will undoubtedly lead to population growth include:
● The proposed capacity increase and development at the Waikeria Prison which is within the Ōtorohanga
District. Early indications of the scale of the development which requires up to 1,500 construction staff over a
four-year period for 2018 to 2022, and an increase of up to 600 operational staff, has the potential to have an
effect on local population forecasts. With the prevailing political climate, the final scale of this development is
uncertain, however construction is on track for completion in February 2022 and a conservative estimate is that
around 100 new families will move into the district due to employment at Waikeria Prison.
● There is a resource consent in place for a 128 lot subdivision of which options are currently in place on more
than 50 sections. Bulk earthworks have commenced and titles are due in late 2021.
● There is also approval for a milk factory, bovine processing plant, and gas fired power station within the
district.
The actual population growth forecasted to 2018 was almost exactly the same figure as the high projection
included in the last Activity Management Plan. Therefore, it appears logical to assume a similar pattern for the
next five to 10 years.
Based on this current trend it is likely that there will be growth within the Ōtorohanga District for the
foreseeable future.

A key question covered later in this section is what effect will this growth have on the number of vehicles using
the road, and in turn how will this affect the life cycle of the roads and the need for level of service
improvements?

Data published with the 2013 census results predict a continued change in the age profile of the district, with
declines in each age bracket other than the 70 years and older group. However, the latest forecasts show that
by 2043 a fairly even age distribution is expected, with similar total numbers of residents over the age of 70 as
those under 10 years old.
A comparison between the forecast 2043 population distribution with the 2013 figures is shown below.
(This forecast has not yet been updated by Statistics New Zealand.)

Ōtorohanga District 2043 age distribution
80 - 84 years
70 - 74 years
60 - 64 years
50 - 54 years
40 - 44 years
30 - 34 years
20 - 24 years
10 - 14 years
0 - 4 years
-10%

-5%
Male

5%

10%

Female
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2013

0%

The potential change in population is a significant factor with the population possibly rising to 12,500, or slightly
higher, in 2043. Change in the use and need of our transport network is not expected to be caused by change in
population numbers and the rationale for the conclusion is included later in this section.

The expectation is that the aging population is likely to focus on the two principal urban areas where the
required facilities for retirement are generally more available. The inevitable improvements in the availability,
quality, effectiveness and affordability of alternative transport mode options (such as mobility scooters and
electric bicycles) will also place pressure in the non-road transport network (pathways and cycle ways) in the
Ōtorohanga urban communities. To this end, budgets for footpath and cycleway maintenance have been
significantly increased in associated cost centres.
There is no immediate need to commence any capital improvements to provide for this shift or increase in
alternative mode, but options are now under consideration. Thought is also being given to broadly defining a
direction to manage the provision of appropriate transport services for the full range of the vulnerable road
user sector of our community.
The initial work on this investigation for transport is to be undertaken from existing budgets by staff, but it is
anticipated that specific line items for advancing the development of “non-private motorcar” transport will be
included in the 2024/33 AMP and LTP.

Ō

Ōtorohanga District Council’s Roading staff has for many years undertaken a good traffic counting programme,
with some roads counted annually since 1959. The traffic counts for each of the 218 rural and 90 urban traffic
count sites are carried out at the same location and same time of year, and as a result the traffic volumes and
degrees of change are well understood.
A total of 51.9 million vehicle kilometres are currently travelled across the Ōtorohanga District network.
(Excluding State Highways in the district)

Total Vehicle Km Travelled

Rural Sealed vs Unsealed Km
Travelled

15%
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5%

85%
Rural

95%

Urban
Rural Sealed

Urban roads make up 4% of the roading network
however 15% of the vehicle kilometres travelled
are in urban areas

Rural unsealed

Sealed roads make up 65% of the rural
network however 95% of the kilometres
travelled on the sealed roads.

In general, the following series of graphs recording the Average Daily Traffic (ADT) Counts for roads across the
district do not provide definitive data that there is any growth in traffic volumes over the last 11 years. These
figures have been broken down into light and heavy vehicles in order to assess the damage caused by heavy
vehicles to the roads and any level of service improvements required as a result of more cars using the roads.
Total traffic volumes on each of the four ONRC road classifications are low and do not approach thresholds
where relatively small increases become significant for increased wear and hence shorter road rehabilitation
cycles. Typically, roads built in the 1950s and 60s have layer works which are less than current design standards
and adjustments are made accordingly when rehabilitation works take place.
To further expand on this logic, for a nominal increase in layer works of 40mm (for granular pavements with
thin bituminous surfacing and a subgrade CBR of 3) there would have to be twice the Equivalent Standard Axles
(ESA’s) to require such a change in design speciation. We believe that it is equally valid that any changes to the
timing of the planned resealing or rehabilitation of roads are much more likely to be caused by local geology
and existing road design rather than growth in vehicle numbers. As an empirical formula when completing
rehabilitation work on all sealed roads we increase the effective basecourse thickness by a minimum of 50mm
which effectively adds to the durability of the road and also future proofs the pavement design against
increases in the traffic volume in the foreseeable future. We also make the reasonable assumption that axle
loads will not increase based on recent legislative trends.

ONRC ADT Comparison
1600
1400
1200

This graphs
clearly
demonstrates
the traffic
volumes in the
district based on
the ONRC road
hierarchy.

1000
800
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Low Volume
Roads

The following series of graphs show similar trends in the vehicle counts taken over the last 11 years across each
of the ONRC classifications and give further weight to these conclusions:
● There is not a significant increase in traffic volumes across the district
● There are similar vehicle demographics across the sealed roading network
● There traffic count data is not as accurate as we would like and the variations in traffic volumes could easily
be accounted for by taking counts on different days or at different times of year.
There is currently a plan in place to improve the traffic counts data across the Waikato Region by utilising the
services of the Regional Asset Technical Accord (RATA) to provide consistency and continuity of service.
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Ōtorohanga District Council has recently completed a revision of the typical construction cross sections for rural
roads which included pavement width. These cross sections have been reviewed to fit directly against the ONRC
hierarchy table (see details in appendix A). There are currently no typical urban cross sections as the road
network is mature and any new developments are covered under the Waikato Regional Technical Specification
which has been adopted by Council.
During this review all traffic accident data across the district including analysis of the NZTA “mega maps” tool
was undertaken and the question asked “do we need to increase the width of our roads?”
Based in the data available, the principal answer was: No, as there is no crash data to support this and with the
likely move to reducing the speed limit in rural roads any increase in road widths could be seen to be
encouraging poor behaviour, as when people perceive the road is wide enough they are more likely to speed.
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Consideration is being given to specific localised width issues which have been identified and these are then
assessed as minor safety improvements under the low cost / low risk cost centre.

Current increases in population and traffic demand (which is questionable due to insufficient data) do not
indicate any need for level of service improvements based on either of these factors, therefore the current
policies on road rehabilitation and resealing will continue.

DETAILED AND PROGRAMMED BUSINESS CASE
This chapter details the different programming options and weighs up the best approach for Council to take in
maintaining the local network.
All options are based on sound activity management principles and processes, and have been well considered to
ensure consistent levels of service and best value for money while taking into account timing, present value
methodology and delivery.
The planned maintenance programme will over time deliver customer levels of service consistent with the One
Network Road Classification Framework and Waka Kotahi maintenance guidelines.
With the development of the One Network Framework, Council will endeavour to transition these requirements
into the current programmes and funding constraints.

Strategic Case Link
In March 2020 an Investment Logic Mapping (ILM) workshop was conducted to identify what issues and needs
were important to our community. The findings will be used to inform and guide the Infrastructure Strategy and
Long Term Plan for the Ōtorohanga District for the next 30 years. The ILM has also been used to support and
inform the Activity Management Plan. During the workshop, the following problems were identified with
prospective benefits and strategic responses.

Icon

Problem
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The central location and
attractiveness of the district
is increasing growth, placing
additional demand on
infrastructure and resources
(35%)
Increasing pressure from
climate and environment
impacts coupled with a lack
of courageous leadership is
leading to increased risk to
communities (50%)
The current state of our
infrastructure and how
people use it is unable to
meet the speed and
uncertainty of technology
change (15%)

Benefit
Infrastructure is
developed to meet
future demand (20%)

Increase in
community resiliency
(35%)

Decrease in death &
serious injuries on
roads (45%)

Strategic response

Measure

Create a resilient
environment that
encourages established
and new leaders to lead
with an outlook for the
future that develops a
strong community (45%)

ONRC Amenity CO1 –
Smooth Travel Exposure
(STE)

Ensure all infrastructure
is fit for purpose to open
opportunities that
sustainably drive future
development and
excellence in the region
(55%)

ONRC Amenity CO2 –
Peak and average
roughness

Programme renewals
completed- Tracked
through budget
expenditure spreadsheet

RATA annual traffic
count programme

Strategic Response 1 Create a resilient environment that encourages established and new leaders to lead with an outlook for the
future that develops a strong community.
This response is incorporated into this document by focusing on:
● Allowing the leaders in the roading team to lead

● Supporting growth and development of leadership skills at all levels within the team
● Supplementing the knowledge of the team with the careful use of external consultants
● Fully engaging with the REG training workshops and tools provided
● Ensuring that informed decisions are made including the entire team, thus creating ownership and buy-in
● Ensuring data is accurate and up to date in order to inform leadership decisions
The focus on this goal is the reason why the budget allocated to 108 151 is proportionately higher than that of
similar councils because we believe that resourcing the team correctly and having first class information results
in strong leadership and decision making.

Strategic Response 2 Ensure all infrastructure is fit for purpose to open opportunities that sustainably drive future development and
excellence in the region.

The ‘fit for purpose’ element is again the focus on the investment in leadership and the associated
thinking to ensure fit for purpose data is also consistently gathered to verify fit for purpose and to an acceptable
level of service utilising ONRC Amenity CO1 – Smooth Travel Exposure (STE), ONRC Amenity CO2 – Peak and
average roughness, completed renewal programmes and RATA’s annual traffic count programme.
LOS associated with pavement

Overall, the current performance of the roads in the district is above or close to national averages
using smooth travel exposure, peak and average roughness, completed renewal programmes and surveys,
and unsolicited feedback from road users.
ONRC LOS delivered through road pavement assets include:

Safety – The aim of this measure is to ensure that roads and roadsides are becoming safer for road users.
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Resilience – The number of planned and unplanned road closures with or without a detour provided, and the
number of vehicles affected by the closures annually

Amenity – The percentage of travel on roads smoother than the threshold specified for each traffic grouping
or each classification.

Cost Efficiency – Includes cost efficiency across operational and capital expenditure including
chipseal/asphalt resurfacing, unsealed road metalling and maintenance costs.

As an example of the value provided by the Road Efficiency Group (REG), their workshops held in 2020 provided
a good insight into information on maintenance and renewals, which sit alongside the ONRC guidance material
to assist with implementation of ONRC.
Asset details of the ONRC performance measure outcomes related to our roads are included into the following
sections.

Activities Delivered
Activities delivered through the road pavement assets and their respective NZTA funding work categories are
included in the table below:
Work Category
108.111
Sealed Pavement
Maintenance
108.112
Unsealed Pavement
Maintenance
108.211
Unsealed Rd metalling
108.212
Sealed Road resurfacing
108.214

Function
Routine maintenance,
structural integrity and
serviceability

Dig-outs, patching, pre-seal repairs,
potholes

Routine care and
structural integrity and
serviceability

Grading, pothole repair, restoration,
spot metalling

Top surface metal on
unsealed roads.

Planned periodic renewal of wearing
course aggregate and restoration of
pavement strength

Planned periodic
resurfacing of sealed
roads

Chip Sealing, resurfacing, second coat
seal

Restoration of strength

Granular overlay, rip & relay,
pavement stabilization and
replacement

Increase capacity and
function

Geometric alignment, shaping, seal
extension, sight benching

Seal Road Rehabilitation
108.341
Low Cost low risk

Examples

A full list of the work categories can be found on the NZTA website https://www.nzta.govt.nz/planning-andinvestment/planning-and-investment-knowledge-base/201821-nltp/activity-classes-and-work-categories/
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Council’s Roading system includes 804km of road, of which 526km sealed and 278km is unsealed road.
Sealed pavement widths within the District vary and have an average of 6.8m.
A Summary of the road pavements assets is included below.

Asset Group

Rural
(KM)

Urban
(KM)

Total
(KM)

Sealed

494

32

526

Unsealed

278

0.41

278

Total

772

32.41

804

34.6
%
65.4
%

Sealed

Unsealed

Unsealed roads make up 35% of the total roading network within the Ōtorohanga District and includes 0.41km
of unsealed urban roads in Kawhia.

A summary of the roads assets using ONRC categories is given below:
4%

Length
(km)

%Age

Access Road

256

32%

Access Road (Low Volume)

333

41%

Primary Collector

35

4%

Secondary Collector

180

22%

ONRC Hierarchy

Total Network Length

96%

804
Rural

Urban

In the Ōtorohanga District 96% of roads are rural and only 4% of roads are urban.

CURRENT DELIVERY MODEL
Having an endorsed Road Transport Activity Procurement Strategy for all subsidised land transport activities is a
requirement of the New Zealand Transport Agency’s (NZTA) Procurement Manual. (Currently NZTA
Procurement Manual amendment 5, October 2019).
The NZTA’s Procurement Manual in turn requires all road controlling authorities to maintain an NZTA endorsed
procurement strategy. ODC’s strategy was endorsed by NZTA on 29 June 2020 by Alistair Harbrow of Waka
Kotahi (NZTA).
The strategy sets out the objectives around value of money, method for procurement, support for competition,
and encourages a competitive market to best achieve these objectives for both taxpayers and the rate payers of
the Ōtorohanga District.
The majority of land transport activities in the Ōtorohanga region are well defined and low risk. The scope of
the work has been easily defined in contract documents, therefore our road transport activities fit the “staged”
delivery model.

PHYSICAL WORKS DELIVERY CONTRACTS
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ODC’s roading maintenance contract terms, as tabled below, are working well for our district and are not
expected to be revised for the 2021/24 AMP.
Contract Name

Term

Contractors

Current Term
End Date

Comments

C1028 - Unsealed road metaling 2016-19

3+1+1

Inframax Construction Ltd.

30-June-2021

Extended

C1029 - Road Marking 2017-19

3+1

Roadmarkers NZ Ltd

26-April-2021

Extended

C1051 - Reseals and second coat sealing 2017-19

3+1

Higgins Group Holding Ltd.

24-April-2020

*Extended
due to
COVID-19

The Lines Company

30 July 2022

Inframax Construction Ltd.

30-July-2021

C1058 - LED street lights upgrade and
maintenance (NZTA Subsidised )
C1070 - Network maintenance 2017-20

3+2+2+2

C1095 - Reseals and second coat sealing 2020-20

2+1+1

30 June 2022

*A new contract C1095 Reseals and Second Coat Sealing was recently awarded, however the current contract
C1051 will still continue in FY2020-21 in order to complete the 2019/20 works programme, which was delayed
due to COVID-19.

PROCUREMENT REVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT
The Procurement Strategy is for all land transport activity procurement within the Ōtorohanga District and is
managed by the Group Manager Engineering.
There is a requirement from Waka Kotahi (NZTA) to review the Procurement Strategy every three years. ODC
engages with the road contractors and supplier industries, NZTA, and other local Road Controlling Authorities
with similar conditions to the Ōtorohanga District to understand and explore changes in the industry and wider
legislation. This information is then used to update the strategy in line with the current LTP and best industry
practices.

ASSET VALUATION
Council commissioned Kevin Dunn Senior Associate – Asset Management, BECA, to undertake the road asset
valuation for the AMP 2021/24.
An 8% escalation was applied to the 2017 rates (valuation by Opus Consultants) for 2020, except a few which
were specifically based on the interpretation of different sources i.e. contracts, regional and actual costs. The
8% escalation was discussed and agreed with Council’s finance department as well as being aligned with the
infrastructure cost indexes published on the Waka Kotahi Procurement Tools website. The escalation values for
the June 2017 to June 2020 period are:
8.5% - Reseals (excluding bitumen)

7.0% - Network outcome (excluding bitumen)

7.2% - Structures (excluding bitumen)

8.2% - Construction (excluding bitumen)

For the above, the June 2020 index values are based on an extrapolation of the values for the last three years.
The 8% applied (with few exceptions) is consistent with the above values, however consideration was given to
apply different escalations by asset type. The variation in calculations was insignificant so a blanket 8% rate was
used.
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There were few changes which came out of the asset valuation
● Surface structures (first coat life), which was changed from 9-10 years to four years. In general practice
Council reseals the rehabilitated roads during the second year of the seal.
● The overheads for G3 chip reseal was changed from 4% to 8% to be consistent with the rest of the reseal
chips
● Second coat sealing shall have the same life as a reseal
● The useful life for unsealed basecourse changed from 82 to 80 years to align with sealed basecourse

SEALED ROAD PAVEMENTS
There are two indices that are key indicators of road condition – Surface Condition Index (SCI) and Pavement
Integrity Index (PII). These indices take into account faults on the roads, with data collected from a visual road
condition survey. These faults include cracking, scabbing, potholes, pothole patches and flushing, and are the
function of the condition index (CI), however roughness is generally the main influencing factor for PII.
The SCI is a good indicator of the need to re-surface. A SCI of “0” is perfect condition and “10” is very poor
condition. For example, if a road that is overdue for resurfacing in 2020 due to age has a SCI of “10”, it will be
given a higher priority order for resurfacing compared to one due in 2017 that has a SCI of “2”.
The PII is a good indicator of the need for pavement rehabilitation. The PII scale is the reverse of SCI - a PII of
“0” is very bad condition and PII of “10” is perfect condition. For example, a road with a PII of “0” will be given
higher priority order in pavement rehabilitation work than a road with a PII of “8.”
The following information for PII and SCI is extracted from RAMM Manager Reports NZTA.

Pavement Integrity Index (PII)
4
3
2
1
0
2014/15

7

2016/17
Pavement Integrity Index…

2018/19

Surface Condition Index (SCI)

6
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Condition Index…

The condition of road pavement is determined through a roughness and visual condition rating.
Road conditions are assessed in accordance with national best practice and is carried out by the same team that
assess regional state highways and adjoining roads maintained by neighbouring local authorities. This
information is then confirmed by staff who complete a drive over during the development of the forward works
programme (FWD).

These outcomes are very similar to previous year’s results indicating that these outcomes are relatively stable
and long term trends need to be assessed for the District. They are also reliant on recent visual condition rating
surveys which is not completed. Ōtorohanga District full visual condition rating (100%) is expected to be carried
out in 2020/21 financial year though conditions rating information has been collection with high speed data and
incorporated into dTIMS model (2019/20) though the dTIMS model for FWP has not been officially released and
yet to be field validated & calibrated.

RAMM data shows that in last three (3) years 512 km, 521 km and 410 km of the road network rating has been
conducted for year 2013, 2015 and 2017 respectively. The ODC’s professional services (RATA) consultants
suggested that in future condition rating shall be carried out at 20% rating and at interval of 200m with min
inspection length was 40m.
Fault Type

2013

2015

2017

Network Length (m)

512 789

521 278

410 661

%Age Network

97.49%

99.10%

78.07%

Fatigue Cracking

0.29%

0.22%

0.30%

Shoving

0.05%

0.05%

0.06%

Flushing

0.23%

0.36%

0.66%

Scabbing

0.64%

0.32%

0.29%

Potholes

0.07%

0.05%

0.03%

Rutting

0.01%

0.00%

0.01%

Edge Breaks

0.14%

0.23%

0.17%
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Fatigue cracking is the primary indicator of the network’s waterproofness and the need to seal/reseal. Scabbing
levels have been decreased, this is an indicative of technically sound resurfacing treatments being placed in the
network as part of annual resurfacing contracts.
The last dTIMS modelling 2017, results from the model shows that the 65K (12.7% of road network) of the road
flushing levels has been a little erratic, which perhaps indicative of the difficulties in achieving consistency with
this type of defect repair. The forward works program contains approximately 11km (2019/20) road lengths
where flushing as considered severe enough to warrant noting. This equates to 2% of the sealed road network,
confirming there is a significant flushing issue.
Potholes levels are currently under control and has reduced over the period of time.

The result from the 2018/19 survey (85th percentile) by ONRC are included in the table below.
ONRC

Traffic Volume
(ADT)

NAASRA
Threshold

NAASRA
ODC

Variance
Below/Above

1107
418
107
47

130
150
150
150

87
100
111
118

43
50
39
32

2115
1266
459
199

150
150
180
180

158
134
157
168

-8
16
23
12

Rural

Primary Collector
Secondary Collector
Access
Low Volume
Urban

Primary Collector
Secondary Collector
Access
Low Volume

ODC’s rural roughness levels have remained reasonably steady with an average 107 counts/km since 2015/16,
urban roughness is more variable with current level at 152 counts/km (recommended <=150). As ODC is
predominantly a rural network, current roughness levels are considered satisfactory.

Average Roughness Trend
200
150
100

152

152

152

152

107

107

107

107

50
0
2015/16

2016/17
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Rural

Urban

2017/18
Rural
Average

2018/19
Urban
Average

Variance in roughness from year to year is very likely due to a calibration difference between roughness
measurement vehicles, which are permitted a tolerance of +/-7.5%. The improvement of roughness ratings
across the district can take a long time with several years of concentrated effort only likely to improve the
average roughness by only 2-3 counts/km.

Urban Roads
<500 vpd <= 180 NAASRA
500-3999 vpd <= 150 NAASRA
4000 – 9999vpd <= 120 NAASRA
>10,000 vpd <= 110 NAASRA
Rural Roads
<1000 vpd <= 150 NAASRA
>= 1000 vpd <= 130 NAASRA

PRIMARY COLLECTORS – STATISTICAL OUTLIER – NOT REPRESENTATIVE
An urban road which is very short in length – approximately 1km is Huiputea Drive. It is a heavy vehicle bypass
road and currently being worked on. It is not a representative sample.
Allowable <= 150 – actual is 158 so is slightly outside the acceptable level of service
Rural compares with the peer group as the same order.
Rural allowable <= 150 – actual is 87 therefore well within the level of service.

Primary Collector Roads - Peak Roughness

200
150
100
50
0

Both

Rural

Urban

SECONDARY COLLECTORS
Urban compares with the peer group as the same order
Allowable <= 150 – actual is 134 therefore well within the level of service
Rural compares well within the peer group.
Rural allowable <= 150 – actual is 100 therefore well within the level of service
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200

Secondary Collector Roads - Peak Roughness

150
100
50
0

Both

Rural

Urban

ACCESS ROADS
Urban is above that of the peer group, but still at an acceptable level of service.
Allowable <= 180 – actual is 157 therefore well within the level of service.
Rural is more or less in line with the peer group.
Rural allowable <= 150 – actual is 111

Access Roads - Peak Roughness
200
150
100
50
0

Both

Rural

Urban

LOW VOLUME ROADS
Urban is above that of the peer group, but still at an acceptable level of service.
Allowable <= 180 – actual is 168
Rural compares more favourably with the majority of the peer group.
Rural allowable <= 150 – actual is 118

Low Volume Roads - Peak Roughness
200
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150
100
50
0

Both

Rural

Urban

Overall, we would comment that the peak roughness results are at an acceptable level of service provided at a
good value for money cost.

The following average surface life achieved is being extracted from the PMRT homepage reports 2019/20– cost
efficiency-CE2 – Chip Seal resurfacing (cost & average life). These achieved life shows how many years the seal
has last in actual.
ONRC

Average Life Achieved(Years)

Primary Collector

12.4

Secondary Collector

11.6

Access

13.1

Low Volume

11.6

There are three diffecent life fieds used into the RAMM to calculate the seal expiary date. RAMM uses expected
life field to calculate expiary date.
● Expected life = Design life if populated
● If Design life not populated but modified life is then expected life = Modified life
● If neither desing life or modified life populated then expected life = Default life
The following bar chart is created based on the combination of above mention life types. The following bar
chart shows that there is backlog of 132km of the reseal which shall be required to be planned or strategicaly
cosidered in the forwards works program (FWP).
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Surface Remaining life

Sealed roads make up 65% of the total roading
network within the Ōtorohanga District
(526km of 804 km total).
Other than very limited extents in the Ōtorohanga
urban area, the road surfacing is chip seal. Chip seal
is used due to its relatively low cost (in comparison
with asphaltic concrete) and it is a well understood
material for construction and management and well
suited as a value for money option for New Zealand
conditions.

Seal Type

0%

1%

1%

11%

Asphaltic concrete
Bicouche/Sandwich

39%

Racked in Seal
Single Coat Seal
Two Coat Seal
Void fill seal

49%

Given the excellent local materials available for subbase and basecourse in the district, the thin surfaced flexible
approach to pavements and surfacing offers the best whole of lifecycle costs on this network with such a high
proportion of access and low volume roads.
As shown in following graphs, the chip seal grades are dominated by the very cost effective traditional single
coat and two coat seals of the single coat seals, the bulk are Grade 3 (70%) or grade 4 (27%). The two coat seals
are predominantly Grade 2/4 (29%) or Grade 3/5 (66%). The predominance of these larger sizes, which are
naturally stronger, indicates historically good surfacing treatment selection practice in the district.
3%

Two Coat Chip Seal Grades

Single Coat Chip Seal Grades
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4/6
66%
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70%

The road pavement layers are one of the most critical elements of the transport asset, forming a significant
proportion of the value of the asset, and literally providing the foundation upon which the Districts transport is
undertaken.

SUBBASE
A total volume of 530,825 cubic metres of subbase with an average age of 37 years (in 2020) and a design life of
generally 80 years is in place across the District, with 70% of the subbase having not been reconstructed. Most
of the material (59%) is classified as “river run” material sourced from 18 different pits across the District. This
material is generally very durable with a low fines content, providing excellent drainage and strength qualities.
More recently the difficulties in obtaining Regional Council consent for extraction of these river gravels has seen
a gradual increase in the crushed material volumes.
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Subbase age and type
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BASECOURSE
A total of 401,556 cubic metres of basecourse with an average age of 36.3 years (in 2020) and a design life of
average 50 years is in place across the District with 71% of the basecourse having not been reconstructed.
The basecourse material is made up of crushed river gravels and graded quarry won aggregates in almost equal
proportions. Ōtorohanga is fortunate to be in an area where good quality stone is readily available for road
making and the quality of in place basecourse can be considered to be very good.

Basecourse age and type
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The condition of the unsealed roads, although not formally assessed, is considered to be good to above
average. A regular metal replacement programme and grading schedule has been in place for many years
resulting in roads with a good profile with water control mechanisms and wearing course which remains in
place to protect the structural layers beneath.
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Traffic volumes on the unsealed roads are very low, and the need for renewal of these pavements has
historically been largely unnecessary and it is considered that the metal replacement programme on an average
five year cycle is sufficient to provide for pavement renewal of these roads.

SEALED ROAD PAVEMENTS
The traffic carrying capacity of the sealed road network has been previously assessed against the best practice
typical road profile sections as shown in the appendix. An analysis of existing seal width against these standards
has identified almost 44% of the total sealed network is below the target pavement width. In light of the
current speed management and road to zero initiatives these road profiles are currently being reassessed.
In previous AMPs, the position taken was that systematically widening roads below the specified widths was
needed as a significant safety improvement. Over the last three years, this has been reassessed as there have
been no reported accidents in the district attributable to the road being ‘too narrow”. Furthermore, with the
pending changes in speed limits which will result in lower limits on most rural roads, it is believed that widening
the roads would encourage higher speeds and be counter productive. A programme for widening any areas
identified as excessively narrow is urgently being planned and may result in less extensive seal widening taking
place in future.
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UNSEALED ROAD PAVEMENTS
Unsealed roads make up 35% of the total roading network within the Ōtorohanga District and includes 0.41km
of unsealed urban road in Kawhia. The Unsealed roads are primarily Low Volume roads with a smaller number
of access roads, and are generally between 10 and 50 vehicles per day.

Unsealed Road Traffic Volumes
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A curtailing of the seal extension programme in the 1970s, and funding constraints, left a legacy of 1940s
standard unsealed roads designed for Class III loadings and related smaller heavy vehicle sizes on the network.
Good progress on upgrading these roads continues to be achieved and at present there are 278 km of rural
unsealed roads, of which about 176 km are still to the old standards. The almost 300 kilometres of upgrading
carried out from 1988 to date has mostly been higher traffic volume roads within the district and the remaining
unimproved length is mostly lesser traffic and no-exit roads. Of the remaining unsealed roads,
● 50 are no exit roads (73%) and 19 through roads (27%)
● 24 of the unsealed roads are extensions beyond the end of seal on otherwise sealed roads
● 5 roads cross the District boundary into Waitomo or Taupo Districts
Although there is a significant proportion of unsealed roads in the district, the traffic volumes are all very low,
and in general are roads only used by residents on those roads or vehicles providing service to those properties
and there is very little non-resident traffic.
There are no specific road crash issues or trends identified on unsealed roads in the district, and it is likely that
most drivers on those roads are long time users of unsealed roads and travel at appropriate speeds for that
environment. There are currently no plans to improve unsealed road widths the current level of service is
acceptable.

SMOOTH TRAVEL EXPOSURE
Data from the Road Efficiency Group ONRC performance measures reporting (PMRT) tool indicates that the
record smooth travel exposure compares well with the peer group.

Smooth Travel Exposure - Ōtorohanga
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The trend data from road efficiency group ONRC performance measures reporting tool indicates that the
recorded smooth travel exposure compares well with the neighbouring councils for both urban and rural
environment and shows a clear stratigraphy between the ONRC classes.

Smooth Travel Exposure - Peer Group
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Overall, smooth travel exposure trends in the Ōtorohanga District are consistent with an overall slight
improvement, hence an acceptable level of service is being maintained.

Information obtained from a Performance Measures Reporting Tool (PMRT) summary report (figure 10 and 11)
as at 19 March 2018 shows the five year average annual work category costs per sealed and unsealed network
kilometres. Ōtorohanga District cost comparison to the peer group and Waikato region is highlighted in red.
In terms of pavement maintenance, ODC has spent slightly less on an average than the peer group average over
the last five years.
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In terms of renewals, ODC has spent less than the peer group on average for pavement renewals, both sealed
road pavement rehabilitation and sealed road resurfacing. Spending on unsealed road metaling has been
slightly higher than the peer group average.

Overall, lifecycle planning, expressed in terms of maintenance costs show good practice and well considered
use of funds.

The table below is a summary of Council’s three year low cost low risk programme.
The low cost low risk (341) capital projects are aligned with the outcomes of the investment logic mapping (ILM)
workshop.
Improvement Works

2021/22
($000)

2022/23
($000)

2023/24
($000)

District wide Stock underpass facilities

35

37

38

2021/22
Turitea Pavement Rehabilitation RP1318-RP3100 and RP3784-5764
2022/23 Mangamahoe Rd Pavement Rehabilitation

805

0

0

0

249

0

0
0

302
0

0
432

0
83
0
177
47

0
0
0
185
49

185
0
101
190
51

159
112
0
0
0
0
118
0
0

167
0
268
268
0
0
0
124
0

171
0
0
0
211
211
0
0
127
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2022/23 Aotearoa Rd Pavement Rehabilitation
2023/24 Robertson Rd Pavement Rehabilitation
2023/24 - Te Kawa Rd Pavement Rehabilitation
District wide Rural stormwater management Investigation
District wide Rural stormwater management Implementation
District wide Speed management design and implementation
District wide Identification and design of resilience improvements (Sites are subject to
identification)
District wide Resilience works implementation
2021/22 - Maihiihi Rd reseal widening
2022/23 - Lurmen Rd reseal widening
2022/23 - Bayley Rd reseal widening
2023/24 - Haurua Rd reseal widening
2023/24 - Pekanui Rd reseal widening
2021/22 - Wharepuhunga Rd Guard Rail (1) and Sign
2022/23 - Te Kawa Rd Guard Rail (2) and Sign
2023/24 - Te Kawa Rd Guard Rail (2) and Sign

CLIMATE CHANGE AND RESILIENCE
All the capital works related to the pavement included in the low cost low risk category 341 for the financial
year 2021/22-2023/24 are shown below.
During the ILM discussion, issues related to environmental impact resilience due to the climate changes were
identified. An investigation will need to be developed to manage resiliency and help to ensure all infrastructure
is fit for purpose to open opportunities that sustainability drive future development and excellence in the
region.
A few capital works or improvement works were also identified and will be implemented in the following years.
Of particular importance is environmental impact resilience – climate change.
The AMP team has agreed to undertake a rural stormwater management investigation in year 2020/22 to
understand the extent of the problem and come up with an implementation plan as a part of the investigation.
Once the plan is developed, the next step will be the implementation phase which will be carried out in year
2023/24.

Another discussion within the ILM process was held regarding the current safety performance and how it
relates to the district’s infrastructure. The need to plan for future uncertainties were highlighted and it was
suggested to undertake further work on speed management which Council has already started. Council has
budgeted for speed management design and implementation in an effort to decrease in death and serious
injuries on the roads. This includes improved signage and minor safety improvements.
Capacity improvements were also raised as it relates to heavy traffic passage. Concerns around having sufficient
roadway width for passing trucks on many of the district’s roads. The transport response is to include width
improvement in conjunction with our renewals programmes on roads that are currently under width (refer to
page 54).

Pavement Maintenance
Millions
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The graph below shows the sealed and unseald maintencance costs as percentage of total actual maintenance
expenditures (exluding 200 renewal series ) over the last seven years.
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The following routine pavement maintenance costs are for pavement cost group only and excludes the cost of
drainage, shoulder, surfacing & bridge maint. . The following bar charts shows maintenance cost breakdown by
ONRC per vehicle kilometers travel (1000 VKT) and maintenance costs per lane km. Information source PMRT.
The total maintencnace costs are trending and has been consistant with an exception of 2016/17 where the
costs has gone up on low volume roads.
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The overall approach ODC takes to maintain the network’s sealed pavement is mix of proactive planning,
assesment and inspections, while reactive work is driven by exception reports and service requests.
The maintenance of these sealed roads are identified through service requests, and resurfacing is scheduled as
per Council’s forward works programme (FWD). Maintenance tasks are provided to Council’s maintenance
contractor Inframax, who are responsible for completing the work, however reseals or resurfacing is done
under separate contract, which starts in summer.
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The graph below shows the percentage of maintenance funding (100 series) spent on sealed pavement
maintenance over the last seven years. Six years has been consistant with a reasonable decrease in year
2017/18. It then increased in 2018/19 due to the maintenance contractor Services South East failing to finish
the programmed work, in particular preseal repairs (108.111). The source information is ODC’s actual cost
expenditure.
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In year 2019/20 the cost for rehabilitation (108.214) and resurfacing (108.212) is lower than the previous years
due to COVID-19. A significant amount of physical work for rehabiliation (306,466) and resurfacing (861,850) is
being carried over from financial year 2019/20 to 2020/21. Despite COVID-19, the increase in sealed pavement
maintenance (108.111) was mainly due to needing to catchup the work leftover by the previous maintenance
contractor (Services South East), and to maintain roads which were subject to resealing. The plan is to carryout
2019 works in October 2020.
The type of work undertaken for routine maintenance of sealed pavement includes deformation-stabilisation,
reshaping cross sections, and other faults (aggregate loss, corrugation, depression-digouts, potholes and
saturated pavements). The breakdown of each of these faults are represented in following pie chart. 87% of the
faults are due to deformation-stabilisation, generally, repairs on the sealed roads are related to faults in the
pavement, rather than faults in the surfacing (although they may have been caused by surfacing failure and the
resulting ingress of water into the pavement layers).

Unsealed pavement costs represents 35% of the road network length within the Ōtorohanga District. The need
for renewal of the unsealed roads has historically been very low and it is considered that the metal replacement
programme on an average five year cycle is sufficient to provide for pavement renewal of these roads.
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Other Faults

87%

The unsealed roads with unbound wearing courses are required to be maintained by reshaping crossections,
removing corrugations and reoaring deformation (aggregate loss, depression, potholes) with grading and
spreading of metal to keep them in a good serviceable condition. These are considered as the basic
maintenance requirements for unsealed roads, along with complementary drainage. The reasons for
maintenance completed in the last five years are shown in the above figure . Reshaping cross sections accounts
for 60.78% of the unsealed pavement costs while corrugation and deformation account for 16.89% & 10.68%
respectively.

As mentiond earlier, In year 2019/20 the physcial works for for Rehab (108.214) and Resurfacing (108.212) were
not completed as planned due to COVID-19 lockdown thus the planned physical work for Rehab ($306k) and
resealing ($861k) (excluding progessional fees) shall be carried over from financial year 2019/20 to 2020/21 to
complete.
The Graph below shows the sealed and unsealed pavement renewals cost as a percentage of the total renewals
expenditures over the last seven years.
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The need to resurface a road is generally determined by a combination of:
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● Detailed network inspections (forward works programmes)
● Seal age (based on average seal life cycles)
● Existing surface conditions indicators (determined from road rating survey)
● Historical maintenances cost records (if accurate and available)
● dTIMS modelling
Based on the above, Ōtorohanga District Council considered different options to select the best optimised FWP
for pavement renewals and maintenance. Programme optioneering was completed to achieve the best value of
money to the rate payers and the transport agency.

The following average surface life achieved is being extracted from the PMRT homepage reports 2019/20– cost
efficiency-CE2 – ChipSeal resurfacing (cost & average life). These achieved life shows how many years the seal
has last in actual.
An analysis of the database shows that the average life cycle of all current top surface record is 12.3 years. This
is calculated using a weighted average. I.e. sum (surfacing section length x surfacing section life) / total sealed
network length.

Option 1: Based on Average Achieved life
The reason to evaluate this option was to check, how many KM/year surfacing shall be minimum required to
maintain the integrity of the pavement.
ONRC

Average Surfacing Life
Achieved

Sealed Roads
Length(km)

Km/Year Resurfacing
Required

Primary Collector

12.4

34

3

Secondary Collector

11.6

180

16

Access

12.1

227

17

Low Volume

12.1

84

7

526

43

Total

12.3

The current average surfacing life achieved of all surfacing in the network is 12.3 years. This therefore implies
that approximately 8.2% (43km) of the network requires sealing annually as a minimum, without consideration
of the overdue surfacing.
Option 2: Based on Seal Life Cycle Values (including backlog)
The RAMM data shows that there is a backlog of 132km of reseals. Ōtorohanga District Council has caclulated
the need to add 20% (0.2x132=26.40km) of the backlog for resurfacing to each year’s programme for the next
five years. The following bar chart shows the lengths of road which are due for resurfacing in the next ten years
from the financial year 2021-onwards. So in order to resurface the backlog as well as the roads presently due,
an average 59K/year of reaseal will be required in next five years.
The current reseal/km calculated as life cycle plus 20% backlog i.e. 61.58K, 58.81 , 43.54, 64.53 and
69.70km/year in financial years 2021-2025/26 respectively.

Option 2: Seal Life Cycle (Including Backlog)
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Option 3: Based on dTIMS modelling
Our current programme is based on the 2017 dTIMS model. For the new dTIMS model, the data has been
collected but has not been officially released and yet to be field validated and calibrated .The dTIMS-2017
model suggests an average of 33.5Km/year

Option 3: dTIMS Modelling
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Option 4: External Consultants
In April 2018, external consultant Craig MacKay, who has 30 years’ experience in road maintenance pavement
and resurfacing experience, completed a thorough inspection of the entire sealed road network and produced a
forward works programme of resurfacing.
Their revised report suggests that on an average 65Km/annum of reseals is required, which includes a back log
of 136Km (2018) plus 5km of additional reseals for 2nd coat seals. This forward works programme (FWP) was
based on the 2017 dTIMS model. The consultant was commissioned to validate and check the suitability of the
dTIMS 2017 programme.
The entire network was inspected to ensure that no problem was overlooked, and to provide an overall intuitive
feel for network condition and rate of deterioration. There were three requirements:
● Visual inspection of the network by experienced roading engineer
● Average seal life
● Condition, using RAMM treatment selection Algorithm (TSA)
The resurfacing lengths/km for next 10 years of programmes as follows:

Option 4: External Consultant
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Option 5: Ōtorohanga District council staff field assessed programme
In consideration of the above options, the suggested resurfacing programme for the next 10 years is shown in
the following bar chart. It shows that the average resurfacing length required over the five-year period 2021/22
to 2025/26 is 54.38km, resulting a reduction in the length of overdue seals and improving the current condition.

Option 5 : ODC Staff field assessed programme
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The following bar chart shows the comparison between all the five options discussed above and shows the
forward works programme for next 10 years.

Resurfacing Options
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Ōtorohanga District Council has performed multi criteria analysis for the programme optioneering to choose the
best programme that is fit for purpose and delivers the best value for money. ODC has chosen option 5, which is
the combination of all the four options. The decision was drawn together by the experienced and knowledgable
ODC staff who are very familiar with the network.

Options

Criteria
Weighting

Option 1 Average
Surfacing life
achieved

Option 2 Seal Life
Cycle
(including
backlog)

Option 3:
dTIMS
modelling 2017

Option 4:
External
Consultant

Option 5:
ODC staff
field
assessed
programme

Raw

Score

Raw

Score

Raw

Score

Raw

Score

Raw

Score

Value for Money Affordability

30%

75

22.5

75

22.5

50

15

80

24

90

27

Field based assessment

40%

80

32

80

32

60

24

85

34

95

38

Life Cycle Management

10%

65

6.5

75

7.5

65

6.5

80

8

90

9

Closing ONRC
Performance gaps Condition index

10%

90

9

90

9

90

9

90

9

85

8.5

Risk based - Hold assets
longer

10%

90

9

90

9

80

8

90

9

95

9.5

Totals

100%

79

80

62.5

84

92

Based on the option 5 selection, ODC tendered for new reseal and second coat sealing contract as previous the
contract finished in 2019/20. The new tender is for the year 2021-22 and 2+1+1 year. A four year term was
chosen to bring the contract in line with NLTP funding cycles.
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The process for the selection of the forwards works programme as follows:
● The chosen option 5 is the combination of all the options
● Sites are further prioritised allowing the ability to adjust the programme to suit available funding,
although tender values are used to forecast budgets
● Surfacing, maintenance cost and condition data are used during surveying, but engineering judgement
takes precedence. No sections are based soley on “birthday sealing” which is a date caclulated solely
on the age of the seal.
● Any existing Council projects – pavement rehabilition and resurfacing work – are accounted for
● Council adjusts the caclulated programme to suit budgets limitation where required and focuses the
money spent on the roads with the poorest level of service. Although the budgets forecast
are based on the tender prices and quantities the scope of work may vary due to localised conditions.

Based on the multi criteria analysis, the following graph represents ODC’s preferred programme. The quantity of
resurfacing required per annum is 53, 51 and 59km for the first three years and 54km on an average in the
following years as shown:
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*Note the full length of reseals were not completed in 2020 due to COVID-19
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The need for pavement rehabilitation is generally determined by a combination of
● Detailed network inspections(forward works program)
● Existing surface condition indicators (determined from road rating survey)
● Historical maintenance cost records
● dTIMS pavement deterioration modelling analysis
The amount of rehabilition work carried out by Ōtorohanga District Council over the last five years from the
financial year 2013/14 - 2017/18 is approximatly 4.2km/year on an average, which is 0.8% of the sealed
network.
The current average planned rehabilition/reconstruction for 2018/19-2020/21, the length of aprroximately
3.41km/year (Mangarongo 7km, Wharepuhanga 1.15km & Otewa 2.1Km). The contract C1083 Wharepuhanga
Rd Rehabilitation was put on hold due to the COVID-19 lockdown and is now planned to be delivered in 2020-21
financial year, where as the Otewa Road rehabilitation is at planning and design stage. It will be tendered in
financial year 2020-21 with plans to finish in same year, subject to a funding request of $400,000 made to NZTA
which has not been confirmed.

Option 1: Based on Life Cycle Values
The RAMM data shows that there is a backlog of 57km of roads to be rehabbed based on their remaining useful
life. Assuming there is no backlog, then the calculated rehab/year as life cycle i.e. 7, 8, 14 ,12,12 & 7Km /year in
financial years 2021-2025/26 respectively. This approach found to be quite unrealistic and may not be
considered (discraded) as an option though process will be helpful to calculate the forward programme for
other option.

Option 1 : Based on Seal Life (Excluding Backlog)
15
10
5
0
2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

Option 2: Based on dTIMS modelling
Our current programme is based on the 2017 dTIMS model. For the new dTIMS model, the data has been
collected but has not been officially released and yet to be field validated and calibrated. The dTIMS-2017
model suggests an average of approximately 2Km/year over ten years period.
The July 2017 dTIMS modeling output of the Ōtorohanga District Council sealed road network recommended
the minimmum road centreline length of renewal works be undertaken as follows:

Option 2 : dTIMS Modeling

Lenght (km)

4
3
2
1
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Option 3: External Consultants
The entire network was inspected by an external consultant. This ensured that no problem is overlooked, and
provided an overall intuitive feel for network condition and rates of deterioration. The resurfacing requirement
by external consultant was based on the following three requirements
There were mainly two parameters to calculate the pavement rehabilition forward programme. i.e.
● Visual inspection
● The rehabilition lengths identified from the network inspection
● Condition, using RAMM treatment selection Algorithm (TSA)

The road condtions trends were checked against the targeted values for each distress type i.e. Fatigue cracking,
deformation, flushing , scabbing and potholes. The External consultants recommended an average 5km/year of
pabement rehabiliation.

Option 4: Ōtorohanga District council staff field assessed programme
Early 2020 and ODC staff assessed, the list of the roads recommended in AMP 2018/21 and the forward works
program (FWP) of 2017 dTIMS model. ODC staff came up with the recommended forward programme based on
the combination of above options (1-3). The following bar chart shows that the average pavement rehab
required over ten (10) years 2021/22-2030/31 is 3.34km.

Option 4: ODC Staff assessed programme

5

4.558

4.681

4.5

Lenght (km)

4

4.003
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2.5
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The following bar chart shows the comparision between all the options showing the recommeded length of the
pavement rehab/year, the option 1 was discraded due to being unrealistic approach for the renewal.

Pavement Rehab. Optioneering

5

Lenght (km)
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Ōtorohanga District council has performed multi criteria analysis for the programme optioneering to choose the
best programme to fit for purpose and deliver the value for money. ODC choose option 4, which is the
combination of all the three options though option 1 was discarded from the pavement rehabilition
optioneering comparision due to unrealistic figures.

Criteria

Weighting

Option 1 Life Cycle
(Excl.
backlog)

Option 2:
dTIMS
modelling 2017

Option 3:
External
Consultant

Option 4: ODC
staff field
assessed
programme

Raw

Score

Raw

Score

Raw

Score

Raw

Score

Value for Money Affordability

30%

50

15

65

19.5

85

25.5

95

28.5

Field based assessment

40%

40

16

70

28

90

36

95

38

Life Cycle Management

10%

75

7.5

65

6.5

80

8

90

9

Closing ONRC
Performance gaps Condition index

10%

90

9

90

9

90

9

80

8

Risk based - Hold assets
longer

10%

90

9

80

8

90

9

95

9.5

Totals

100%

56.5

71

87.5

93

The process for the selction of the forwards works programme shall be similar to the reseals programme. The
pavement rehabilition quantites shall be reviewed again in the next forward work programme in the next three
year term i.e. 2024/27.
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Based on the multi criteria analysis following is the ODC’s preferred programme. The quantity of the pavement
rehab required per annum for the each road with the priority is given as below.

FY
2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

Area

Road

Rp Start

Rp End

Length

7

Turitea RP1318-RP3100

1318

3100

1782

7

Turitea RP3784-RP5764

3784

5764

1980

7

Mangamahoe

20

1131

1111

6

Aotearoa

7074

8424

1350

9

Robertson

28

1911

1883

5

Te Kawa

9136

9943

807

4

Harbour

6815

7969

1154

3

Adam

0

1570

1570

6

Wairehi

5991

8909

2918

6

Mangare

7584

9224

1640

Length
totals

Priority

3.762

1

2.461

2

2.69

3

2.724

4

4.558

5

6
2026/27

2027/28

2028/29

2029/30

Mangare

12265

13461

1196

7

Honikiwi

10594

12013

1419

7

Honikiwi

12013

13395

1382

8

Paewhenua

3100

4250

1150

8

Tauraroa Vly

244

1950

1706

6

Waipapa

19219

22194

2975

6

Kahorekau

2443

4050

1607

4

Hauturu

2445

4841

2396

2.615

6

2.532

7

4.681

8

4.003

9

The calculated quantity of the pavement rehab. per annum for the first three (3) year 2021/22-2023/24 forwards
works programme (FWP) is 3.72Km, 2.461 & 2.690km respectively.

Ōtorohanga District Council has managed the current bulk metaling contrtact since 2016/17 and is in the last
year of the contract period and will call for a new tender for the unsealed bulk metalling in finacial year 2020/21
for financial year 2021/22. The contract has been successfully executed the widths of the unsealed roads
accurately maintained.
The payment for the unsealed bulk metaling is based on volume therefore its very important to be accurate on
the unsealed road widths. Prior to the finalisation of the tender document roads widths in the District were rechecked by the ODC staff to make sure the contract unsealed widths are correct.
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The calculated quantity of the unsealed bulk metalling per annum for the five year cycle ranges between 45
and 60Km. The five year cycle being such that evry unsealed road receives additional metal at least once evey
five years. Regular grading and maintaining of the road profile ensures that the minumum quanity of metal is
used to maintain the required formation depth.

The preferred programme based on the lifecycle management plan, prioritised by ONRC, strategic problems and
programme optioneering is included as follows:

Work Category

Budget ($000)
21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

25/26

26/27

27/28

28/29

29/30

30/31

879

868

870

870

885

869

868

886

881

847

203

203

203

203

203

203

203

203

203

203

516

430

516

430

516

516

430

516

430

516

1,466

1,362

1,663

1,495

1,495

1,495

1,495

1,495

1,495

1,495

1,186

776

848

859

1,438

825

799

1,476

1,262

1,262

111 Sealed
pavement
maintenance

112 Unsealed
pavement
maintenance

211 Unsealed road
metaling

212 Sealed road
resurfacing

214 Sealed road
pavement
rehabilitation

Strategic Case
The ILM workshop identified the following problems, benefits and strategic responses relating to bridges,
culverts, stock crossings and underpasses.
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Icon

Problem

Benefit

Strategic response

Measure

Increasing pressure from
climate and environment
impacts coupled with a lack
of courageous leadership is
leading to increased risk to
communities (50%)

Increase in
leadership focus on
climate and
environmental
adaptation (20%)

Create a resilient
environment that
encourages established
and new leaders to lead
with an outlook for the
future that develops a
strong community (45%)

Routine inspections
under maintenance
contract C1070.

The current state of our
infrastructure and how
people use it is unable to
meet the speed and
uncertainty of technology
change (15%)

Infrastructure
planning
incorporates the
management of
future uncertainties,
adaptation &
transition planning
(35%)
Decrease in death &
serious injuries on
roads (45%)

Ensure all infrastructure
is fit for purpose to open
opportunities that
sustainably drive future
development and
excellence in the region
(55%)

Condition rating by
an independent
bridge specialist
Engineer on a six
year cycle

ONRC accessibility
outcomes CO1 – Key
routes un/available
to class 1 & 50MAX
vehicles
ONRC Safety C01

Strategic Response
Ensure all infrastructure is fit for purpose to open opportunities that sustainably drive future development and
excellence in the region.
In this section, the response is focused on:
● Ensuring bridges are well maintained and safe, which enables the effective transportation of products and
service providers to move in and around the district
● Underpasses are well maintained ensuring the road above them continues to operate effectively, while
remaining safe
● Cattle are also able to move to and from different areas of farms, thus optimising business returns for
farmers.

Activities Delivered
Activities delivered through the road pavement assets and their respective NZTA funding work categories are
included in table below:
Work Category

Function

Examples

108.114
Structure maintenance

Maintain function and
structural integrity

Repair, cleaning & painting

108.215
Structure component
replacement

Road Bridges, Retaining
structures, Guardrails

Replacements of guardrails,
deteriorated structural members,
bridge decks

108.341
Low Cost/Low Risk

Increase capacity and
function

Bridge strengthening

Asset Description
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This section of the AMP includes three assets i.e. Bridges, large
stormwater culverts and stock underpasses. Each asset shall be
discussed in subsequent sections.

Within the Ōtorohanga District there are 134
structures classed as bridges, including five
stormwater culverts which over 1.2m diameter.
There are 81 stock underpass structures. The
bridges were constructed from 1910 onwards,
with a large proportion of the bridges
constructed from the 1950s to the 1980s. Most
of them are generally in very good condition
even though some of them are now over 100
years old.

Bridges

Quantity

Bridges

129

Stormwater
Culvert

5

Stock Underpass

81

Total

215

Bridge construction decades
100
80
60
40
20
0
1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

Most of the bridges are of reinforced concrete construction, with many of the remaining bridges being either a
reinforced concrete deck or timber deck on steel beams, with only a small number of fully timber bridges, large
diameter culverts of Armco construction or similar make up the remainder.

Bridge Construction Type
1
10
Reinforced Concrete
Bridges

15

Steel Beam & Concrete
Slab
Steel Beam & Timber
deck

20
88

Timber Bridges
Large dia Culverts
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The location of bridges within Ōtorohanga is shown on the map below:

Stock Underpass Construction Period
30

Number of assets

Within the Ōtorohanga District there are
79 stock underpasses, and although these
structures are officially classed as bridges
they are discussed separately here. The
underpasses have all been constructed
since 1974 in response to the general
increase in the size of dairy farms. Since
the 1990s in particular and following the
Council policy of requiring farm owners to
install an underpass rather than operate
stock crossings on public roadways there
has been a more recent increase in
underpass numbers

25
20
15
10
5
0

Under the Bylaw, a stock underpass is required where a crossing has an Index Value greater than 10,000. This is
calculated by using the formula
Index Value = Cattle x Frequency of Crossing x Traffic Count/ days in a year
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Council will use the New Zealand Transport Agency subsidy rules as set out in the Planning and Investment
Knowledge Base (PIKB), for cost sharing for stock underpasses. At its discretion, and subject to the funding
provisions of the Long Term Plan, the Council may contribute to the costs of construction of an underpass as
shown below:

3.2

Subsidy relates to a
standard sized
underpass (4m x 2m),
approaches and
pumping facilities if
required.

3.3

The cost of supply and
installation of
approved temporary
warning signs and
stock mats may be
eligible for subsidy.

The current delivery model and the procurement review and development process are detailed in the pavement
section of the detailed business case.
ODC completed the bridge painting contract C1049 in 2018-20 for all bridges. There is no upgrade or
replacement of the bridge is expected however budget is allowed for the two (2) timber decks renewals/year as
advised by the Bridge inspection Engineer. There will be separate contract or as required for the deck
replacements. The routine maintenance of the bridges is covered under current ODC maintenance contract
C1070.

Council commissioned Beca Engineers Consultants to undertake the road asset valuation for the AMP 2021/24.
The process of revising the values as per the latest figures within the RAMM database was completed as part of
this valuation.
An 8% escalation was applied to the 2017 rates (valuation by Opus consultants) for 2020 except few which were
specified based on the interpretation of different sources i.e. contracts, regional and actual costs. An 8%
escalation was discussed and agreed with the ODC finance department plus was in align with the infrastructure
cost indexes published on the Waka Kotahi Procurement tools.
There was one change agreed during the valuation process i.e. for the *Bridge-other type, change the
replacement overhead %age from 8 to 10% to consistent with the other assets.
The confidence rating of the source data and unit costs rates has been assessed by Beca Engineers Consultants
to result in an overall rating of B - reliable which is considered by Council to be appropriate for the modest scale
and complexity of the network.
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For the valuation summary and supporting information, refer to the appendix.

A six yearly condition rating inspection undertaken by
independent Professional Structural Engineer Martin Cockitt
showed that despite their current age, our bridge stocks are in
good or excellent condition. Only a single asset is rated as poor
condition, a twin Armco culvert on Mangatutu Road which is
being monitored and a replacement solution currently being
designed.
Based on an empirical design life for the various bridge structure
types in general accordance with the NAMMs guidelines and
shown in table below, the bridge stock generally has a significant
remaining life of 50 to 90 years. However 10 bridges are
currently flagged as being due for replacement in the 10 to 30
year window. It is considered that the design lives selected are
relatively conservative as there is every likelihood of concrete
structures lasting well over 100 years.

Bridge Rating
0 1

51

73

excellent

good

average

poor

Bridge Construction Type

Design Life (Years)

Reinforced concrete

130

Steel beam with reinforced concrete deck

110

Steel beam with laminated timber deck

100

All timber

100

Steel / Aluminium culverts

55

Reinforced concrete culverts

60

There are no current plans to renew any concrete bridge structure as their design life is nominal and regular
inspections do not raise any concerns about their condition.

The underpasses are inspected on a six year cycle by an independent engineering specialist to determine the
current overall condition and identify immediate / urgent structural maintenance needs. The remaining useful
life has been established for the stock underpasses based on a useful design life of the two different materials
used, together with the ONRC / Traffic volumes as follows:
The design life is highlighted below.
AADT
10

50

200
350
Steel underpasses

500

1000

Low Volume

70

65

65

65

60

60

Access

70

65

65

60

60

60

Secondary Collector
Primary collector

60
60

60
60

55
55

55
55

55
50

55
50

ONRC
Low Volume
Access
Secondary Collector
Primary collector

115
110
100
100

115
110
100
100

Concrete underpasses
115
115
105
105
98
98
90
90

115
105
95
90

115
105
95
85
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ONRC

Within the land transport industry there is currently a growing
move towards larger single truck units, both in physical size
and maximum vehicle weight, through the legislative changes
associated with the High Productivity Motor Vehicle (HPMV)
and 50 MAX vehicle types.
While to date there has been little apparent take-up of this
initiative within the Ōtorohanga District, the 50MAX vehicle
approvals consider a network area in readiness for anticipated
demand uptake by freight operators, rather than individual
vehicles as previously considered.

Bridge Widths
Single lane
bridge

27%

Two lane
bridge
73%

To clear the way for this network approval for trucks of up to 50tonnes gross, the NZTA has undertaken a
review of all the bridges in the district and all but two bridges have been approved for 50MAX vehicle use.
Other than for these new vehicle rules, the weight carrying capacity of the District’s bridges is considered to be
good or adequate with only two isolated bridges with moderate load restrictions posted. Both these bridges
are at the end of long no exit unsealed roads and are effectively ‘in farm’ bridges.
The traffic volume capacity on single lane bridges is an issue to be more closely examined in relation to the
obvious road safety issue inherent with single lane bridges. The 91 single lane bridges exist across a range of
road hierarchies including 5 bridges on Harbour Road classified as a secondary collector. There is none single
lane bridge on primary collector roads however there are twenty two (22) single lane bridges on secondary
collector roads i.e. Bayley, Happy Valley, Harbour , KioKio Station, Lethbridge, Maihiihi, Mangawhero, Old Te
Kuiti, Otewa, Puketawai, Seafund, Te Kawa, Waipapa, Waitomo Valley and Whibley Roads.
Crash data does not indicate a traffic capacity issue at bridges within the district, and there is no record of level
of service requests from the motoring public in relation to single lane bridges. Approach visibility on the higher
traffic volume single lane bridges is in general adequate to good as is existing signage. Traffic volume capacity
has therefore been assessed as adequate for single the lane bridges.

2021/24
2024/27
2027/30
2030/33
2033/36
2036/39
2039/42
2042/45
2045/48
2048/51
2051/54
2054/57
2057/60
2060/63
2063/66
2066/69
2069/72
2072/75
2075/78
2078/81
2081/84
2084/87
2087/90
2090/93
2093/96
2096/99
2099/02
2102/05
2105/08
2108/11
2111/14
2114/17
2117/20

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Reinforced Concrete Bridges

Steel Beam & Concrete Slab

Timber Bridges

Large dia Culverts

Steel Beam & Timber deck
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Bridge numbers for renewal

Bridge renewal schedule by NLTP period

The stock underpasses with a remaining useful life of thirty to fifty years are those constructed of steel Armco
of which there are eight. The bulk of the stock underpasses are not planned for renewal until the end of the
century.
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Number of assets

Stock underpass renewal programme

The preferred programme based on the lifecycle management plan, prioritised by ONRC and strategic problems
is included below.
Work Category

Budget ($000)
21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

25/26

26/27

27/28

28/29

29/30

30/31

114

Structures
maintenance

170

170

170

170

170

170

170

170

170

170

215

Structures
component
replacements

124

124

124

124

124

124

124

124

124

124

Stock
underpass
facilities

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

341

Strategic Case link
The ILM workshop identified the following problems, benefits and strategic responses relating to drainage.
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Icon

Problem

Benefit

Strategic response

Measure

Increasing pressure from
climate and environment
impacts coupled with a lack
of courageous leadership is
leading to increased risk to
communities (50%)

Increase in
leadership focus on
climate and
environmental
adaptation (20%)

Create a resilient
environment that
encourages established
and new leaders to lead
with an outlook for the
future that develops a
strong community (45%)

Routine inspections
under maintenance
contract C1070.

Infrastructure
planning
incorporates the
management of
future uncertainties,
adaptation &
transition planning
(35%)
Infrastructure is
developed to meet
future demand

Ensure all infrastructure
is fit for purpose to open
opportunities that
sustainably drive future
development and
excellence in the region
(55%)

Condition rating by
roading team on a
five (5) year cycle

ONRC Resilience CO1
measure – No. of
journeys impacted by
closure

Capacity calculations
done where the
Rehab contracts are
carried out. All the
new culverts
replaced with the
concrete culverts.

Strategic Response
Create a resilient environment that encourages established and new leaders to lead with an outlook for the
future that develops a strong community.
Leaders within the Engineering Team have been bold in starting the climate conversation both in this document
and the Infrastructure Strategy.

Strategic Response
Ensure all infrastructure is fit for purpose to open opportunities that sustainably drive future development and
excellence in the region.
With reference to Stormwater, a decision has been made to nominally increase the diameter of all culverts
replace by at least one pipe size with a minimum diameter of 300mm. Catchment assessments are also done
whenever a significantly sized culvert is replaced and when a section of road is rehabilitated future proofing
planning and design are incorporated to provide for climate change.
Addition funds have also been allocated to ensuring stormwater drains and water tables are well maintained
and free from sediment and growth which may impede the flow of run-off.
“High shoulder” maintenance is also a priority and is funded accordingly to make sure run-off from the
pavement surface is unimpeded and the risks of ponding causing accidents is mitigated during higher intensity
downpours.

Activities delivered through the road pavement assets and their respective NZTA funding work categories are
included in table below:
Work Category

Function

Examples

108.113
Drainage
maintenance

Routine area
maintenance,
un/sealed SWC
construction,

Catchpit cleaning, Sweep
urban K&C Repair, cleaning
and painting, vegetation
control in Stormwater drains

108.213

Drainage renewals

SWC, K&C, culvert
replacement
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Drainage renewals

This section of AMP 2021/24 includes assets i.e. Culverts, Kerb & channels, Surface water structures and Surface
water channel. An overview of each asset shall be discussed in subsequent sections.

The Ōtorohanga District has a total of 5686 individual recorded culverts totalling a length of 69.6km. A wide
range of materials have been used for culverts in the past, but 78% of the total current stock is concrete and it is
current policy to use only concrete for new culvert construction or for renewals. Stormwater pipe structures
larger than 2.1m in diameter or 3.4 square meters in waterway area are classified as structures for asset
management purposes and are not included in this summary.

Material

Length
(m)

Diameter

Number

(mm)

(m)

100 to 225

1772

16,842

128

300

2,858

35,773

Concrete

54,596

375

339

5,153

Earthenware

946

450

331

5,200

Galvanised Steel

385

600

153

2,676

Poly Vinyl Chloride

2,235

750

57

1,046

Timber construction

27

900

74

1,345

Total

69,579

>1050

102

1,545

Total

5686

69,579

Aluminium

11,261

Asbestos cement

The culverts within the Ōtorohanga District are generally made
up of the smaller range of diameters with 83% of the length of
concrete culverts being 375mm diameter or less, which is
representative of the total culvert asset stock. It is current
policy to set the minimum culvert size as 300mm diameter for
improved performance and reduced blocking risk

Material Type
1% 1%

There are a very small number of asbestos cement pipe in the
District (11 in total to a length of 129m) all of which are likely to
be at vehicle crossings. Given this very small number it is
proposed that a contract to replace these culverts by a
specialist in asbestos handling and disposal will be undertaken
once the failure of the culverts becomes apparent to ensure
worker and public safety.

3% 0.04%
16%

For a period in the 1990s corrugated steel, aluminium and
Armco culverts were an attractive option for culvert
replacements due principally to favourable installation cost
savings, however it has been the experience in the Ōtorohanga
District that the expected design life has not always been
achieved, particularly on unsealed roads where inlet and outlet
damage during road grading has been endemic. The reduced
“whole of life” costs and resilience of concrete culverts has
been the primary driver to adopt concrete as the material of
choice for all new and replacement culverts since 2002.
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Length

0.18%

78%

Aluminium

Asbestos cement

Concrete

Earthenware

Galvanised Steel

Poly Vinyl Chloride

Timber construction

There are different types of Kerb and channel installed with in Ōtorohanga District with a small quantity in the
Kawhia settlement. Table shows the different type of the kerb & channels with the length.
Type

Length

Barrier Kerb & Channel (Concrete)

34,363

Dished Channel (Concrete) boxed

405

(m)

Kerb & Channel (Stone)

1,347

Kerb Only (Concrete)

593

Kerb Only (Stone)

76

Mountable Kerb & Channel (Concrete)

4,937

Grand Total

42,007
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Type

Quantity

Catchpit type 1

381

There are 381 type 1 catchpits in the urban centres of Ōtorohanga
Township and Kawhia Township within the Ōtorohanga District. Although
very few records exist to establish the construction date of the catchpits,
it is understood they were principally installed during two periods of road
kerb installation in the 1960’s and 1980’s.

Catchpit type 2

27

Cave

1

There are 459 recorded dropper pipes across the rural roading network, of
both 600m and 1050mm diameter. There are also 44 flumes down
batters, 14 manholes and 7 soak-pits recorded in the RAMM database.

Dropper Pipe

459

Flume down batter

44

Lateral

104

Manhole

14

Scour Protection

14

Side Culvert

51

Soak pit

7

There is a length of 820km of surface water channels for sealed and unsealed roads. The RAMM asset database
records for the constructing or reconstruction of the stormwater channels indicates that these assets are all
quite old, especially for an asset type which might not normally be expected to last for any significant period.
It is likely that reformation of these assets has occurred as part of pre reseal repair works but not recorded in
the asset database. It is the assertion of the Engineering Team that regular and appropriate maintenance of
surface water channels give in effect an immediate life.
Length
(m)

Type

Surface water Drain >300mm deep

14,211

SWC (Deep, >150 below Metal Feather

243,859

SWC (Deep, >150 below Seal Edge)

457,329

SWC (Sealed Shallow Channel, <150 b

2526

SWC (Shallow, <150 below Metal Feat

37,645

SWC (Shallow, <150 below Seal Edge)

64,613

Total length(m)

820,183

There is no specific contract for delivery of the drainage works however some kerb and channel were renewed
under contract C1053 Footpaths. The routine maintenance of the drainage related is covered under ODC
maintenance contract C1070. The culverts are mainly replaced and upgraded during the pavement
rehabilitation contract. If in case any culverts fails due to any reason or due to age, than those culverts are
replaced under ODC current maintenance contract.

Council commissioned Beca Engineers Consultants to undertake the road asset valuation for the AMP 2021/24.
The process of revising the valuation from in house spread sheets to the full use of RAMM was completed as
part of this valuation.
An 8% escalation was applied to the 2017 rates (valuation by Opus consultants) for 2020 except few which were
specified based on the interpretation of different sources i.e. contracts, regional and actual costs. An 8%
escalation was discussed and agreed with the ODC finance department plus was in align with the infrastructure
cost indexes published on the Waka Kotahi Procurement tools.
There were few changes came out of the asset valuation
● Rate for the Armco culverts diameter 1000-1050mm was changed to $1685 to be consistent
● Useful life of the timber culverts changed from 70 years to 50 years
● Useful life of soak pits changed to 50 years which is slightly less than drop structures due to silt blockage
The confidence rating of the source data and unit costs rates has been assessed by Beca Engineers Consultants
to result in an overall rating of B - reliable.
For the valuation summary and supporting information, refer to the appendix.
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The condition of the assets is divided into five ranks i.e. 1-Excellent or V.Good, 2-Good, 3-Average, 4 - Poor and
5- V.Poor. The unknown or uncategorized assets are denoted by U.

Following pie chart shows the condition rating of the culverts and the table for the adopted culvert design life &
adjustments for condition.
2%

2%

Condition Rating

11%
30%

54%

1 - Excellent
2 - Good
3 - Average
4 - Poor
5 - V.Poor

Culvert material

Concrete
Galvanised steel
Aluminium
PVC
Earthenware
Timber
Asbestos

Design useful life (years)

90
60
30
70
75
50
70

Since the 2015/25 AMP the culverts have been confirmed and condition rated, with less than 0.5% of the
culvert stock remaining to be rated. 87% of the culverts are good, very good or excellent in condition.
Improved culvert replacement forecasting based on known condition assessment is now taking place as part of
this AMP.

Following pie chart shows the condition rating of the kerb & channels and the table for the design life and
adjustments for condition.

Type

Life

Barrier Kerb & Channel (Concrete)

90

Dished Channel (Concrete) boxed & p

70

Dished Channel (Sealed)

60

Dished Kerb & Channel (Concrete)

60

Kerb & Channel (Stone)

60

Kerb Only (Concrete)

70

Kerb Only (Stone)

60

Mountable Kerb & Channel (Concrete)

80

Reinforced Concrete Half-pipe Channel

60

Slot Channel (Concrete)

60

Condition Rating
U - Unknown
10%

12%

1 - Excellent
7%
2 - Good
10%
3 - Average

38%

4 - Poor

22%

5 - V.Poor
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Following pie chart shows the condition rating of the surface water structure’s design life and adjustments for
condition.

Drain Type

Design life

Catchpit type 1

60

Catchpit type 2

60

CAVE

60

Dropper Pipe

40

Flume down batter

15

Lateral

90

Manhole

90

Scour Protection

10

Side Culvert

90

Soak pit

50

Subsoil Drain

50

1%

Condition Rating
U - Unknown

5%

1 - Excellent

16%

2 - Good
13%

56%

9%

3 - Average
4 - Poor
5 - V.Poor

The adopted design life for surface water channels is 55 years. No records exist to confirm construction dates
for these structures, and the assets are yet to be formally assessed for the current condition.
Condition and performance of the surface water channels is done regularly as part of our routine inspection
programme under contract C1070.

Based on observation of the network performance during heavy rainfall events, and the number of public
complaints or requests for improvements it is considered that the culvert network is currently of an adequate
capacity. In recent years it has become policy to adopt a minimum culvert diameter of 300mm (including for
new private entranceway development) based on reduced maintenance risk from local detritus blockage of
culverts. Although currently the network includes 16.8km of culverts of 225mm diameter (and a very small
quantum of 150 to 200 mm diameter), there is no current plan to replace these culverts with the minimum
300mm diameter default size ahead of the design engineering life for the culvert material. One exception is
during capital upgrading works, pavement renewals and in some cases during resealing operations when the
opportunity is generally taken to upgrade culverts.

There is a total length of 42km of Concrete kerb and channel in the District, mostly in the Ōtorohanga township
with a small quantity in the Kawhia settlement. Most of the kerb and channel is 50 to 60 years old and
considered to be in good condition, although formal condition rating has not been completed.
Very few sections of urban roadway do not have kerb and channel on both sides of the road, and there are
currently no plans for additional capital construction of kerb and channel
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Capacity of the surface water collection system is generally adequate, with some limited areas of persistent
shallow water collection during heavy rain events, although no habitable floors are thought to be at risk of
flooding in other than extreme events beyond the economic design threshold
In general the roadside stormwater control systems are considered “to be fit for purpose” based on the
generally observed performance of the network, limited number of public complaints or requests for service,
and very limited recorded incidence of capacity issues in all but extreme events.

To spread the peaks of forecast renewal, and acknowledge the likelihood that all culverts of one condition
standard will not degrade at the same rate and therefore not require renewal within a single year.
The calculated renewal programme for culvert based on the condition rating and the remaining useful life was
unrealistic and there was high degree of culvert replacement in some years with no replacement in other years.
The AMP team came up with the strategy of smoothing the renewal programme.

The calculated length of the renewal after smoothing came out to be approximately an average 547m/year over
seven years until financial year 2027/28 and approximately 700m/year from 2027/28 onwards for next 20 years.

2800

Unsmoothed stromwater culvert
length of renewals

Smoothed forescast stromwater
culvert length of renewals

800

2400
600

2000
1600

400

1200
800

200

400
0

Unsmoothed - Length/year

2055

2053

2051

2049

2047

2045

2043

2041

2039

2037

2035

2033

2031

2029

2027

2025

1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

2023

The calculated renewal programme for
culvert based on the condition rating
and the remaining useful life was
unrealistic and there was high degree of
culvert replacement in some years with
no replacement in other years. The
AMP team came up with the strategy of
smoothing the renewal programme.
The calculated length of the renewal
after smoothing came out to be
approximately an average 178m/year
(smoothed-length/year).

Forecast kerb and channel length of
renewal

2021
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To spread the peaks of forecast
renewal, and acknowledge the
likelihood that all culverts of one
condition standard will not degrade at
the same rate and therefore not require
renewal within a single year.

2021/22
2023/24
2025/26
2027/28
2029/30
2031/32
2033/34
2035/36
2037/38
2039/40
2041/42
2043/44
2045/46
2047/48
2049/50
2051/52
2053/54
2055/56

2021/22
2023/24
2025/26
2027/28
2029/30
2031/32
2033/34
2035/36
2037/38
2039/40
2041/42
2043/44
2045/46
2047/48
2049/50
2051/52
2053/54
2055/56

0

Smoothed - Length/year

As mentioned earlier, the catchpits have not yet been individually assessed for condition (56% unknown
condition), but are understood to be in good condition. An average budget of $4800/year has been allowed for
the surface water structures for next 10 years with a suggested contract every three years.

The preferred programme based on the lifecycle management plan, prioritised by ONRC and strategic problems
is included below.
Work Category

113
213

Budget ($000)
21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

25/26

26/27

27/28

28/29

29/30

30/31

Routine drainage
maintenance

341

341

341

341

341

341

341

341

341

341

Drainage renewals

389

332

347

349

427

338

338

538

504

352

Strategic Case link
The ILM workshop did not identify any problems relating to street lighting. ODC has completed the capital
upgrade works of street lighting and currently cyclic maintenance of the street lights are in progress.

Activities delivered through the road pavement assets and their respective NZTA funding work categories are
included in table below:

Work Category

Function

Examples

108.122
Traffic services maintenance energy costs

Carriageway & pedestrian crossing
lighting and poles

Operation, maintenance of
associated facilities including
signs, lighting etc.

108.222

Renewal of existing road lights

Carriageway lighting and
lighting at pedestrian crossing
lighting

Capital improvement projects related to
lights, signs and marking etc.

Street lights
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Traffic services renewals
108.324
Capital improvement projects

Urban street light numbers
Ōtorohanga District has 519 street lights,
mainly within the three urban centres of
Ōtorohanga, Kawhia and Aotea. There are 146
individual street light poles owned by Council
with most street lights being located on
electricity reticulation poles under the
management of The Lines Company.

500
400
300
200
100
0
Otorohanga urban
On ODC Poles

Kawhia urban

Aotea

On The Lines Company poles

Since the 2015/18 AMP the RAMM database has
been audited and updated and there is now a
high level of confidence in the available data.
The street light poles owned by Council are
predominantly galvanised steel poles 81%, with
a further 13% being reinforced Concrete.

Street Light Pole Material
Concrete
6

20

11

Fibreglass
Spun Concrete

The existing stock of lanterns has been upgraded
to LED lantern technology, with some additional
streetlights also being installed during the
upgrade contract which is completed 2019-20
financial year.

Steel
Wood
118

ODC has completed the capital upgrade works of street lighting, with no further upgrades required. The
maintenance of current street lighting is in progress and carried out under contract C1058 until 2022, with
another five year term available subject to performance.

Council commissioned Beca Engineer Consultants to undertake the road asset valuation for the AMP 2021/24,
which included revising the valuation of in house spread sheets to the full use of RAMM.
No escalation was applied to the 2017 rates (valuation by Opus consultants) for 2020 as the current rates were
high.
The confidence rating of the source data and unit costs rates has been assessed by Beca Engineers Consultants
to result in an overall rating of B - reliable (based on some supporting information) which is considered by
Council to be appropriate for the modest scale and complexity of the network.
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For the valuation summary refer to the appendix F of the AMP.

1.4%

The asset database does not generally record the
installation date for street light assets, but condition
of the poles has been recently assessed and
remaining useful life has been established based on
current condition as shown.

0.7%

Condition Rating - Poles
Excellent
31%
Good
Average

66.7%
unknown

The adopted asset lives and adjustments for current condition are as shown in the tables below

Street light pole adopted design life
Street light pole material

Design useful life (years)

Concrete

60

Steel

50

Others

50

Street light lantern design life
Street light lantern

Design useful life (years)

All

40

Street light Bracket design life
Street light bracket

Design useful life (years)

All

50

Street Light Pole Remaining Life Adjusted for Condition
Condition Assessment

Percent of design life remaining

Excellent

90%

Good

75%

Average or unknown

50%

Poor

10%

Very Poor

5%
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Street Light Bracket Remaining Life Adjusted for Condition
Condition Assessment

Percent of design life remaining

Excellent

90%

Good

75%

Average or unknown

50%

Poor

10%

Very Poor

5%

The existing stock of lanterns has been upgraded to LED lantern technology, with some additional streetlights
also being installed during the upgrade contract which is completed in 2019-20 financial year. The additional
lights will not bring the lighting up to the NZ standard for Pedestrian Category lighting which would have
required the addition of approximately a further 400 lights which was not considered by Council to cost
effective.

Ōtorohanga District Council completed the upgrade of its street lights in the 2018/19 financial year, so
therefore, the street light assets renewal programme indicates little renewal work is required for another 30
years. However, some street light brackets on The Lines Company poles will be addressed in the next two to
three years.

Street light renewal programme
Annual asset numbers

160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20

Brackets

Lanterns

2075

2073

2071

2069

2067

2065

2063

2061

2059

2057

2055

2053

2051

2049

2047

2045

2043

2041

2039

2037

2035

2033

2031

2029

2027

2025

2023

2021

0

Poles

Strategic Case link
The ILM workshop identified the following problems, benefits and strategic responses relating to traffic services.
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Icon

Problem

Benefit

The central location and
attractiveness of the district
is increasing growth, placing
additional demand on
infrastructure and resources
(35%)

Infrastructure is
developed to meet
future demand (20%)

The current state of our
infrastructure and how
people use it is unable to
meet the speed and
uncertainty of technology
change (15%)

Decrease in death &
serious injuries on
roads (45%)

Strategic response

Measure

Create a resilient
environment that
encourages established
and new leaders to lead
with an outlook for the
future that develops a
strong community (45%)

ONRC Amenity CO1 –
Smooth Travel Exposure
(STE)

Ensure all infrastructure
is fit for purpose to open
opportunities that
sustainably drive future
development and
excellence in the region
(55%)

ONRC Amenity CO2 –
Peak and average
roughness
Programme renewals
completed- Tracked
through budget
expenditure spreadsheet
ONRC Safety CO2 Collective Risk
ONRC Safety CO3 Personal risk

Strategic Response
Ensure all infrastructure is fit for purpose to open opportunities that sustainably drive future development and
excellence in the region.
With reference to signs, guard rails and maker post the impact of climate change on their performance is not
current assessed as being significant. Consideration has been given to regular inspections for damage and to
make sure that the assets are clean, in an acceptable condition and fit for purpose. With the increased
likelihood of intense downpours and possibly fog signs reaching the end of their “reflective lives” will be
replaced sooner.

Activities delivered through the road pavement assets and their respective NZTA funding work categories are
included in table below;

Work Category

Function

Examples

108.114-

Maintain integrity and appearance of
guardrails

Repair to handrails,
guardrails

108.122
Traffic services maintenance -

Road signage

Maintenance of Traffic
signs, sight rails

Traffic services renewals i.e. Signs,
markers, posts & railings

Renewals of existing road signs,
marking ,posts

Renewal of traffic signs,
sight rails, marker posts
etc.

Structural Maintenance

0%

Road signs by type
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There are 2836 signs within the Ōtorohanga District,
with 2729 individual sign posts. A wide range of signs
is in use, dominated by the road name finger boards
(20%) and the permanent warnings group (29%).

Road Signs - Types

1%

Information General
Regulatory General

1%
1%

19%

Regulatory Parking

660

Permanent Warning

1%

Motorist Services
Tourist

822

Sign posts by material

Temporary Warning

551

Hazard Markings
Warning Miscellaneous

There are 2729 individual signs posts and
predominantly of timber (86%), and 5% (128) are of
aluminium.

Guide

5%

Sign Post - Material
Aluminium
Timber
2340

Steel
162
5%

0%

Plastic

0%

Concrete

3%

Unknown

0%

Fibreglass

Edge Marker Posts

Edge Marker Posts
There are 7144 edge markers posts within Ōtorohanga
District. The information was added into RAMM
recently (2018).

OLD TE KUITI RD
OTEWA RD
BARBER RD
NGAROMA RD
WHAREPUHUNGA RD
BAYLEY RD
SEAFUND RD
LETHBRIDGE RD
WAIKERIA RD
HARBOUR RD
NGUTUNUI RD
KIOKIO STATION RD
OURUWHERO RD
POKURU RD
TE KAWA RD
WHIBLEY RD
NGAHAPE RD
WAIPAPA RD
HONIKIWI RD
TURITEA RD
WAITOMO VALLEY RD
RANGIATEA RD

203
294

197

225

221

533

278

487

589

656

448

455

337
91

411
51

606
95

180 53

285
107
77

265

Railing
Since the 2018/21 AMP fieldwork to identify and
data capture existing railings information has
considerably improved the understanding of this
asset. There is now a recorded combined length of
8,773m of guard railing and sight rails at 708 sites
within the Ōtorohanga District.

Railing by Type

Concrete barrier
Guard Rail
Timber sight rail

8,581
71

Other/to be
confirmed

105
16
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The delivery of the contract is under current routine maintenance contract for all activities related to the traffic
services except for the road marking. There is a special contract C1029 for the road marking for Ōtorohanga
District roads.

Council commissioned Kevin Dunn Senior Associate – Asset Management, BECA, to undertake the road asset
valuation for the AMP 2021/24.
An 8% escalation (based on the appropriate BERL Indices) was applied to the 2017 rates (valuation by Opus
consultants) with some specific exceptions based on actual contract or regional costs. The 8% escalation was
also discussed and agreed with the ODC finance department plus was in alignment with the infrastructure cost
indexes published on the Waka Kotahi Procurement tools.
There was one change agreed during the valuation process i.e. the unit rate for the regulatory general signs
group was changed from $347 to $450 to align with the current maintenance contract C1070.
The confidence rating of the source data and unit costs rates has been assessed by Beca Engineers Consultants
to result in an overall rating of B, reliable. For the valuation summary refer to appendix F.

The existing condition of both signs and posts is now generally understood, with 80% of the signs being in average
or better condition, and 89% of posts being good or excellent.

Traffic Signage replacement assumptions
Sign Class

Excellent

Good

Permanent Warning

114

370

Information General

71

Hazard Markings

Average

Poor

Very poor

137

87

14

100

10

317

138

52

9

73

10

53

271

162

40

5

20

10

Regulatory General

56

295

100

45

4

51

10

Regulatory Parking

24

52

54

10

13

15

Guide

1

1

4

2

15

Motorist Services

6

2

10

15

14

12

9

20

7

Design Life

Temporary Warning

1

6

3

Tourist

6

3

2

Warning Miscellaneous

5

3

4

2

2

5

15

330
12%

1324
47%

603
21%

241
8%

41
1%

297
10%

2836

Unknown

Design Life

Total signs at this condition

1

Unknown

Sign posts replacement assumptions
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Post Material

Excellent

Good

Average

Aluminium

27

101

40

Concrete

1

1

30

Fibreglass

Poor

Very poor

1

Plastic

1

4

Steel

63

80

16

Timber

248

717

968

Unknown

32

17

Total posts at
this condition

372

920

984

42

43

30

1

1

1

60

3

60

364

30

41

30

409

Post conditions

1
409

43

297

Average

984

Sign conditions

41

Average

603

Excellent

241

Excellent

Good

Good

330

Poor

Poor

920

Unknown

372

Unknown

1324

Very poor

Very poor

The current extent of edge marker posts (EMPs) and raised pavement markers (RPMs) is not accurately known.
It is anticipated than an intended review of the road markings across the District will include establishment of
accurate asset quantities. The value for replacement of damaged and end of life EMP’s and RPM’s together
with culvert markers is currently based on historic contract works values which is considered adequate until
more accurate data is available.

Guard rail by condition
Two staff members have undertaken
additional training in guard rail
assessment during 2017/18 and
2019/20 and are now able to
individually assess guard rails for
compliance and safety. These
inspections of guard rails has reduced
number of unknown type and
condition from 72% to 22%.

4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
Excellent

Good

Average

Poor

Very poor Unknown
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Railing Replacement assumptions – Years remaining life

Railing Type

Excellent

Good

Average

Poor

Very poor

Concrete F-shape TL5 Barrier
Guard Rail

307

2274

934

13

Sight Rail

438

1286

1001

273

132

Unknown

Grand
Total

16

16

1193

4721

280

3410

Highway W TL3 semi-rigid Rail

74

174

248

Highway W TL4 semi-rigid Rail

41

161

202

Timber

48

27

105

71

71

1922

8773

10

20

To Be Confirmed
Grand Total

745

3723

1945

306

132

A focused effort in 2009 saw a general upgrading of signs in the district to meet regulatory requirements. Crash
statistics from the CAS system do not indicate any issues with the adequacy of the signs. Very few public
complaints about signage shortfalls are received (other than signs which have been damaged or stolen) and
the existing signage is considered to be fit for purpose and sufficient to meet regulatory guidelines.
The undertaking of a signage and way finding review and subsequent policy is likely to further enhance the
signage standards, although at this stage a timetable to complete the review has not been confirmed.
It is proposed to assess the edge marker posts, (EMPs) road line marking and raised reflective pavement
markers (RRPMs) on the network for compliance with Manual of Traffic Signs and Markings (MOTSAM) and the
Regional Infrastructure Technical Specification, (RITS) standards. A likely increased level of service for some
assets to meet the standards is anticipated.

Much of the existing guard railing on the network is likely to have been installed retrospectively at sites in
response to perceived risk or crash history. It is unclear how much of the guard rails were installed to meet
current best practice safety standards.
The timber sight rails currently on the network are considered to be “anecdotally fit for purpose”.
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Where the need for safety or amenity improvements are identified the funding of these is allocated to the Low
Cost Low Risk activity.

Signage renewal numbers for the next 10 years, being the full expected life for most signs, and renewal
numbers for posts over the next 15 years is as shown on the figures below. Additional budget is also provided
for renewing those signage assets damaged or which disappear overnight, with a value established from
historical records. The traffic signage replacement assumptions suggest that 41 traffic signs are in very poor
condition and require renewal. The renewal plan for the 39 traffic signs is by 2020/21 and remaining two in
financial year 2021/22. The poor signs will have at least five years (depending on type) until they are replaced.

180

Annual Post renewal number

180

150

150

120

120

90

90

60

60

30

30

0

0

Annual sign renewal number

2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31

Asset

Average Annual renewal volume

Edge marker posts

2858

Culvert marker posts

171 (3% of cross road culverts)

The renewal programme for railings indicates that some short lengths of timber sight rails will be required
during the next NLTP period, with more significant volumes in the early 2030’s. However most of the steel
guardrail is yet to be accurately assessed for condition. The railing replacement assumption table suggests
132m of the very poor railing, which is planned to be renewed in financial year 2021/22. There are 306 of railing
in a poor condition, based on the remaining useful life, the railing replacement is not required until 2025/26.
Referring to the following bar chart, it shows that there is high degree of replacement in few years with no
replacement in other years. The AMP team came up with a strategy to smoothen renewal/year. The calculated
length of renewal after smoothing (2024/15-onwards) came out to be 355/year (Smoothed-length).

Railing renewal programme
900
800
700
355

600
500
400
300
200

132

100
0

Smoothed - Length/year
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Unsmoothed - Length/year

Work Category

Budget ($000)
21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

25/26

26/27

27/28

28/29

29/30

30/31

114

Str. Maintenance
Annual allowance-Railing

170

170

170

170

170

170

170

170

170

170

122

Traffic services
maintenance

248

248

248

248

248

248

248

248

248

248

222

Traffic services renewals
i.e. Signs, markers, posts
& railings

127

117

114

143

162

154

164

172

169

154

Strategic case link
The ILM workshop did not identify any strategic problems relating to the provision of footpaths, however it
does tie in to creating safe, accessible recreational facilities (Ōtorohanga Stopbank pathway) and also an
integrated mode of transport for the Ōtorohanga community. In future, consideration will also be given to
footpath extensions to accommodate an aging population and decrease in car usage with more pedestrians and
bikes.

Activities delivered through the road pavement assets and their respective NZTA funding work categories are
included in table below:
Work Category

108.125
Footpath maintenance
108.124

Function

Examples

Provides the maintenance and renewal of
public footpaths and facilities with public
footpaths such as pedestrian network
connections, including stairs, alleyways and
off-road connections.

Footpath patching and pothole
repairs

Cyclepath maintenance

Ōtorohanga footpath walkway
maintenance
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The footpath network in Ōtorohanga is well developed
as a result of the Community Board’s policy which aims of
having all streets serviced by a footpath on at least one
side. The last major phase of this work
was undertaken as part of the government sponsored
PEP programmes during the 1970s.
Most of the footpath network is concrete (72%) with
smaller volumes of asphalt surfacing, and the CBD in
Maniapoto Street is surfaced with concrete cobbles.
In the Ōtorohanga urban community there is a total of
2.6km of roads without any footpath and 15.4km of
roads without a second path. The sections of regional
road without a footpath, or a second footpath are
State Highways where construction of a footpath is
challenging on technical grounds, due to steep slopes
and limited space.

Footpath renewals, such as
resurfacing or reconstruction

Footpath by surface type
0%

3%

0%

Concrete
Asphaltic concrete
(black)
Interlocking blocks

18%

Limestone

7%

Metal
72%
Seal

The Ōtorohanga Community Board has resolved to not programme further footpath construction within
roadways, but may consider other strategic paths on a case by case basis.
In the Kawhia Community there is a total of 3.9km of roads without any footpath and 4.7km of roads without a
second path.

Road length without footpath Ōtorohanga township

Road length without footpath Kawhia township
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The delivery of the footpath maintenance is included under specific contracts, with the most recent contract
C1025 completed in financial year 2018/19. Currently there is no contract for footpath renewal, however
Ōtorohanga District Council intends to tender for a three year programme soon.
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Previously under contract C1053, several attempts to tender the footpath maintenance contract did not reach
an acceptable outcome. Originally the contract was tendered and the submitted prices were double the budget.
After not awarding the contract to any of the tenders a negotiated tender was eventually awarded to the
contractor will the lowest tender. When the contract was awarded, the contractor indicated they would start
end of the year. This timeframe passed and the subsequent starting dates were also not honoured. Other
commitments from their existing contracts were cited as the reason. In addition, they did not provide the
required Bond. The contractors were then requested to confirm a date to comply, but they responded by
relinquishing the contract.
Several other contractors were then issued with the tender document and finally after several negotiations a
contractor provided a price that was acceptable and the work was subsequently completed to high standard, all
be it at a perceived cost premium. This commentary is provided for context for future budgets and to
demonstrate a resource shortage in this area.

Council commissioned Beca Engineers Consultants to undertake the road asset valuation for the AMP 2021/24.
The process of revising the valuation from in house spread sheets to the full use of RAMM was completed as
part of this valuation.
An 8% escalation was applied to the 2017 rates (valuation by Opus consultants) for 2020 except few which were
specified based on the interpretation of different sources i.e. contracts, regional and actual costs.

The 8% escalation was discussed and agreed with the ODC finance department plus was in align with the
infrastructure cost indexes published on the Waka Kotahi Procurement tools . The escalation values for the June
2017 to June 2020 period are:
8.5% - Reseals (excluding bitumen)
7.0% - Network outcome (excluding bitumen)
7.2% - Structures (excluding bitumen)
8.2% - Construction (excluding bitumen)

The 8% (with few exceptions) applied is consistent with the above values, however consideration was given to
apply different escalation by asset type.
There were two changes advised during the valuation process i.e. the unit rate for the concrete footpath &
Metal footpath was changed from $105/lm to $120/lm, $26/lm to 67/lm based on the interpretation of the past
contract (C1071-stop bank) and regional averages.
The confidence rating of the source data and unit costs rates has been assessed by Beca Engineers Consultants
to result in an overall rating of B, reliable (based on some supporting information) which is considered by
Council to be appropriate for the modest scale and complexity of the network.
For the valuation summary refer to appendix F.

Most footpaths have now been assessed for condition, with 60% being at an average or better condition. All of
the poor or very poor condition footpath is of concrete construction, being a length of 3.2km or 3844sqm.

Footpath area by condition
35%
30%
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The Ōtorohanga Community Board has concluded that the existing roadside footpath network extents are
sufficient for the needs of the community, due to very low traffic volumes, very few recorded pedestrian
injuries on roads without footpaths, high current level of service and no requests for additional footpath from
residents. It is currently considered that the footpath network is adequate and fit for purpose in the
Ōtorohanga Township for the short term.
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In the Kawhia Township there is a lower proportion of the roads which have footpaths, and the Kawhia
Community Board propose to continue with the limited capital expansion programme for footpaths. While the
availability of footpaths is low in the urban area, for much of the year while the holiday homes are at low
occupation rates the pedestrian traffic volumes are very low. This combined with wide grassed berms which
are generally free from physical obstructions and the local practice of utilising small four wheel motorbikes for
local trips (generally at speeds much lower than 50km/h) creates a very safe pedestrian environment.
A previous mobility audit in the central community in Ōtorohanga identified a small number of potential
improvements which have generally been completed, however with the forecast change in the community
makeup increasing the number of elderly residents, and the increasing availability, performance and need for
powered mobility aids it is likely that the path network in both Ōtorohanga and Kawhia needs to be considered
in more detail in future.

The calculated renewal programme for footpaths is based on the condition rating, however was found to be
inconsistent and not practical to follow. The AMP team decided to make footpath renewal a priority and has
smoothed out the renewal programme. The strategy for the renewal came out of a discussion to prioritise and
renew very poor (condition rating 5) and poor (condition rating 4) footpaths as the first priority.
The current condition rating data shows there are 8% and 33% of footpaths are in very poor and poor condition
respectively. Ōtorohanga District Council is planning to focus only on renewal of ‘very poor’ and ‘poor’
footpaths for next 10 years.

Footpath renewal length
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124
125

2026/27

2027/28

2028/29

2029/30

2030/31

Condition rating 4 &5 - Length/year

Budget ($000)
21/22

22/23
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25/26
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27/28

28/29

29/30

30/31

Cyclepath
Maintenance

10.23

10.23

10.23

10.23

10.23

10.23

10.23

10.23

10.23

10.23

Footpath
maintenance

165.69

165.69

165.69

154.90

154.90

154.90

154.90

154.90

154.90

154.90

RISK MANAGEMENT

It is a general expectation of the community and stakeholders that the land transport network will always be
available for use, even if occasional minor reductions in standards are experienced. However there is always a
risk that circumstances or events will result in a reduced level of service, including partial unavailability.
Recent events such as the South Island earthquakes and flooding around the world have highlighted the
potential for events to have a major and ongoing effect on a community, and in response to this Council has
significantly reviewed the risk section of this Activity Management Plan.
The Transport network also plays a key role in support of other lifelines networks, providing access for ongoing
monitoring and maintenance as well as during unplanned events.

The possible risks to service delivery facing the Ōtorohanga District land transport network can be separated
into two principal areas, external risk and internal risk, each with its own likelihood of occurrence and is
discussed below:

External Risk
● Extreme weather events
● Earthquake
● Volcanic activity
● Changes in Regional or Central Government policy
● COVID-19 – Implications for land transport
● Rising sea level

Internal Risk
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● Council management performance
● Contractor performance
● Asset capability.

In the past Ōtorohanga District has experienced extreme weather events which have caused damage sufficient
to cause a loss of service to sections of the network. In 1958 a reportedly 1 in 100 year rainstorm event caused
widespread flooding and damage, particularly in the Ōtorohanga township (now protected by flood stop banks)
but which also caused widespread damage to rural roads and bridges. Localised heavy rainfall events have
often occurred which have caused washouts and slips/slumps blocking or destroying discrete sections of the
rural network, taking a number of weeks to return to full service. The potential effects of climate change may
increase the likelihood of these sorts of events in the future, and recent weather patterns support the potential
for climate change to have a noticeable impact on the frequency of extreme rainfall events.
It is considered that heavy rainfall events are the most likely event to impact the land transport network,
however for medium term return period events the damage is likely to be localised in area and while not
significant in extent across the network, the affected areas can suffer from access loss for periods of several
weeks as evidenced in recent storm events.

Culverts are being checked for capacity prior to renewals and increased in size if required as a response to
potential increased storm flows from climate change.
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An example of increased rainfall intensity took place in October 2017 when a slow moving storm effectively
washed away large protions of Moerangi Road effectively isolating residents for a number of day and ultimately
taking several months to repair at a cost approaching $400,000. All the culverts were repalced with large pipes
and attention given to allowing runoff pathways to be as natural and free from restrictons as possible.

Additional funding has been provided in the 2021/24 NLTP for the identification of resilience improvement
works with further funding for implementation of the improvements in following years, intended to reduce the
risk of service loss resulting from storm events.

Rising sea levels will increase the risk of erosion,
coastal flooding and saltwater intrusion,
increasing the need for coastal protection.
Currently The Ministry for the Environment are
forecasting sea level rises by 1 metre by 2120
and while this is unlikely to be linear in
progression to give an example of how this may
affect the townships of Kawhia and Aotea on
the west coast of the Ōtorohanga District the
Waikato Regional Council Coastal Inundation
Tool has be used. As mentioned in Waka
Kotahi’s Arataki Version 2, sea level rises,
increased rain and storm intensity and
frequency will affect communities, particularly
Kawhia and Aotea. Council will consider the
effects of sea level rises within our road
planning and resilience improvements,
particularly in the areas that are vulnerable to
increased sea levels.
Kawhia Harbour
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The upper range of the maximum normal tide
have been used for this example. This example
accepts that during extreme storm events
coinciding with spring tides there will be
additional areas flooded but this flooding will
recede.
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Smaller scale image of the centre of Kawhia township

Aotea Township will also face a huge challenge from rising sea levels.
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While the only road providing access to Kawhia is State Highway 39 there is a very real need to plan for the sea
level rise as can be seen by the following set of images.
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These example of the road being underwater effectively mean that both Kawhia and Aotea would be cut off.
Then the example of using a level equivalent to the forecasted 1m rise using the upper storm time range is used
then the picture becomes even more concerning. The following examples show both Kawhia and Aotea under
these circumstances.

The Ōtorohanga District is remote from reported high risk earthquake zones as reported by GNS science,
however since 1940 there have been twelve earthquakes over Richter 4.5, with one of 5.56. Most of these have
been at significant depth, and no damage has been reported to.
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The figure above shows the location of recent shallow earthquakes across New Zealand. It would appear that
most of the Ōtorohanga District is at a low risk from earthquakes of sufficient magnitude to cause damage,
based on this record of earthquakes.
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.

The figure above from the GNS website shows the location of active fault lines in the central north island,
showing that the Ōtorohanga District is relatively distant from any such feature. It is therefore considered
unlikely that an earthquake will occur which is of sufficient energy to cause more than minor or very localised
damage to the transport network.

At greatest risk from earthquake are the 134 bridges (including five stormwater culverts) and 79 stock
underpasses. Damage to stock underpasses may potentially either cause damage sufficient to render the
structure incapable of supporting traffic loading, or complete collapse causing the road to become impassable.
Temporary road reinstatement from bulk filling would be reasonably quick and inexpensive to complete. Most
bridges on the network are single span and carry low traffic volumes, many with alternative routes available
should they become impassable. Three bridges are either longer span and or high bridges and are all on
Secondary Collector roads with long alternative route options. These bridges are addressed in the risk tables
below (table 8.6).

There are no known active or dormant volcanic features in the Ōtorohanga District, and it is likely that the
closest active volcanic areas which might cause an effect are those of the central plateau. Eruptions from
Mount Ngauruhoe and Mount Ruapehu in the 1970s, 1990s and 2000s caused only very light ash falls within the
district and the effects to the land transport network were inconsequential, due primarily to the direction of the
predominant winds distributing ash fall away from the district.
GNS science volcanic eruption predictions for events of up to 1 in 5000 year probability indicate no more than
an average 20mm depth of ash deposition in the Ōtorohanga District which is not expected to have a significant
effect on the transport network, beyond short term surface deposition issues which should be able to be
pushed / swept clear.
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It is possible that a significant change in direction or policy from Central Government, possibly via the Regional
Council may create unexpected financial pressures on Ōtorohanga District Council. A sudden dramatic loss of
transport support funding from NZTA would create obvious financial tension for the provision of service as for
this NLTP period the Funding Assistance Rate for Ōtorohanga is 61%. Changes in policy on minimum service
requirements or minimum technical requirements in network management resulting in additional professional
service need could also increase costs. NZTA have proven to be excellent in communicating the current and
forecast policy and requirements of the ministry, and it is expected that sudden change during the term of the
2021/24 NLTP for which this Activity Management Plan has been produced is considered to be extremely
unlikely.
Possible Regional Council impact, for example changes to minimum treatment levels for stormwater discharges
from the transport network, may require a response from Council. But again, the Waikato Regional Council
have previously proven to be good at providing advance warning of potential changes, and it is expected that
sudden change during the term of the 2021/24 NLTP for which this Activity Management Plan has been
produced is considered to be extremely unlikely.

Waka Kotahi has commissioned research into the impacts of COVID-19 based on changing economic structure
and demographics in New Zealand. This analysis primarily focuses on the possible impacts over the next four
years as the country recovers from the initial pandemic and subsequent economic slow-down. The research also
contains estimates of what could happen between years 5-10 in terms of the ‘direction of travel’ for
demographics and the economy. Source of the information for COVID-19- Implication for land transport is
https://nzta.govt.nz/assets/planning-and-investment/arataki/docs/regional-summary-3-waikato-potentialimpacts-of-covid-19.pdf and https://nzta.govt.nz/planning-and-investment/planning/arataki

One clearly identified risk is that the funding assistance given by Central Government via NZTA may come under
pressure as revenue from fuel tax and other taxes drops due to the impact of Covid-19. Currently the
Ōtorohanga District funding assistance rate is 61% and if this was lost, or even reduced the burden the rate
payers in the district to maintain the roads would become unsustainable.

● Combination of industry and migration effects – those regions with a high proportion of affected service
industries and a high proportion of international migrant flows (temporary workers as a proportion of
workforce, international students, recent residents) most affected.
● Several South Island regions and Auckland face largest immediate declines in job growth, with largest
absolute declines in major urban-regions (not unexpectedly)
● Major urban-regions are expected to recover over the long-term as service industries recover
● Districts that are primarily reliant on international visitors will be hit the hardest, e.g., Queenstown-Lakes,
Mackenzie, Central Otago, and employment & GDP in these areas is expected to remain below pre-COVID
trends over the long-term
● Parts of the upper North Island (e.g., Tauranga) are expected to be negatively affected due to slower
population growth and spillover effects of downturn in Auckland, e.g., fewer relocations
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● Dairy, horticulture and forestry dominated Districts will tend to have stronger employment growth over the
long-term.

● The Waikato region’s forecast fall in employment to 2021 is -5.6%, significantly lower than the national
average of -6.7%.

● Thames Coromandel District (-9.7%) and Taupo District (-8.5%) are forecast to experience higher levels of
employment loss, reflecting their reliance on tourism
● With the exception of the Waipa, Ōtorohanga and Waitomo Districts, employment levels are forecast to
return to pre-COVID levels by 2025
● Population growth expected to slow, at least in the short to medium term, given the region’s reliance on net
migration.
● Māori and Pasifika, and youth, are likely to experience the greatest impacts, particularly in smaller regional
centres. An increase in youth not in employment, education or training (NEETs) is expected.

10%
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Potential Impacts on employment

-5%
-10%
-15%
-20%
-25%

2021

Whangarei district
Westland district
Wellington city
Waitomo district
Waipa district
Waimate district
Waikato district
Timaru district
Tauranga city
Tasman district
Straford district
South wairarapa district
South taranaki district
Ruapehu district
Rangitikei district
Porirua city
Otorohanaga district
New plymouth district
Napier city
Masterton district
Manawatu district
Lower hutt city
Kaipiti coast district
Kaikoura district
Hurunui district
Hauraki district
Hamilton city
Gore district
Far north district
Clutha district
Central otago district
Carterton district
Auckland
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0%

The Ōtorohanga District is an outlier in the trend on potential impacts on employment as it is anticipated that
the growth in the district will more than off-set any jobs lost due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
NOTE: significant levels of uncertainty remain regarding the scale and duration of COVID-19 impacts,
particularly in the medium-long term. We will continue to monitor and update as things change.

It is considered that Council’s management of the land transport assets has to date been undertaken to a level
of detail appropriate to the complexity and use of the network. The Business Unit staff have an excellent
knowledge and understanding of the asset, and well established and tested systems for the day to day
operation are in place and working well.
The emergence of the RATA resource to assist in RAMM management data collection and creation /
enhancement of dTIMS pavement modelling has provided much improved pavement information and
forecasting for this AMP. Data and process improvements in the last five years are showing returns and council
is committed to continuing these programmes including improved asset management processes.

In recent years the number of contractors with a presence within easy reach of Ōtorohanga has been reducing,
particularly the medium sized general contractor who has traditionally been the provider of much of the
construction resource. The number of contractors submitting tenders for land transport maintenance and
construction projects has been reducing in recent years. The effects on the availability of contractors due to the
impact of Covid-19 and the associated business stimulus provided in response to this are as yet largely
unknown. It is anticipated that the work available may exceed the capability of the contracting resources to
complete the work however until the full impact of Covid-19 has run its course any forecasting of this nature is
done so with a high degree of uncertainty.
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Over the last three years it there was no evidence of tangible benefit from joint tendering of physical works
with adjacent districts, however joint procurement of professional services particularly in conjunction with
RATA has been very successful and is planned to continue if not expand in scope. The impact of Covid-19 may
well change the benefits of inter-district contracts and this is currently under discussion.
Suitably experienced and competent contractors are still tendering for works within the district to date, but
there is a small risk that continued centralisation of contractors to larger centres may negatively impact on the
price of works, and the level of service able to be provided, particularly relating to the timeliness of response.

Individual land transport network assets can be effected differently and be at risk of disruption of service from a
wide range of issues.

In some areas of the District, in particular the western and eastern edges, the relative steepness of the natural
terrain, and the geological conditions create ground conditions where soil instability can occur. In the past slips
have occurred ranging from small scale loss of edge support through to very large slips removing entire sections
of carriageway. Often the cause of these slips can be traced back to subsurface water flows, but not easily
identified beforehand. These slips are generally associated with periods of prolonged or heavy rainfall. In
common with the rest of the industry, the potential for extreme weather events is seemingly becoming more
prevalent, with a heightened risk of slips and slumps.
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The structural integrity of the pavement (including surfacing) is considered to be to a suitable structural
standard for the current and predicted traffic levels and makeup. Previous levels of maintenance and renewal
have been historically undertaken to a good standard to keep the pavement in a good condition. The current
staff have inherited an asset which has benefited from previous excellent stewardship, and is not in need of
excessive investment. The use of much improved RAMM data and a new dTIMS model in determining the
forward renewals has further reduced the risk of unforeseen pavement failure or unexpected renewals budget
shortfalls.
The financial provision for maintenance and programmed end of pavement life renewals as determined in this
AMP will provide for the continued good level of service. As the traffic growth rate is low, population levels are
not growing significantly, and there is no evidence of significant land use change affecting traffic makeup or
volume, the risk of changing pavement rates of wear is minimal, and therefore the risk to pavement
performance is also minimal.

The existing culverts across the District are understood to be generally of adequate flow capacity, with an
adopted target of accommodating a 10 year return event rain storm. A recent policy of using minimum 300mm
diameter culverts in place of 225mm diameter (due to much improved ease of cleaning) assists in this aim.
However during rainstorm events debris included in the surface water flow can often block a culvert causing
overtopping and long gradient scour, escalating issues at downstream culverts.
Culverts will always be at risk from blockage during heavy rainfall events, slips, debris wash, and a compounding
effect on the downstream network with potential to cause damage and reduced service levels.

Bridges are at risk of damage from a number of sources including water scour and debris loading during
extreme rain storm events, earthquake damage or excessive loading from heavy traffic. Damage from vehicles
striking bridge end beams, barriers and side railing is also possible.

During the 1958 storm event significant damage was caused to under designed bridge (waterway) structures in
the network, however most of the existing bridge stock has been constructed since 1959 and is to more
appropriate “modern” standards and damage from storm events has since 1958 been minor and rare. However
during extreme storm events any structure associated with a waterway will continue to be at risk of damage
from foundation and support scour damage and unusual loading imposed by water borne debris such as trees
trapped against bridges and exposed to water flows.
Recent and ongoing changes in legislation allowing larger trucks with a heavier overall mass impose a potential
risk to all structures, in particular the bridges long enough for the entire vehicle to be on the bridge at one time.
While these larger mass vehicles are technically not able to be used across the network without approval,
enforcement or monitoring is currently difficult and sporadic. There is a (low) risk of bridges being damaged by
unapproved over mass vehicle use.

The risks potentially affecting the land transport network have been assessed in Table 8.6 and are based on
likelihood and severity ratings detailed as follows:

This is chance or possible frequency of the event occurring in the District, Table 8.2 below gives the definitions
of the likelihood ratings
Likelihood
Very Rare
Rare
Occasional
Frequent

Only likely to occur in exceptional circumstances, not expected more
often than once every 100 years
Could occur at some time in a 50 year period
Might occur during the next 10 years
Will probably occur once in most years
Is expected to happen several times per year
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Very Frequent

Description

This considers the likely degree of impact of the event, Table 8.3 below gives the definitions of the consequence
ratings

The likelihood and severity for of an individual risk is combined to generate a level of risk rating, the tables
below show the matrix used to generate the level of risk rating from low to extreme, and defines the risk
ratings.
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Likelihood rating

Severity Rating
Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Catastrophic

Very Rare

L

L

M

H

H

Rare

L

L

M

H

H

Occasional

L

M

H

H

E

Frequent

L

M

H

E

E

Very Frequent

M

H

E

E

E

Risk level rating

Definition

L

Low Risk

Manage by Routine procedures

M

Moderate Risk

Management responsibility must be specified and risk controls annually
reviewed

H

High Risk

Senior management attention needed to reduce risk if possible.
Treatment options must be reviewed and additional action taken
manage risk

E

Extreme Risk

Immediate action required to reduce risk

Description

Financial

Public health and
safety

Image and reputation

Community

Insignificant

Existing normal controls
and procedures will
manage the effects, no
additional plans are
required to cope.

Little or no financial loss, <5% impact
on budget for that asset type or direct
cost < $5k

No Injuries.

Minimal effect on the
public. Individual
attention.

4 hours or less disrupted service
or affecting only a small group of
customers.

Minor

Event with consequences
which can be readily
absorbed, but which
requires additional
management effort to
minimise the impact.

Some financial loss contained within
unit, 20% loss of budget for that asset
type. Minor over expenditure requiring
monitoring and corrective action, or
direct cost $10k to $60k

Minor effects, injuries
not requiring
hospitalisation.
Potential of public
liability claim.

Local issue, isolated
concerns raised by
interest groups. Local
paper coverage.

4 – 8 hours disruption of services
and less than 20 households
affected. Consequences affect
efficiency or effectiveness of the
service. Managed internally.

Moderate

Significant event which
can be managed without
long term effects.

Significant financial loss, up to 50% of
budget funding for that asset type.
Business unit impact only, with some
redistribution of existing budget or
direct costs $60k - $120k

Significant effects
needing management
action. Medical
treatment, but no
fatalities.

Isolated public
interest. Regional
media coverage.
Small internal enquiry.

Consequences could mean that
the service is subjected to a
significant performance review or
a changed way of operating. 8 –
24 hours of disrupted service and
less than 50 households affected.

Major

Critical event which will
be endured with proper
management, but will
impact on other services
during reinstatement.

Major financial loss. Significant
overrun at organisational level, where
management response requires
significant additional funding or
termination or reduction of other
initiatives. Possible 75% loss of asset
funding or direct cost > $150k

Extensive effects,
injuries.
Hospitalisation or
single fatality.

National media and
political interest.
Major inquiry.

Loss of production capability.
Consequences would threaten
continues effective function of the
service. Requires top level
management intervention.

Disaster with potential to
lead to significant
distress.

Huge financial loss. Significant over
expenditure at organisational level, no
capacity to adjust budget across the
portfolio or no means to seek
additional funding. 100 % loss of asset
funding or direct cost > $500k

Multiple public
affected, debilitation
injuries and fatalities
or widespread medical
attention required.

Concentrated public
and political interest
and major loss of
public support.
International media
attention.

Major detrimental effects on the
community Consequences would
threaten survival of the service.
Long term sustained loss of
service capability.
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Severity

1

Catastrophic

Risk

Consequence
Description

Severity

Catastrophic

Earthquake
damages
high bridge
on
Secondary
collector

+ loss of access for large
number of properties
+ increased travel time

Major flood
event
damages 10
or more
small
bridges

+ Loss of production capability
+ large number of properties
without access for extended
periods
+ Huge Financial loss (>$1m )

Major

Major flood
event
damages
single
bridge

+ Long term loss of access to 50
plus dwellings
+ Major Financial loss ($300k)

Moderate

Major
flood
event
scours
away

2
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Global
Pandemic
i.e. Similar
to COVID-19

+Combination of industry and
migration effects
+Migration flows
+Workforce
+Job growth
+International visitors
+Dairy, horticulture and
forestry

Likelihood

+ Long term loss of access to
50 plus dwellings
+ Significant financial loss
($100k)

Major

Very Rare

Very Rare

Very Rare

Level of
Risk

Extreme
Risk

High

High

Existing Controls
Description

Pandemic Emergency response
team(PERT) is looking after
matter and keeping an eye on
overall situation, if issue triggers,
the control measures will
enforced in place

Regular specialist engineer
bridge condition inspections and
repairs as identified to keep
bridges in appropriate “state of
readiness”
Monitoring of flood warnings
and predictions and inspections
in flood areas.
Field assessment of risk and
nominate site for resilience
improvement works.

Moderate

Very Rare

Rare

Moderate

Moderate

Regular bridge condition
inspections and repairs as
identified to keep bridges in
appropriate “state of readiness”

Regular network inspections
identify possible sensitive
sites and appropriate works
are programmed to provide
scour protection

Treat Remaining Risk
Assessment

Existing Government
Guidelines

Considered uneconomic
to improve earthquake
strength for a low risk
occurrence earthquake

Treat

Priority

Action

Funded

Manage

High

Monitor and
assess
likelihood

Minimise

Medium

Continue
existing
controls

Yes

Minimise

Medium

Continue
existing
controls

Yes

Minimise

Medium

Continue
existing
controls

Yes

Low

Continue
existing
controls

Yes

Adequate
Economic
scale
improvements of scour
protection for bridges to
meet a storm event of
20 year return period.
Greater
levels
of
protection with 100%
certainty of success are
likely to be uneconomic
Adequate

Financially
and
environmentally
impractical to protect
entire stream edge
network.
Best
practical option is

Isolate

Risk

Consequence
Description

Likelihood
Severity

Level of
Risk

Existing Controls
Description

roads and
footpaths

+Short term event
+ Little or no remedial costs
< $5k

+ Short term event
+ Little or no remedial costs
< $5k

Earthquak
e damages
bridges
roads and
footpaths

+ Long term loss of access to
50 plus dwellings
+Major Financial loss
($300k)

Volcanic
eruption
deposits
25mm ash
layer onto
roads and
footpaths

Assessment
current
level
mitigation.
Acceptable

High winds
blow trees
across
roads and
footpaths

3
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Local
rainstorm
event
covers
roads and
footpaths
in water
and debris

Treat Remaining Risk

Insignificant

Insignificant

Major

Frequent

Very
Frequent

Very Rare

Low

Moderate

Low

Check network in storm
events (contractor and staff)
and Respond to public
notifications. React with
traffic control and site works
as appropriate.
Continue drainage
maintenance works

Remove roadside trees when
juvenile. Remove roadside
and on farm trees when
thought to be at risk of falling

Treat

Priority

Action

Funded

High

Continue
existing
maintenan
ce works

Yes

Eliminate

Medium

Continue
existing
maintenan
ce works

Yes

of

No practical or
economical
alternative option.

Minimise

Adequate
More trees could be
removed but
considered to be
uneconomic to
remove sufficient
trees to remove risk
completely
Adequate

Regular bridge condition
inspections and repairs as
identified to keep bridges in
appropriate condition

Acceptable

Minimise

High

Continue
monitoring
and repairs

Yes

Monitor Civil defence and
GNS advice of possible ash
falls. Work with roads
maintenance contractor to be
prepared for ash removal.

Acceptable

Minimise

Low

Monitor
alerts

Yes

Moderate
+ Significant remedial
actions costs
+ Extensive road safety
issues including injuries

Moderate

Very Rare

Risk

Consequence
Description
+ Significant remedial
actions costs
+ Long term access
severance requiring detours

Slumping
deposits
material
across
road
causing
blockage

+ Small financial impact
+ Short term loss of access

Bridge or
stock
underpass
collapse

+ Long term loss of access to
50 plus dwellings
+ Major financial loss
($400k)
+ Possible injuries if collapse
under vehicle load

Street light
area
failure
(urban)
from loss
of power
for 12
hours or
more

4
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Slips
remove
section of
road

+ Possible minor injuries
from car crashes or
pedestrian trips / falls

Likelihood
Severity

Level of
Risk

Existing Controls
Description

Treat Remaining Risk
Assessment

Treat

Priority

Action

Funded

Yes

Moderate

Occasional

High

Maintain resource with roads
contractor for repairs and
managing detours

Insignificant

Very
Frequent

Moderate

Maintain resource with roads
contractor for repairs and
managing detours

Moderate

Regular bridge condition
inspections and repairs as
identified to keep bridges in
appropriate condition.
Expert advice for heavy
vehicle permits.

Adequate

Isolate

High

Continue
monitoring
and repairs

Continue maintenance of
network. Planned future
capital upgrade to LED
lighting should reduce
likelihood

Acceptable

Minimise

Low

Continue
maintenan
ce

Moderate

Moderate

Rare

Occasional

High

Acceptable

Isolate

Medium

Ensure
contractor
capability

Acceptable

Isolate

Low

Ensure
contractor
capability

Yes

Yes

Yes

Risk

Consequence
Description

Likelihood

Severity

Insufficient
Maintenance
contractor
resource

+ routine
maintenance and
renewals not
carried out

Major

Internal
business data
loss

+ Loss of filed
data and backup
system

Moderate

Very Rare

Rare

Level of
Risk

High

Moderat
e

Existing Controls
Description
Limited market
engagement and
support for local
resource retention
Existing high level of IT
control with multiple
backup systems

Assessment
Engagement /
communication could be
improved
Needs improvement
Continued attention and
updating for a changing
environment

Treat Remaining Risk
Treat

Priority

Action

Funded

Minimise

Mediu
m

Instigate
programme
sharing with
the market

Yes

Business
as usual

Low

Continue
existing

N/A

Business
as usual

Low

Continue
existing

N/A

Excellent
RAMM data loss

Potential need
for stormwater
treatment from
roadways
Reduction in
assistance
funding from
Central
Government

5
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Loss of internal
capability

+ Loss of filed data
and backup system
+ Staff attrition not
able to be replaced
to an adequate skill
level
+ New legislation
from Central
Government setting
new requirements
+ Revised priorities
from Central
Government setting
new requirements

Moderate

Rare

Moderate

Existing high level of IT
control with multiple
backup systems

Continued attention and
updating for a changing
environment
Excellent
If the resource is not
available due to national
conditions it may not be
possible to meet the needs.

Major

Occasional

High

In house training and
succession planning.
National and creative
marketing.

Major

Occasional

High

nil

Expected to require upskilling
for design and significant cost
for implementation

Manage

Medium

Monitor and
assess
likelihood

Catastrophic

Rare

High

Monitoring signals
through GPS and NZTA
publications

Nothing else likely to be able
to improve understanding

Manage

High

Monitor and
assess
likelihood

Medium

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
This section sets out the forecast expenditure for provision of transport service in the Ōtorohanga District. It
also details the assumptions made and the degree of data confidence.

Previously the expected change in total resident population in the Ōtorohanga District was predicted to be a
small decline of around 0.5% annually (medium forecast) but these forecasts were produced prior to the
announcement of local commercial developments. Consent has been granted for a small gas fired back up
power generation plant and consent applications have been received for a milk processing factory. The large
scale upgrading of the Waikeria Prison facility is underway with completion scheduled for February 2022. It is
evident that these developments are already attracting additional workers to move to the district.
Construction of the Beattie Home Dementia Unit will also provide for up to 20 additional jobs opportunities.
An application for a bovine processing facility on Tapuae Road has also been approved that will provide 16 jobs
for the rural district.
For the purpose of the assumption made in this AMP, the high forecast has been used and despite this, no
significant level of service improvements needs in the network have been identified.
Data from the census indicates a continued trend in population movement from the urban centres into the
rural area of the district, and reduction in the 0 to 64 year age group and corresponding growth in the 65 year
and over age group. While this may in time create a noticeable change in the need for alternative transport
modes it is not expected to be within the 10 year horizon and is not specifically provided for within this AMP.
Traffic volumes continue to show a constant but low rate of growth in general, however the commercial
developments, in particular the Waikeria Prison, will make significant impact on Waikeria Road, which has
been improved for capacity and safety in direct response to the localised development.

Our assumption; change in traffic volumes is unlikely to require a response in the next 10 years, however there
is an approaching change in alternative mode transport need associated with an aging population.
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Our level of certainty - Medium

The Business and Economic Research Limited projections have been adopted for this AMP as shown below:
Financial year

June 21

Per annum change

June 22
2.30%

June 23

June 24

2.4%

2.4%

Our assumption – the figures as provided are adopted.

Our level of certainty – Medium

June 25
2.50%

June 26
2.50%

June 27
2.60%

June 28
2.60%

June 29
2.60%

2.70%

At the time of preparing this Activity Management Plan our assumptions are:
● ODC FAR rate 61%, recently increased from 58%, unlikely to change further
● Emergency Works funded at LA standard FAR rate in most circumstances
● Level Crossing Warning Devices maintenance funded at LA standard FAR rate
● Value of Administration as currently approved (4.90%) will not change
Our level of certainty – Medium

The tables below provide an assessment of the accuracy, and corresponding confidence levels in the financial
forecast and their supporting asset data. The confidence grades and accuracy ratings been assessed using the
system detailed in the tables below:
Confidence
Grade

Description
Highly reliable

Data based on sound records, procedures, investigations
and analysis which is properly documented and recognised
as the best method of assessment.

Reliable

Data based on sound records, procedures, investigations
and analysis which is properly documented, but has minor
shortcomings. For example the data is old, some
documentation is missing and reliance is placed on
unconfirmed reports or some extrapolation.

Uncertain

Data based on sound records, procedures, investigations
and analysis which is incomplete, unsupported, or
extrapolated from a limited sample for which confidence
for which grade A or B applies.

Very uncertain

Data is based on unconfirmed verbal reports and / or
cursory inspection and analysis.

A

B

C
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D

Grade

Description

Accuracy

1

Accurate

100%

2

Minor inaccuracies

± 5%

3

50% estimated

± 20%

4

Significant data estimated

± 30%

5

All data estimated

± 40%

The table below provides an assessment of the confidence and accuracy of the 10 year financial forecasts and
supporting asset data.
Activity

Confidence

Accuracy

Depreciation and current value

A

2

Operations and maintenance

B

2

Capital
expenditure

Renewals

B

2

Improvements

B

2

B

2

Overall

The confidence in the capital improvements forecasts are not able to be supported with documented
estimates or specifications of the work, although to date the project estimates generated by previous staff
members has proven to be of a high level of accuracy.
Recent improvements in the use of the RAMM database and software has significantly improved the
pavement and surfacing renewal confidence and accuracy, and the information produced by RATA through the
dTIMS and forward works plan modules also improves our forecasting confidence.
An overall confidence grade in the financial forecasts is assessed as level B - reliable
The table below gives an assessment of the confidence and accuracy in the supporting data. Asset data is held
in the RAMM system and in recent years a significant effort has been made to improve existing data and
collect additional information to populate previously unused sections of the database. The resultant
improvement in supporting data quality and completeness is expected to be improving the AMP in many
areas.
Asset Data
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Quantity

Confidence
Grade

Accuracy

Comment

B

2

Principal assets now well recorded, but railings, markings and
delineation still being addressed

Type

B

2

As above

Material

B

2

Believed to be well understood

Location

B

2

Well recorded

Dimension

B

2

Believed to be well understood

B

3

Pavements and bridges are accurately recorded for age, but
older drainage items, and retaining structures are often not
recorded

C

3

Significant improvement in assessing and recording
condition continues with systems now in place to ensure
ongoing updating.

C

3

Little retrospective performance monitoring to date.

B

2

Limited contracts on which to base replacement rates.
Bridge costs are considered to be possibly un-reliable.

C

3

Little retrospective deterioration monitoring to date.

Age

Condition

Performance
Replacement cost
Deterioration rate

An overall confidence grade in the supporting data is assessed as level B – reliable
The overall confidence level has improved since the 2018-28 AMP but remains in the reliable range. It is
considered by the senior management that a reliable confidence grade is appropriate for our relatively lightly
trafficked network, with limited expected growth in network need.

(2021/22 value not inflated)
Work category

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

108.111.001

Sealed pavement maintenance

878,596

867,816

869,713

108.112.001

Unsealed pavement maintenance

202,639

202,639

202,639

108.113.001

Routine drainage maintenance

341,426

341,426

341,426

110.113.003

Street cleaning

65,000

65,000

65,000

108.114.001

Structures maintenance

170,197

170,197

170,197

108.121.001

Environmental maintenance

566,822

566,822

566,822

108.121.271

Environmental maintenance - consent costs

4,655

4,655

4,655

108.122.001

Traffic services maintenance

261,247

261,247

261,247

108.122.166

Traffic services maintenance - energy costs

53,937

53,937

53,937

108.122.001

Level crossing warning devices

5,071

5,071

5,071

108.125.001

Cyclepath Maintenance

10,230

10,230

10,230

108.125.001

Footpath maintenance

165,693

165,693

165,693

108.140.001

Minor events

142,388

147,503

152,618

108.141.001

Emergency works

153,450

153,450

153,450

110.151.006

Outstanding road legalisation

10,000

10,000

10,000

Network & asset management

1,256,236

1,093,419

1,066,963

ODC District Sundry expenditure

20,000

20,000

20,000

Total maintenance expenditure

4,307,589

4,139,106

4,119,663

Road safety Promotion, education & advertising

150,522

150,522

150,522

Driver Training

66,495

66,495

66,495

Total road safety education and training expenditure

217,017

217,017

217,017

108.211

Unsealed road metaling - physical works

515,592

429,660

515,592

108.212

Sealed road resurfacing

1,466,086

1,362,394

1,663,271

108.213

Drainage renewals

388,623

331,811

347,322

108.214

Sealed road pavement rehabilitation

1,186,470

776,157

848,379

108.215

Structures component replacements

123,783

123,783

123,783

108.222

Traffic services renewals

126,615

116,843

114,276

108.322

Bridge and structure replacements

-

-

-

108.341

Stock underpass facilities

33,759

33,759

33,759

108.341

Sealing rural vehicle crossings

-

-

108.151.
110.537.199

108.432.001-2
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Activity

108.432.003

-

108.341

Road widening associated with - Rehab

767,031

501,771

548,462

108.341

Road widening associated with - Reseal

84,157

465,334

352,138

108.341

Environmental impact resilience - Climate change

-

-

-

108.341

Rural stormwater management strategy development

78,771

-

-

108.341

Rural stormwater management strategy Implementation

-

-

90,024

108.341

Safety Deficiency database progression

112,530

112,530

112,530

108.341

Speed management design and implementation

168,795

168,795

168,795

108.341

Identification and design of resilience improvements

45,012

45,012

45,012

108.341

Resilience works implementation

151,916

151,916

151,916

108.341

Bridge Replacement

-

-

-

108.341

Road legalization processing

22,506

22,506

22,506

110.251

Impact fee funded capacity improvements

236,000

236,000

236,000

110.324

Sealed smoothing Road (local share funding only value)

110.428

Ōtorohanga Footpath Construction - physical works

-

-

-

110.429

Sundry Ōtorohanga community expenses

20,000

20,000

20,000

110.448

Kawhia Footpath Construction

-

-

-

110.449

Sundry Kawhia/Aotea community expenses

10,000

10,000

10,000

Total capital expenditure

5,537,645

4,908,271

5,403,766

Total expenditure

10,062,251

9,264,394

9,740,445

(2021/22 value not inflated)
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Work category

Activity

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

2027/28

2028/29

2029/30

2030/31

108.111.001

Sealed pavement maintenance

869,995

885,193

869,092

868,404

886,212

880,594

880,594

108.112.001

Unsealed pavement maintenance

202,639

202,639

202,639

202,639

202,639

202,639

202,639

108.113.001

Routine drainage maintenance

341,426

341,426

341,426

341,426

341,426

341,426

341,426

110.113.003

Street cleaning

65,000

65,000

65,000

65,000

65,000

65,000

65,000

108.114.001

Structures maintenance

170,197

170,197

170,197

170,197

170,197

170,197

170,197

108.121.001

Environmental maintenance

566,822

566,822

566,822

566,822

566,822

566,822

566,822

108.121.271

Environmental maintenance - consent costs

4,655

4,655

4,655

4,655

4,655

4,655

4,655

108.122.001

Traffic services maintenance

261,247

261,247

261,247

261,247

261,247

261,247

261,247

108.122.166

Traffic services maintenance - energy costs

53,937

53,937

53,937

53,937

53,937

53,937

53,937

108.122.001

Level crossing warning devices

5,071

5,071

5,071

5,071

5,071

5,071

5,071

108.125.001

Cyclepath Maintenance

10,230

10,230

10,230

10,230

10,230

10,230

10,230

108.125.001

Footpath maintenance

154,899

154,899

154,899

154,899

154,899

154,899

154,899

108.140.001

Minor events

157,733

162,848

167,963

173,078

178,193

183,308

188,423

108.141.001

Emergency works

153,450

153,450

153,450

153,450

153,450

153,450

153,450

110.151.006

Outstanding road legalisation

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

Network & asset management

1,163,987

1,106,829

1,098,075

1,259,195

1,094,380

1,065,883

822,608

ODC District Sundry expenditure

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

108.151.
110.537.199

Total maintenance expenditure

4,211,289 4,174,444 4,154,704 4,320,251 4,178,359 4,149,359 3,911,199

108.432.001-2

Road safety Promotion, education & advertising

150,522

150,522

150,522

150,522

150,522

150,522

150,522

108.432.003

Driver Training

66,495

66,495

66,495

66,495

66,495

66,495

66,495

Total road safety education and training expenditure

217,017

217,017

217,017

217,017

217,017

217,017

217,017

108.211

Unsealed road metaling - physical works

429,660

515,592

515,592

429,660

515,592

429,660

515,592

108.212

Sealed road resurfacing

1,495,146

1,495,146

1,495,146

1,495,146

1,495,146

1,495,146

1,495,146

108.213

Drainage renewals

349,391

426,852

338,262

337,594

537,925

504,371

352,016

108.214

Sealed road pavement rehabilitation

859,102

1,437,514

824,726

798,549

1,476,306

1,262,477

108.215

Structures component replacements

123,783

123,783

123,783

123,783

123,783

123,783

123,783

108.222

Traffic services renewals

142,663

161,614

154,488

163,776

171,657

169,171

154,490

108.322

Bridge and structure replacements

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

108.341

Stock underpass facilities

33,759

33,759

33,759

33,759

33,759

33,759

33,759

108.341

Sealing rural vehicle crossings

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

108.341

Capacity improvements associated with renewal works

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

108.341

Road widening associated with - Rehab

555,394

929,327

533,170

516,247

954,405

816,168

816,168

108.341

Road widening associated with - Reseal

416,978

43,045

439,202

456,125

456,125

456,125

456,125

108.341

Environmental impact resilience - Climate change

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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1,262,477

108.341

Rural stormwater management strategy development

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

108.341

Rural stormwater management strategy Implementation

90,024

90,024

90,024

90,024

90,024

90,024

90,024

108.341

Safety Deficiency database progression

112,530

112,530

112,530

112,530

112,530

112,530

112,530

108.341

Speed management design and implementation

168,795

168,795

168,795

168,795

168,795

168,795

168,795

108.341

Identification and design of resilience improvements

45,012

45,012

45,012

45,012

45,012

45,012

45,012

108.341

Resilience works implementation

151,916

151,916

151,916

151,916

151,916

151,916

151,916

108.341

Bridge Replacement

-

-

-

276,374

-

-

382,715

108.341

Road legalization processing

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

110.251

Impact fee funded capacity improvements

236,000

236,000

236,000

236,000

236,000

236,000

236,000

110.324

Sealed smoothing Road (local share funding only value)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

110.428

Ōtorohanga Footpath Construction - physical works

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

110.429

Sundry Ōtorohanga community expenses

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

110.448

Kawhia Footpath Construction

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

110.449

Sundry Kawhia/Aotea community expenses

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

Total capital expenditure

5,240,152

6,000,908

5,292,403

5,465,289

6,598,974

6,124,936

6,608,892

Total expenditure

9,668,458

10,392,369

9,664,124

10,002,556

10,994,350

10,491,311

10,737,107

(Including annual inflation and administration value)

Work category

Activity

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

Sealed pavement maintenance

921,648

953,671

978,656

112

Unsealed pavement maintenance

212,569

222,687

228,022

113

Routine drainage maintenance

358,156

375,204

384,194

114

Structures maintenance

178,537

187,035

191,516

121

Environmental maintenance

599,479

628,014

643,061

122

Traffic services maintenance

330,629

346,367

354,665

124

Cyclepath Maintenance

10,731

11,242

11,511

125

Footpath maintenance

173,812

182,086

186,449

131

Level crossing warning devices

5,320

5,573

5,706

140

Minor events

149,365

162,096

171,736

141

Emergency works

160,969

168,631

172,671

151

Network & asset management

1,317,792

1,201,593

1,200,613

Total maintenance expenditure(excludes 141)

4,258,037

4,275,568

4,356,130

432

Road safety Promotion, education & advertising

227,650

238,487

244,201

211

Unsealed road metaling

540,856

472,167

580,176

212

Sealed road resurfacing

1,537,924

1,497,179

1,871,617

213

Drainage renewals

407,666

364,638

390,829

214

Sealed road pavement rehabilitation

1,244,607

852,944

954,649

215

Structures component replacements

129,848

136,029

139,288

222

Traffic services renewals

132,819

128,402

128,590

Total Renewals expenditure

3,993,720

3,451,360

4,065,150

Minor improvements

1,536,236

1,650,182

1,716,184

Total capital expenditure

1,536,236

1,650,182

1,716,184

Total expenditure

10,015,664

9,615,596

10,381,665
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111

341

(Including annual inflation and administration value)
Work
category

Activity

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

2027/28

2028/29

2029/30

2030/31

1,003,431

1,046,495

1,054,172

1,080,758

1,131,553

1,154,771

1,185,901

111

Sealed pavement maintenance

112

Unsealed pavement maintenance

233,719

239,565

245,793

252,191

258,739

265,732

272,896

113

Routine drainage maintenance

393,793

403,642

414,136

424,916

435,948

447,731

459,801

114

Structures maintenance

196,301

201,211

206,442

211,816

217,315

223,189

229,206

121

Environmental maintenance

659,127

675,613

693,178

711,222

729,686

749,409

769,611

122

Traffic services maintenance

363,526

372,619

382,306

392,258

402,441

413,319

424,461

124

Cyclepath Maintenance

11,799

12,094

12,409

12,732

13,062

13,415

13,777

125

Footpath maintenance

178,657

183,125

187,886

192,777

197,782

203,128

208,604

131

Level crossing warning devices

5,849

5,995

6,151

6,311

6,475

6,650

6,829

140

Minor events

181,926

192,523

203,732

215,402

227,525

240,382

253,751

141

Emergency works

176,985

181,412

186,129

190,974

195,932

201,227

206,652

151

Network & asset management

1,342,514

1,308,519

1,331,920

1,567,110

1,397,351

1,397,751

1,107,812

Total maintenance expenditure(exclude 141)

4,570,642

4,641,401

4,738,125

5,067,493

5,017,876

5,115,477

4,932,647

Road safety Promotion,
education & advertising

250,302

256,562

263,232

270,085

277,096

284,586

292,258

211

Unsealed road metaling

495,559

609,545

625,392

534,726

658,330

563,437

694,351

212

Sealed road resurfacing

1,724,464

1,767,596

1,813,550

1,860,759

1,909,066

1,960,666

2,013,522

213

Drainage renewals

402,979

504,634

410,297

420,148

686,846

661,410

699,858

214

Sealed road pavement
rehabilitation

990,868

1,699,463

1,000,358

993,821

1,885,011

1,655,555

215

Structures component
replacements

142,768

146,339

150,144

154,052

158,051

162,323

166,699

222

Traffic services renewals

164,544

191,063

187,387

203,824

219,179

221,843

227,823

Total Renewals expenditure

3,921,183

4,918,639

4,187,128

4,167,331

5,516,483

5,225,234

5,502,438

Low Cost Low Risk

1,815,883

1,861,300

1,909,691

2,303,359

2,569,729

2,457,909

3,039,573

Total capital expenditure

1,815,883

1,861,300

1,909,691

2,303,359

2,569,729

2,457,909

3,039,573

Total expenditure

10,558,009

11,677,903

11,098,177

11,808,267

13,381,184

13,083,206

13,766,916
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432

341

1,700,186

ASSET MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Ōtorohanga District Council uses the New Zealand industry
standard Road Assessment and Maintenance Management
(RAMM) software as a repository for all roading asset
information.
This software is prescribed by the New Zealand Transport Agency
(NZTA) to standardise road asset information, and is used by all
Road Controlling Authorities (RCA), including NZTA for their own
roads.
Council’s GIS system is used to supplement the information with property data from LINZ and is available
online as the Maps Portal. The online map gives the user the ability to configure the cadastral maps with aerial
maps, district plan information, utility locations and road information in a visual manner.

As with any asset there is data captured to identify, classify, value and rate the asset’s condition. All this
information is stored in the RAMM software where it can be accessed when required in formats that satisfies
Forward Works Programmes (FWP).
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Condition surveys and validations are regularly undertaken to keep the data in RAMM as accurate as possible.
This information is then used to determine treatment selection of road sections for maintenance, reseal
sections and rehabilitation sites. It is important to select the best option, both for longevity and value for
money, and for this reason it is necessary to provide a committed effort to update the data accurately.
RAMM data input consists of, but is not limited to:
● Road names
● Road centreline information and spatial data
● Treatment sections and lengths
● Inventory data for culverts, signs, pavement marking, street lights, etc.
● Asset value
● Data relating to maintenance requirements and costs
● Bridge physical and inspection data
● Traffic counts
What RAMM can provide as an output is:
● The specific area requiring maintenance based on condition, age and inspections
● Provide statistical information on physical characteristics of specific road sections based on the whole
network and compared to other sections
● Historical data of physical attributes

Where RAMM is a Roading specific asset data base, AssetFinda is a more general asset data base. There are
some assets that do not fall within the road asset data base criteria, yet are part of roads, car parks, signs,
lights among others. Whereas RAMM deals with the NZTA funded assets, AssetFinda deals with Council owned
and operated assets.

The Crash Analysis System, or CAS, is a national data base that records all road crashes that occur that are
reported. The system allows for the spatial presentation of crash hotspots. Crash data recorded provides an
insight as to what the causes may have been, or contributed, and this information can be used to determine
interventions to increase the safety for all road users.

The interventions determined coming from the crash data are recorded in the Deficiency Data Base from
where they are prioritised. The data base is also populated through the need to upgrade sections of road, for
instance widening or smoothing, that are entered into the data base. This prioritisation process is updated
regularly as new road safety issues are identified or resolved. Programming to complete the work is dependent
on the actual work load and funding.

To visualise spatial data, together with asset information, Council utilises a Geographical Information System
(GIS). The asset information is drawn from the AssetFinda data base, whereas the spatial data is from cadastral
information providers. Predominantly this is from LINZ (Land Information New Zealand). The GIS is useful to
determine boundaries and who the land owner is of the property. Other tools are incorporated into the GIS,
for instance measuring tools for area, length, angles and coordinates. It also provides a handy repository for
aerial photographs that are overlaid on the cadastral data. Historical photos can be used to show progress and
development of areas, as well as printing them in hard copy.
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The following tools and techniques are used by Council and its consultants to ensure that the decisions on
future road asset maintenance requirements are optimal both in terms of the intervention timing and the
lowest whole-of-life solution.

The decision making process for treatment selection is important to satisfy the identification, design and
scheduling of the road asset. Activities that these decisions are based on are:
● Resealing
● Rehabilitation
● Realignment
The treatment selection output is entered into the National Land Transport Programme (NLTP) and LTP
budgets for approval and then becomes the Forward Works Programme (FWP). This is an important step in the
lifecycle of the roading asset.
A road is divided into several treatment lengths to make it easier to inspect and report on. These treatment
lengths vary so that they are manageable and are usually around 500 m in length on rural roads.

dTIMS modelling is used to support the Treatment Selection. dTIMS stands for Deighton's Total Infrastructure
Management System and is a software modelling package that NZTA relies on to provide a base for road
maintenance interventions. The data is sourced from the RAMM data base from the maintenance history,
maintenance costs and other treatment costs fields. Tests are completed on a sample selection of sealed roads
and comprises of Falling Weight Deflectometer readings for layer strength. The results are used to identify
pavements with weaker substrata that require investment to strengthen them. Results can either be used
outright in the case of imminent failure, or trended and programmed over a period of time.
dTIMS is used by the majority of Roading Authorities to standardise results and provide confidence that the
correct treatment methodology is utilised.

Compared to some Local Authorities, Ōtorohanga District has fewer crashes relative to others. It must be
noted that the CAS is based on reported crashes and some crashes go unreported for various reasons. These
may include crashes that are of a minor nature and some where the drivers and occupants deliberately do not
want to report them. Some of the unreported crashes become known through nearby residents recalling the
incidents and these crashes are taken into account when looking at the road network holistically.
The CAS database has a spatial component that can display hotspots on a map, giving an easy visual overview
of these hotspots.
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Traffic count information collected and stored in RAMM is to be used in the following aspects of road asset
management:
● strategic transport planning
● assignment of network hierarchies
● risk management and the development of criticality plans
● treatment selection algorithm and pavement deterioration modelling
● pavement and surfacing design
● network safety analysis and design
● total transport costs, road user costs and BCR analysis.

Where capital works projects, such as realignments or pavement smoothing, require justification or
prioritisation based upon a BCR calculation, then the latest version of the NZTA Simplified Procedures and
project economic evaluation software is used. Where a number of options are evaluated, the calculated BCR
for each, can assist in ranking and comparing these with other social and environmental considerations.

Ōtorohanga District Council uses the Net Present Value method to determine the feasibility of projects, as they
are usually of a low enough value not to trigger the BCR method mentioned above. NZTA has a template that
is used to determine whether a proposed intervention is economically viable. Several criteria are considered,
for instance Do Nothing, Continue Maintenance or Rehabilitate.

Within the road sector land transport activity area, there is the opportunity to use MCA to rank options that
are not easily quantified in terms of dollar values. Such situations are likely to arise where the road project will
potentially have the following impacts:
● long-term environmental degradation
● non-renewable resource consumption
● long-term community/social disruption
● loss of amenity values
● loss of historical or cultural values.
The comparison or ranking of several road-related project options across economic, social, cultural and
environmental assessment criteria, especially in sensitive situations where a narrow economic focus would not
result in the most acceptable outcome, will enable a more balanced approach to the management of the road
asset.
There is little scope for this method in terms of the Ōtorohanga requirements, as the values are usually low
enough not to trigger this method.

Rates have been entered into RAMM against the maintenance activities. These rates are from the current
maintenance contract. Joint routine maintenance inspections are completed with the contractor’s staff and
Council’s own employees and planned for completion within the prescribed timeframes. The work, together
with the timeframes, are from the agreed Levels of Service as specified in the Maintenance Contract. Once the
work has been completed, inspections are performed to ensure that the work was done to standards and the
monthly claim is then generated for payment. The timely submission of the claim allows for good financial
control throughout the year for work completed and work still outstanding compared to overall budget and
work.
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Council has invested large amounts of funding to create the best possible surfaced roads that can be afforded
by the residents over many years. It is imperative to maintain this high standard for the current and future
residents of the District. A well maintained road network allows for economic prosperity.
Generally road wearing surfaces (chip and seal) lasts between 12 and 15 years. Accurate data is necessary to
ensure that the best life can be achieved. The accurate maintenance costs recorded provides a yard stick when
the time comes to resurface the road, as the maintenance costs will surpass the cost to reseal. By trending the
upward cost of maintenance against time it is possible to predict the time for intervention, thus creating a
resurfacing programme that can be budgeted for. dTIMS is also used to identify roads that may require reseal
work.
As a minimum local defects in the road surface will be repaired by removing a small section of seal. Where
cracking occurs these cracks can be sealed by pouring bitumen into them to prevent water ingress. As defects
become more prominent, larger areas are cut out and repaired and, if necessary, the base layer is also
removed and refilled with new material and compacted prior to sealing.
At a point these surface and base layers become so close together and numerous that it becomes necessary to
dig out large areas, stabilise the base layers with cement or lime and to seal them. There then comes a point
were the surface, not only, is cracked and deformed, but the seal is flushing (bleeding bitumen) and there is
serious base failure to the point that a reseal is required to effectively seal the entire treatment area.

The current road hierarchy is based on the One Network Road Classification. It is a classification system that
places each New Zealand road into one of six categories. These categories were developed by the Roading
Efficiency Group (REG) and completed in 2013 and are:
● National Roads
● Arterial Roads
● Regional Roads
● Primary Collector Roads
● Secondary Collector Roads
● Access Roads
Ōtorohanga District Council has one further subcategory that sits below the Access Roads, namely Low Volume
Roads, that occur in the District for vehicle movements of less than 250 vehicles per day.
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The roads are classified by their importance, connectivity, traffic volumes and strategic importance.

Using the ONRC, local authorities and NZ Transport Agency can compare the state of roads across the country,
and direct investment where it is needed most. Road users will see an increase in the quality of some roads,
and a decrease in others that have been over-specified in the past. Overall, New Zealanders will get the right
level of road infrastructure where it is needed, determined by a robust, impartial, nationally consistent tool –
the ONRC.
Ōtorohanga District Council currently employs the ONRC in the Maintenance Contract to set agreed levels of
service. The current Maintenance Contract was written specifically around the ONRC standard and KPIs are
measured in terms this standard.

The ONRC is currently being enhanced to better include people that are walking, riding a bike or taking public
transport. It will also reflect that transport corridors are not just for travelling through. They are also places
where people stop, socialise, enjoy and do business.
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This new framework is called the One Network Framework (ONF) project and includes other non-tangible
attributes that classify roads and separates the rural roads from urban roads creating many more variations on
the road theme, including people movement, as well as vehicle movements. The focus is more on the
intention of the journey rather than just traffic count and includes why people travel.

The new ONF also determines the interaction between vehicles and people and can inform on what possible
designs can help to minimise detrimental impacts on people vs cars in high traffic areas of urban centres for
instance. This interaction is also between cyclists, scooters, mobility assisted and pedestrians.

To easily understand the difference between ONRC and ONF is to see ONRC as movement of people and
freight and ONF as adding a place in the journey. Within the new ONF, the ‘Place function’ is considered to be
the extent to which a corridor (and its adjacent land use) is a destination in its own right. It incorporates lateral
movement, where street activity increases demand for people wanting to cross carriageways. The place
function is focused on attracting people to spend time. It is particularly important in urban environments
where local economic activity and community needs mean that we need to design vibrancy and social
connectedness into our built environments. In rural environments, places of importance may also include sites
of cultural importance or tourism locations.
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Ōtorohanga will not be hugely affected by the change from ONRC to ONF, as there are only two small urban
centres that exist in the District, namely Ōtorohanga and Kawhia. However, it will influence any future projects
envisaged for Maniapoto Street for instance. It will also guide how the Ōtorohanga and Kawhia town centres
might look in the future and inform planning of parking areas, places of socialising and economic activity in
these centres, as well as getting access to these with particular reference to the interaction between
pedestrians and vehicles as mentioned before.
Cognisance is also given to public transport and how this will play a role in developing future road corridors.
The current ONRC is based primarily around vehicle movements on roads, whereas ONF focuses more on why
the journey occurs and the end goal.
ONRC will also still be the standard road classification for the short term future, whereas a transition to the
ONF is envisaged for the medium term future (10 to 15 years). Work already planned is still done in terms of
ONRC, but reference is already made to classify future work on the road in terms of the new ONF matrix.

New technology is inevitable and change is good if it can increase data accuracy, increase asset lifecycles,
reduce costs and improve confidence. Road condition rating has recently seen the introduction of new
technology in the form of laser crack measurement and high speed condition rating technology. This allows for
more accurate data, resulting in more accurate predictions. It also allows for a larger condition rating sample
much quicker.
In addition, an improved user interface is being developed that will change the way that data is entered into
RAMM. The current methodology uses expensive laptops for field work, whereas the JunoViewer allows less
expensive devices with a more user friendly interface, improving productivity at a lower cost.
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The following technical standards are to be considered in the management of the land transport asset.

WORK COMPONENT

STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES

DESIGN

Compliance with all relevant technical
standards including NZS 4404.
National Roads Board guidelines for
geometric design of rural roads.
Austroads Pavement Design Manuals.
NZTA guidelines for design.

MAINTENANCE & OPERATIONS

Compliance with Council’s maintenance
specifications.
Compliance with relevant Rural Traffic
Standards (RTSs) – e.g. RTS5 – delineation
devices.
Compliance with the Code of Practice for
Temporary Traffic Management, and Health
and Safety Act.

MATERIALS

Selection of materials to comply with
industry best practice as well as all relevant
standards including NZS4404, contract
specifications and policies.

Capital / new works are those works that create a new asset which did not previously exist, or works that
upgrade or improve an existing asset significantly beyond its existing capacity. They may result from growth,
social or environmental needs. A good example is the resilience improvements for climate adjustment where
roads may need to be raised, retaining walls constructed and stormwater capacity increased.
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Knowing when and why to provide a new asset, or its component, is the key to successful capital/new
programmes being sustainable through optimised decision making. The following typical process is followed in
evaluating new/capital works:

PROCESS STEP

DESCRIPTION

SCOPE

Define the objectives and project scope in
accordance with Council’s strategies.
Identify the criteria for the project selection.

RESEARCH

Define the need for the new asset in terms of:
• nature of service
• service level
• location
• timing/duration
• cost/price.

NPV ANALYSIS

Justification and prioritisation based upon a NPV
calculation, using latest version of the NZTA
Simplified Procedures and project economic
evaluation software is used.
NPV to be calculated for each option being
considered for comparison.

SELECT PREFERRED OPTION

Select preferred option and review full design and
construction requirements.

Costs of new works are generally divided into those resulting in an improved LOS and capital activities:
WORK TYPE

DESCRIPTION

CHANGED LOS

Based on the ongoing review by Council staff of
asset performance and community demand.

CAPITAL ACTIVITIES

Generally service growth – including new assets
and improved LOS to support increased demand.
Generally based on Council staff assessments and
through estimating levels of growth in the district
and future needs

Required standards for all capital/new works will be determined at the time and will be based on best practice
and relevant Council and other standards. Where new assets are provided, they are constructed to current
legislative standards and relevant codes, with consideration for appropriateness in capacity and utilisation for
the foreseeable future.

There are three types of maintenance applicable to this activity:
ROUTINE: Routine maintenance is the regular, ongoing day-to-day work that is necessary to keep assets
operating (serviceable), including instances where portions of the asset fail and need immediate repair to
make the asset safe and/or operational again. These include, but are not limited to, pothole repair, blocked
culvert clearing, sign repair and / or replacement and slip clearing that do not inhibit vehicle access.
PLANNED: Planned maintenance is the programmed, itemised and prioritised work necessary to keep assets at
their required standards and prevent asset failure. These are activities that include sign cleaning, road
sweeping, roadside mowing and low priority marker post replacement.
REACTIVE: Reactive maintenance is on-demand works to correct asset malfunctions and failures or disruption
to LOS on an as-required basis. The major form of reactive maintenance for land transport assets is emergency
works following storm events.
A risk-based approach will be taken to optimise maintenance across the different ONRC. On higher
classification roads, a lower risk approach will be taken i.e. earlier intervention with renewal treatments and
robust maintenance repairs. For lower classification roads, more risk may be taken by deferring renewals
where possible and using holding repairs.
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By accepting greater risks on lower classification roads, a higher percentage of work will be reactive compared
to the preventative and planned strategies on higher classification roads. It is important to note that safety will
not be compromised through this process, and intervention with routine maintenance will be completed as
necessary to keep the road safe.

Council’s maintenance contractor and Roading Team staff are tasked to jointly inspect the land transport
network on a monthly basis to identify routine maintenance needs. Enhancements are regularly introduced in
consultation with Council in order to progressively correct deficiencies in the road network. As a need is
identified and possible solutions are assessed, these are included in the ten-year FWP.
Experience in managing network maintenance contracts has shown contractors are not always best placed to
identify and prioritise the needs of the network. In some instances, this behaviour is also driven by respective
tendered rates that can motivate contractors to select/find certain work items that are commercially more
favourable than the activities that are genuinely best for asset. Council is fortunate that the current Contractor
has a history of good cooperation with Council and that both parties work on a basis of positive trust.
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Council has developed a series of standard specifications to cover road maintenance activities. This series of
documents include the following:

SPECIFICATION
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
M10
M11
M14
M15
M16
M17
M18
M19
M20
M21
M22
M23
M25
M27
M30
M31

General Specification – Land Transport
Specification for Temporary Traffic Control
Repair of Potholes – Sealed Roads
Repair of Surface Defects – Sealed Roads
Repair of Pavement Failures – Sealed and Unsealed Roads
Repair of Edge Break
Repair of Depressions, Rutting and Surface Openings – Sealed Pavements
Adjustment of Service Boxes and Covers – Sealed Roads
Maintenance of Unsealed Shoulders – Sealed Pavements
Removal of High Berms – Sealed Pavement
Unsealed Pavements – Maintenance Grading, Reshaping and Metalling
Repair of Potholes – Unsealed Roads
Culvert Maintenance
Minor Culvert Replacement
Kerb and Channel Repairs and Replacement
Removal of Surface Detritus
Cleaning of Cesspit Grates and Sumps
Roadside Water Table Maintenance
Routine Bridge Maintenance
Emergency Work
Vegetation Control
Erection and Maintenance of Traffic Signs, Chevrons, Markers and Sight Rails
Supply and Application of Dust Suppressants
Materials
Footpath Maintenance

In addition to these, relevant specifications from NZS4404: 2010 Land Development and Subdivision
Infrastructure standards are applicable. Where new roads are constructed as part of a new development that
will be vested in Council, the Regional Infrastructure Technical Specifications (RITS) will be required to be
adhered to.
In addition to the above mentioned standards, Council has also adopted the District Plan that is adhered to.
All maintenance activities must comply with current PMS and this AMP. It is also intended to develop a
Maintenance Intervention Strategy as part of a Pavement Management Strategy. A further development will
be the preparation of an Environmental Management Strategy to accompany the other documents.

The renewals plan is developed through the dTIMS modelling that is undertaken regularly. The model informs
which roads require what treatment intervention. The process then allows for field validation of the results
from the dTIMS model. A renewal / rehabilitation programme is then developed with funding constraints
taken into account. This is reviewed on an annual basis as new, more accurate and informed information
becomes available.

There are no plans at present to dispose of assets in the land transport activity. However, any future Asset
disposal processes will comply with Council’s legal obligations under the Local Government Act 2002, which
covers:
● Public notification procedures required prior to sale
● Restrictions on the minimum value recovered
● Use of revenue received from asset disposal

The latest valuation was completed in July 2020. This valuation implements the RAMM valuation system and
compares the quantum and value outcome with the valuation undertaken during 2017 and approved during
April 2018. It identifies where the Council asset register (RAMM) can be improved for the valuing of road
assets.
Key outputs from this valuation are:
● Asset component schedules for each type of asset and comparison with the previous valuation
● A confidence assessment of the current information in the Asset Register
● Improvement recommendations for the Council asset register and associated valuation inputs
● Optimised Replacement Cost (ORC)
● Optimised Depreciated Replacement Cost (ODRC)
● Annual Depreciation (AD)
● Cumulative Depreciation (CD)
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Asset valuation is provided elsewhere in this document.

IMPROVEMENT PROGRMME

This edition of the Land Transport Activity Management Plan (2020) has involved a review and update of the
2018/28 document to further embed ONRC, and to build the roading business case.
The Land Transport Activity Management Plan (2021-31) has been prepared in house, although RATA – our
asset information partner – were engaged to complete the asset valuation through RAMM.
The issues facing the Ōtorohanga District for land transport are not complex, the network is in a good and
stable condition without need of significant changes in management practice. The plan was produced with the
welcomed assistance and advice from the REG training group and the assistance of NZTA planning and
investment staff. The benefits of the full development of the methodology and processes contained within the
plan by the staff responsible for the land transport network increases the level of buy-in and ownership of the
document.
This is “our plan” which typifies the collaborative approach that exists within the team at Ōtorohanga District
Council.

Previous generations of this plan have been reviewed by Opus Consultants (1998), Meritec (2002), GHD and
Maunsell Aecom (2006) and the general result was that the “basic” level of development of the plan was
achieved. Recommendations of the various reviews have been progressively included into new generations of
the plan. The support of the REG workshops and AMP reviews across the country has provided valuable input
into the improvements of this AMP. This includes better guidance around what “good” looks like and an
improved understanding of activity management across the country. Some previous suggested improvements
have yet to be actioned and are included with the schedule of plan improvements at the end of this section.
The asset management planning process is none the less a continuous process of development, improvement
and adaptation to the current financial and political environment.
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The diagram on the following page illustrates the process of continual plan development.

Regional engagement was undertaken under the management and guidance of the Waikato Regional Council,
culminating in presentations from regional and national organisations to all the Local Authorities.\
Council engaged a qualified facilitator to manage the process of the local community engagement and
Investment Logic Mapping (ILM) process. This was structured to provide high level strategic context across
Councils assets to guide the direction of the 30 year infrastructure strategy and Activity Management Plans.
Representatives were invited to attend a workshop but many of the invited organisations did not attend. It is
likely that many did not appreciate the importance of their inputs. It is proposed to undertake more work with
individual meetings with sector representatives prior to commencing the AMP with the aim of achieving a
balanced group involvement with the next ILM process.

CORPORATE AMP DIRECTION

LEGAL OBLIGATIONS

● Obtain organisational commitment
● Adopt corporate AMP goals and objectives

COMMUNITY DEMANDS

● Define AM roles and responsibilities

OVERVIEW AMP TEAM
● Oversee AMP implementation
● Coordination of AMP activity
● Internal audit

AMP REVIEW AND AUDIT
● Cyclical audit of AMP
performance
● Technical content of the
AMP
● Compliance with legal
requirements

NEEDS ANALYSIS AND
IMPROVEMENT PLAN
Identify AMP status,
desired state and plan of
improvement of:
● Information system
● AMP data
● AMP processes

SERVICE LEVEL
REVIEW

Customer needs and
expectations
regarding:
● Type of services
● Service levels

PREPARE / REVISE AMP
ACTION THE AMP
● Primary purpose of AMP
● Typical information
● Contracting issues

● Why plan?
● Use of AMP
● Steps in preparing AMP
● Future reviews
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● Check lists

● Preferences
(trade offs)

Significant staff effort and resource has been directed towards improving the data contained within the RAMM
database since the last issue of the AMP, resulting in an excellent level of improvement in the data confidence
results as published by the Road Efficiency Group (see Appendix D).
Some of the significant gains in data improvement has resulted in improvements in seal width data, traffic
services, forward works programming, and footpath spatial data and condition rating. RATA have also
completed projects around standardised asset valuations and seal lives that will improve our depreciation
projections.
The confidence level in the data to support this plan is medium to high. There are however some minor data
gaps remaining, primarily road supporting walls and structures, which although not considered to have a high
impact on the overall network value or activity management practices, are none the less planned to be
improved.
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The table below sets out the known shortcomings in the asset data, and the plans to improve the information
if possible.

Asset description

Assessed data weakness

Possible effects of data
gaps

Improvement plan

Guardrails

Not all assets rated for
current condition or
confirmed for compliance
with the design standards

Details and current condition
correct in RAMM in time for
next AMP

Roadside structures
(retaining)

Not included in the database

Road marking

Inaccurate asset quantities
and locations

Incorrect valuation and
depreciation provision
Inaccurate renewal
provision or planned
maintenance inspection
regime
Incorrect valuation and
depreciation provision
Inaccurate renewal
provision or planned
maintenance inspection
regime
Inaccurate contract
scheduling and asset
valuation

Seal age

Default seal lives not
reflective of actual achieved
lives

Review findings of RATA
regional seal age project and
adjust seal lives in RAMM if
appropriate

Reflective and
raised pavement
markers

Not accurately included in
the database

Incorrect valuation and
depreciation provision
Inaccurate renewal
provision or planned
maintenance inspection
regime
Inaccurate renewal
provision or planned
maintenance inspection
regime

Data collection during
2020/21, if resources allow

Digitising the line marking
from aerials to improve to
dataset

Data collection to be
considered

As part of the production of this and the previous plan, many internal processes have been examined and an
improved understanding of activity management within the roading staff has resulted. Internal processes are
considered to be adequate for the district, but the importance of things such as timely completion of data
inputs to RAMM have been highlighted for further improvement.
Many of the internal processes have been in place for long periods, and continue to provide good service, but
review of the processes may allow small efficiencies to be identified. The ONRC has been an excellent catalyst
to start conversations about desired levels of service, and while many small processes have been confirmed as
fit for purpose for our network, focussing on the higher risk issues and more strategic sections is an interesting
change.
The confidence level in the internal processes is assessed as medium, and in need of small levels of
improvement to support the AMP in future.
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The following table sets out the steps and timetables for adoption, monitoring and review of the plan to
ensure continued relevance and confidence in the plan.

Activity

Action

Timetable

NZTA review

Preliminary draft copy to NZTA to review for compliance
and support funding application

September 2020

Final issue

Final issue to incorporate NZTA requested immediate
changes

Issue March 2021

Council Adoption

Presentation of the AMP to Council for formal adoption

April 2021 Council
meeting

Annual LOS
reporting

Reporting on level of service achievement for the
2019/20 financial year, and annually thereafter.

August 2021

Prioritised work
programmes
review

Review the prioritisation of capital works for road
improvements, renewals, footpath extensions and the
deficiency database and adopt revised 10 year
programmes with Council for inclusion in next AMP
edition

During 2021/22

Improvements
programme

Undertake improvements in accordance with the
improvements plan (tables 10.3 & 10.4 below) in
preparation for the next AMP review

During 2021/22 and
2022/23

New strategies
and policies

Undertake preparation of new formal documents as
below and establish LOS values as defined by ONRC
performance measures:

Target dates for
adoption by Council

Resilience – Rural stormwater management
strategy
Intersection priority policy
Emergency Procedures and Response Plan

March 2021
March 2021
March 2021

The improvement plan shown on the following table 10.3 is a combination of the items from the previous AMP
improvement plan not as yet fully implemented, opinions from the peer reviews by external consultants, REG
and NZ Transport Agency Investment advisors and issues identified during the plan preparation.

The priorities included in the improvement plan are:
● Immediate - Works which need to be done to meet minimum requirements. To be commenced
during year one of this plan and completed in year one if possible (2021/22) and resources are available.
Definitely completed prior to July 2023
● Short term - Work to be undertaken when practical to do so. To be programmed to be undertaken
during the three year term of this plan (2021/24).
● Medium term - Improvements or enhancements which are “desirable” but not critical. May be
undertaken during 2021/24 but more likely to be differed till 2024/27 or later
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● Long term - Items which are considered to be “constructive” but the resource to institute may not
provide measurable enhancement. Unlikely to be undertaken during 2021/24

AMP
section
reference

Detail

Improvement desired

Estimated
staff time
resource

Additional
external
costs

Priority

Risk

One Network
Framework (ONF)
integration

Update systems and
processes to imbed
ONF principles

20 days

$0

Immediate

Deficiency Database
prioritised programme

Fieldwork to identify
improvement
opportunities.
Workshop the
programme with
Council, and publish
updated programme

Alignment of LOS
measurement with new
network categories once
ONF has been formally
adopted
Direct most beneficial
Low Cost Low Risk
implementation
programme.

40 days

$0

Short term

KPI’s unable
to be
compared
against peer
groups.
Low Cost Low
Risk
programme
otherwise
may not
prioritise most
beneficial
improvements
Incorrect
renewal
provision and
possible
missed critical
maintenance
Poor
performance
during a civil
defence event

Inform next AMP review

RAMM database
improvements

Data collection and
asset identification as
per table 10.1 above

Inform next AMP review

60 days

$0

Medium
term

Investigate Risk of
critical assets affecting
lifelines assets and
collector road
reliability

Identify individual
assets at elevated risk
and formalise a short
“fit for purpose”
management /
mitigation plan for
each asset type
Publish an annual Level
of Service achievement
report for public
availability.

Improved risk
management of critical
assets during large
unplanned events

40 days

$10,000

Medium
term

Improved road user
information and
subsequent engagement
in ILM process

10 days

$0

Immediate

Formalise LoS
reporting

No risks to
activity
management

Comments

May require
structural advice for
critical bridges

To be published on
ODC website and
reported to Council.

AMP ref

AMP
ref

Detail

Improvement desired

Estimated
staff time
resource

Additional
external costs

Priority

Comments

Pavement strength
testing

Continued FWD
pavement strength
testing

Better data for dTIMS
model

5 days

$45,000

Medium
term

Improved pavement
loading understanding

Improved road specific
HCV percentages in
RAMM traffic module

Better data for dTIMS
model

10 days

$0

Short term

Reducing risk
of poor
performance
of dTIMs
Reducing risk
of poor
performance
of dTIMs

Planned
Improvement

Detail

Improvement desired

Estimated
staff time
resource

Additional
external costs

Priority

Growth costs

Separate out costs attributed to
growth and LOS change
Incorporate information on
funding strategies and revenue
streams
Incorporate projections of future
asset values and future
depreciation
Validate recently received
pavement modelling outputs and
check alignment with preferred
programme
Assign quality grades for key
asset management processes

Improved investment
decision making
Improved investment
decision making

10 days

$0

Short term

5 days

$0

Immediate

Improved investment
decision making

10 days

$0

Short term

Improved investment
decision making

15 days

$0

Short term

Meet generally accepted
asset management
guidelines
Meet generally accepted
asset management
guidelines

10 days

$0

Short term

10 days

$0

Long term

Funding and
Revenue strategies
Depreciation
projections
2020 dTIMs
modelling report

Processes quality
grades
Programme
confidence level

Assign a confidence rating for
management, maintenance
renewal and new asset
programmes

Collect existing data
and update internal
calculations then
bulk upload to
RAMM

Comments

Information obtained from the finance
team

Compare with Auditor General
publication on effective management
of public assets

AMP ref

Planned
Improvement

Detail

Improvement desired

Estimated
staff time
resource

Additional
external costs

Priority

Comments

Seismic and Scour
Screening of critical
bridges

Identify critical bridge assets
and plan for screening &
implementation of
improvements
Further refine problem
statements and linkages to
have a greater transport
focus.
Develop a traffic counting
strategy that will contribute
to improved network
planning

Improved investment
decision making

5 days

$0

Long Term

This will feed into the bridge renewal
programme

Stronger transport
linkage to the strategic
case

10 days

$0

Long Term

Improved investment
decision making by
having a better
understanding of traffic
growth and composition
Meet generally accepted
asset management
guidelines

10 days

$0

Medium
term

10 days

$0

Medium
term

Improved decision
making, informs culvert
renewal and upgrade
programme
Inform next AMP review

10 days

$77,000

Medium
term

20 days

$0

Short term

Improved political inputs
to setting levels of
service

10 days

$0

Short term

Improved Problem
Statement linkages

Traffic Counting
Strategy

Risk linkages

Network Resilience –
Rural stormwater
management
strategy
Capital Improvement
prioritised
programme

LOS adoption for
2024/27 AMP

Show how risk management
links to the corporate
framework for managing
risk
Drainage risk assessment of
catchments to identify
drainage facility upgrades in
slip prone areas
Update list of works
including refinement of
project extents and costs.
Workshop the programme
with Council, and publish
programme
Workshop levels of service
with the Council and adopt
levels for the next AMP

A component in improving the
understanding and engagement of
elected members in the AMP
development

Appendix A - Low Cost Low Risk Works Programme
Appendix B - Current Road Construction Profiles
Appendix C - 2019-20-RCA-Report-Ōtorohanga-District-Council
Appendix D(i) - Road Efficiency Group Data Quality Project Results
Appendix D(ii) - Road Efficiency Group Data Quality Project Results
Appendix E - REG Smart Buyer Self-Assessment Aug 2020 v2.0
Appendix F - Land Transport Asset Valuation
Appendix G - Waikato Local Authority Shared Services - Resident Roading Satisfactions May 2019
Appendix H - 21-31 Roading AMP asset condition rating programme
Appendix I - Performance Agreement for In-house Professional Services 2018-21

Appendix A: Low Cost Low Risk Works Programme

The NZTA through the National Land Transport Programme (NLTP) fund construction / implementation of
low risk improvements (up to an independent project value of $2,000,000) to the transport system as Low
Cost Low Risk Improvements.
The typical examples of the low cost risk roading improvement are geometric & intersection
improvements, speed management, stock crossing/underpasses, resilience improvements and minor
engineering works associated with community programmes. ODC has identified and included following
works program under low cost risk works category.

1.

Stock Underpass support
Stock underpasses are specifically included for NZTA assistance funding and meet the qualification
guidelines produced by NZTA. In the 2006 Council adopted a bylaw to require stock crossing points
on public roads to be upgraded to grade separated stock underpasses, including a staged timeline
for the implementation of the construction need. There is a current trend for dairy farms to increase
in size, and this has resulted in a growing number of farms which are bisected by a public road, and
many of these farms meet the requirements for compulsory stock underpasses rather than an at
grade stock crossing.
The actual annual value of subsidy is not able to be accurately set, as the farm amalgamation
process creates the greater portion of the underpass construction programme, but an annual
“allowance” of $30,000 has generally proven to be sufficient. The subsidy and requirement
formulae has been discussed into AMP section “Detailed & Programmed Business case”.
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2.

Capital Improvement - Road widening associated with Rehabilitation and Reseal
Many capital improvement and pavement renewal / resurfacing projects may usefully include
works for widening to improve ONRC uniformity and at curves, sight benching, signage and
resilience upgrades and other similar improvements as part of the overall general level of service
improvements included in the project.

3.

Rural stormwater management strategy development and implementation
During the ILM discussion (March 2020), issues related to environmental impact resilience due to
the climate changes were identified. A strategy will need to be developed to manage resiliency and
help to ensure all infrastructure is fit for purpose to open opportunities that sustainability drive
future development and excellence in the region.
Effects of climate change was identified in one of the problem statements during the ILM workshop
(March 2020). This project involves the identification routes that are at risk of flooding during
extreme weather events. A prioritised programme of drainage facility improvements to increase
network resilience will then be developed for implementation. The proposed work will involve the
analysis of catchments on flood prone routes and matching those with appropriately sized drainage
facilities. The objective is to improve network availability and resilience.

4.

Deficiency Database
Council has a deficiency database to record and prioritise minor infrastructure safety issues as they
are identified. The database is being progressively developed however it is considered that many
more potential improvements could be identified but to date there has been little staff resource
available to pursue this work. However the network is not considered to be inherently unsafe, and
an appropriate safety level of service currently exists.
Adoption of a policy such as minimum roadside clearway to increase the level of safety across the
network (amongst other typical treatments) would be a very high value treatment to implement,
even if implemented for only higher road hierarchy roads within the district. Due to the relatively
low traffic volumes across the network, and prevalence of inappropriate speeds identified within
crash statistics rather than infrastructural issues, it is currently considered that district wide
improvements of this type may not yield the best benefit. The intention is therefore to work
through the prioritised list that align with the crash statistics themes to make the largest gains in
safety improvements that are specific to Otorohanga District Council. This will be an approach that
will contribute most to the Road to Zero targets.
Other works may also be prioritised from this fund, to suit operational efficiencies, to the approval
of the Group Manager Engineering.

5.

Speed management design and implementation
The speed management guide gives a sound and nationally consistent methodology for considering
the correct and most appropriate speed for a section of road, with tools to achieve those speeds.
Roads may be improved to allow safe travel at 100kph, or conversely other roads may have traffic
calming devises installed to reduce the travel speed, also improving their safety
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During the ILM workshop (March 2020) , the need to plan for future uncertainties were highlighted
and it was suggested to undertake further work on speed management which Council has already
started. Council has budgeted for speed management design and implementation in an effort to
decrease in death and serious injuries on the roads. The statistic shows that the current fatal and
serious injury rate five year rolling average are achieving the level of service targets required but
could easily increase. Targeting education of road users and working towards speed management
is the proposed response to maintaining the level of services. This includes improved signage and
minor safety improvements.

6.

Identification and design of resilience improvements
This project includes the District wide identification of areas of instability and development of
proposals to improve network resilience. This aligns with the themes of the ILM that relate to
network resilience and infrastructure that is fit for purpose. Again critical routes that are
vulnerable to extreme weather events will be identified. Following this programmes will be
developed to increase the security of these routes from a slope stability perspective.

7.

Resilience works implementation
These projects are the physical works that fall out of the programme of resilience improvements
developed as part of the identification stage above. The objectives are to implement these
resilience improvements to improve network reliability and reduce times for service restoration
following extreme events.

Appendix B : Rural Road Construction Profiles
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Appendix C - 2019-20-RCA-Report-Otorohanga-District-Council
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Appendix D(i) - Road Efficiency Group Data Quality Project Results
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Appendix D(ii) - Road Efficiency Group Data Quality Project Results
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Appendix E - REG Smart Buyer Self-Assessment Aug 2020 v2.0
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Appendix F - Land Transport Asset Valuation
Council commissioned Beca consultants to undertake the road asset valuation for the AMP 2021/24.
The valuation summary of the ODC Road Asset Valuation as is shown as below; (The final Report yet to come).

Asset Group

Asset

Optimised
Replacement Cost

Optimised
Depreciated
Replacement
Cost

Annual
Depreciation

Land

$45,044,378

$45,044,378

$-

Formation

$102,125,940

$102,125,940

$-

Unsealed Subbase

$9,447,168

$2,519,245

$125,962

Unsealed Basecourse

$13,849,951

$4,560,350

$168,902

Sealed Subbase

$20,287,836

$5,457,346

$270,505

Sealed Basecourse

$30,092,346

$9,468,808

$376,154

Surface Structure

$16,601,044

$4,929,195

$1,165,616

Bridges

$47,634,367

$24,535,852

$456,123

Large Culverts

$54,937

$22,916

$610

Drainage

$28,251,856

$14,038,045

$417,566

Footpaths

$5,914,576

$3,407,822

$84,330

Markings

$332,058

$332,058

$-

Railings

$1,190,848

$544,490

$33,807

Signs

$868,153

$256,434

$76,154

Street Lighting

$755,784

$566,559

$21,051

Surface Water Channel

$7,426,269

$3,427,963

$108,000

Total for Road Assets

$ 329,877,513
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Appendix G - Waikato Local Authority Shared Services - Resident Roading Satisfaction May 2019
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Appendix H - 21-31 Roading AMP asset condition rating programme
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PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT FOR IN-HOUSE
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES (UPDATED)

Between
OTOROHANGA DISTRICT COUNCIL
ROADING ASSET MANAGEMENT SECTION
(called “the Council”)

and

OTOROHANGA DISTRICT COUNCIL
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES BUSINESS UNIT
(called “the Business Unit”)

DATED at

Otorohanga

this

day of

2019

Signed by

Andreas SENGER

…………………………………....

Roading Manager

(Signature)

For the PROFESSIONAL SERVICES BUSINESS UNIT

Roger BRADY

…………………………………….

Engineering Manager

(Signature)

For OTOROHANGA DISTRICT COUNCIL
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INTRODUCTION
This Agreement covers the delivery of in-house professional services for engineering works
undertaken by the Otorohanga District Council, and in particular those works which receive
financial assistance from the New Zealand Transport Agency for the period 1 July 2018 to 30
June 2021, inclusive.

PART A - GENERAL MATTERS
1.

Definitions
“Council” shall mean the Otorohanga District Council.
“NZTA” shall mean the New Zealand Transport Agency – The Crown entity combining the
former Land Transport NZ and Transit NZ agencies as provided for in the Land Transport
Management Act 2003 (amended 2008).
“Business Unit” shall mean the Professional Services Business Unit of the Otorohanga
District Council.
“Asset Manager” shall mean the Asset Manager Roading of the Otorohanga District
Council.
“Agreement” shall mean this document.
“Maintenance Contract” shall mean the Otorohanga District Council Road Maintenance
Contract number 1070, (currently with Inframax Construction Limited) or any subsequent
replacement contract.
“Maintenance Contractor” shall mean the contractor carrying out Otorohanga District
Council’s Road Maintenance Contract above (currently Inframax Construction Limited).
“Professional Services” shall mean all technical and administrative work agreed with the
Engineer for delivery, including those services particularly defined in Part C as
Administration Items.
“Project Brief” shall mean the written instruction from the Asset Manager establishing
design requirements, budgets and timelines for projects issued through the Engineering
manager to the PSBU.
“Roading Manager” shall mean the Roading Manager of the Otorohanga District Council.
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2.

Professional Services
The Business Unit shall provide a professional consultative service to the Asset Manager
for all engineering works briefed to it.
In providing the service the Unit shall ensure compliance with the provisions of all relevant
Acts and Regulations prescribed by law and in particular the Local Government Act 2002,
the Public Works Act 1981, the Transit New Zealand Act 1989, the Land Transport
Management Amendment Act 2003, the Resource Management Act 1991 and the Health
and Safety in Employment Act 2015 (with amendments), the Health and safety at Work
(General Risk and Workplace Management) Regulations 2016 and the WorkSafe
guidelines. In addition the Unit shall comply with the relevant provisions of the Maintenance
Contract for projects defined by NZTA as Minor and Ancillary Roading Works.
All projects undertaken by the Unit shall be in accordance with the Project Brief and / or,
where relevant or appropriate, Council policy and standards; Council and NZTA/TNZ
Specifications; NZS 3910:2013; NZTA Procurement Manual (July 2009) and the NZTA
Knowledge Base (on-line NZTA website) and ODC 2015/18 Procurement Strategy, and
Regional Procurement Principles, Policy and Framework for Waikato Councils.

3.

Scope of Works
The Asset Manager will schedule to the Business Unit Work Programmes to be carried out,
with programmed works being detailed a minimum of six months ahead of planned
construction. Whilst the general proposals and funding of the annual programmes is
appended to this agreement items may be added or deleted as the year progresses, thus
amending previous Work Programmes. Critical features of the Work Programmes will be
target dates for detailed project briefing and tender advertising.
The professional services required to deliver these programmes will be formally
commissioned in writing through a project brief after agreement is reached on delivery
timeframes and pricing.

4.

Programming
The Business Unit shall produce and maintain a programme of works which gives
information in detail for a period of 12 months, and in general for the following 24 months
setting out anticipated times for services required to achieve the scope of works programme
supplied by the Asset Manager. This will be maintained on a three year “rolling horizon”
basis, and updated every three months and presented at the following roading team
meeting, or similar agreed meeting / timetable.
Approval points in project management
The Business Unit shall obtain the approval of the Asset Manager for projects at the
following milestone points:
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Final design approval of the drawings
Tender document approval
Tender award
Practical completion of works
Defects period / works complete.

Reporting on project progress shall be carried out at the routine monthly roading and
engineering team meetings.
5.

Pricing
Prices submitted by the Business Unit for the delivery of professional services shall be on
an output basis, as provided for in Part D - General Professional Services Charge Rates.
Prices shall be exclusive of GST. The price quoted for each item of the Schedule shall
relate to the expenditure provision for each item set down in Appendix 3 Professional
Services Business Unit (PSBU) Fees Estimate.
Variation of prices submitted for project items may be agreed by negotiation if additional
work is required due to extraordinary circumstances that could not reasonably be foreseen
or due to alterations required by the Asset Manager relative to a Project brief.

6.

Inspections
The Asset Manager may undertake site visits for the purpose of observing professional
services delivery and will liaise with the Business Unit on any matters of note. Subject to
reasonable advance notice the Asset Manager will be available for joint site inspections to
advise on such matters that the business Unit may request, or give approval to work done.

7.

Communications
The Business Unit shall provide from time to time, a list of personnel assigned responsibility
for the various physical work projects, together with after-hours telephone numbers for
personnel designated to deal with urgent after-hours business. Ready means of contact
during normal business hours shall also be advised.

8.

Quality Assurance
The Business Unit shall ensure that maintenance and constructions standards and
specifications are met, and that sufficient data is supplied by contractors and collected by
the BU to maintain the RAMM database, and for reporting for the Asset Management Plan
level of service measures.

9.

Performance
Performance shall be measured by the Business Unit’s ability to provide a high quality and
professional response to the requirements of this Agreement that ensures that projects are
completed cost-effectively, within an agreed timeframe and in a manner that is satisfying to
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Council and residents. Particular note shall be taken of the “Key Roading Level of Service
Targets” as set out in Council’s LTP 2018 to 2028.
The Unit shall ensure that personnel employed are trained; experienced and competent in
the tasks they perform to deliver professional services under this Agreement.
10.

Payment
Payment for professional services shall be made on invoices submitted by the Business
Unit to the Asset Manager for work completed, and based on costs recorded in Councils
general ledger in the J number system. Claims shall be submitted at one monthly intervals
and be received by the Asset Manager by the 5th working day of each month.

PART B - PROFESSIONAL SERVICE OUTPUTS
1.

General
The Business Unit shall provide a professional consultative service to the Asset Manager
for all engineering works briefed and agreed.
The nature of the tasks to be carried out in servicing the outputs is set out below. It is
intended that the list covers all the tasks necessary to produce the required output, but a
finer definition of tasks, and consequently additional Item Codes, may be agreed from time
to time or within a specific work brief. Professional and administrative services delivered by
the Business Unit are to be invoiced to the Asset Manager.
The programme Outputs are listed in Part D - General Professional Service Charge Rates
and are briefed in general in the following sections. Additional outputs may be agreed and
added from time to time.
Tender reports shall be completed by the Asset Manager from the information on the tender
analysis / claim spreadsheet completed by the Business Unit.

2.

Maintenance and Operations of Roads
2.1

The Business Unit shall act as Network Manager for maintenance of the roading
network. Responsibility shall cover all facets of management from establishment of
needs, through programming and contracting to recommendations for payment.
The Business Unit shall carry out investigations, surveys, and prepare plans and
contract documents for the projects as briefed by the Asset Manager. Upon approval
of the final plans by the Asset Manager, the Business Unit shall negotiate Consents
to Enter and Compensation Agreements with affected landowners and complete final
contract documents for each project. The Business Unit shall advertise for tenders,
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and participate in the evaluation of tenders, and create and populate the tender
analysis / claim spreadsheet. Upon acceptance of the tender the Business Unit shall
advise successful and unsuccessful tenderers, administer and supervise the work,
prepare progress payments for certification and payment, and report on work
progress as required. The work will include the measurement of quantities and
negotiation of any variations required for the successful completion of the projects.
2.2

The Business Unit shall administer the Roads Maintenance Contract by undertaking
the various tasks involved, being particularly the items listed under the Payment
Schedule Items 1.1 to 1.9. and item 1.11 in Part D - General Professional Service
Charge Rates. As network manager the Business Unit will become aware of changes
/ improvements that should be included in future editions of the Maintenance Contract.
These shall be discussed with the Asset Manager and noted for future reference.
The Maintenance Contract covers work under the NZTA output categories for
Pavement Maintenance, Drainage Maintenance, Structures Maintenance,
Environmental Maintenance, Traffic Services Maintenance and Emergency
Reinstatement. Council has an arrangement with the Maintenance Contractor for
implementation of these works. The Maintenance Contractor on a Total Management
basis undertakes some aspects, while Council initiates other aspects. The Business
Unit shall maintain and administer the Maintenance Contract as Network Manager,
including establishment of needs under the various items, and the implementation of
required work after approval by the Asset Manager.
The Maintenance Contract provides for putting projects to competitive tendering if
Council so chooses. The Business Unit shall make recommendations to the Asset
Manager concerning this process for qualifying projects, in accordance with the ODC
Tendering and Procurement Manuals.

2.3

Emergency Work (First Response) by the Maintenance Contractor shall be directed
by the Business Unit to ensure rapid and effective attention that will stabilise
hazardous situations and restore roads to at least single lane operation quickly.
The Business Unit shall liaise closely with the Asset Manager concerning storm
damage and shall promptly prepare reports detailing for each site the nature, location
and estimated cost of initial restoration, including recommendations and rough order
costing for sites that will require further work to effect permanent repairs, with payment
made in terms of item 1.11 of Part D - Professional Service Charge Rates.

3.

2.4

The Business Unit shall manage the street lighting system to ensure effective
operation, including recommendations for upgrading, with payment made in terms of
item 1.8 and 3.6 of Part D - Professional Service Charge Rates.

2.5

The Business Unit shall manage the portion of the traffic services maintenance
providing the effective pavement marking of sealed roads as scheduled, with payment
made in terms of item 1.7 of Part D - Professional Service Charge Rates.

Network and Asset Management
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3.1

Payment for Network Management shall be made under items 2 of Part D Professional Service Charge Rates.
For the items denoted “Actual”, actual expenditure will be paid. “Actual” expenditure
shall comprise hourly time charges and travel kilometres, at the various rates
submitted as part of the Payment Schedule, plus agreed disbursements, and/or
subcontracted Professional Service costs.

4.

3.2

The Business Unit shall operate the Road Asset Maintenance Management (RAMM)
System, including keeping all data up to date, collection and input of one off traffic
count figures, system maintenance and data backup, reporting as requested and
recommendations on system upgrades.

3.3

The Business Unit shall manage the undertaking of externally contracted
topographical surveys as required to support the design works carried out by the
Business Unit.

Damage Reinstatement
4.1

Following first response work to deal with emergency situations the Asset Manager
will brief the Business Unit concerning unexpected damage reinstatement design and
construction projects for final reinstatement.
The Business Unit shall carry out investigations, surveys, and prepare plans and
contract documents for the projects as briefed by the Asset Manager. Upon approval
of the final plans by the Asset Manager, the Business Unit shall negotiate Consents
to Enter and Compensation Agreements with affected landowners and complete final
contract documents for each project. The Business Unit shall advertise for tenders,
and participate in the evaluation of tenders. Upon acceptance of the tender the
Business Unit shall advise successful and unsuccessful tenderers, administer and
supervise the work, prepare progress payments for certification and payment, and
report on work progress as required. The work will include the measurement of
quantities and negotiation of any variations required for the successful completion of
the projects.

4.2

5.

Payment for Damage Reinstatement shall be made under Item 1.11 of the Payment
Schedule. Pricing for this item shall be agreed on a project basis. Project refers to
all the work defined in a particular brief and may be at a single site or at a number of
sites.

Renewal of Roads
5.1

Contracts for Pavement renewals including, Street light renewals, pavement marking,
unsealed road metaling, sealed road resurfacing and pavement renewal shall be
managed by the Business Unit.
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The Asset Manager shall provide project brief details of individual projects from the
list of potential sites provided by the Business Unit to the Business Unit by the date
indicated in the Work Programme.
The Business Unit shall carry out investigations, surveys, and prepare plans and
contract documents for individual projects as briefed by the Asset Manager. Upon
approval of the final plans by the Asset Manager, the Business Unit shall negotiate
Consents to Enter and Compensation Agreements with affected landowners, obtain
the necessary Resource Consents from the Otorohanga District Council and Waikato
Regional Council when required and complete final documents for each project. The
Business Unit shall advertise for tenders, and participate in evaluation of tenders.
Upon acceptance of the tender by Council the business Unit shall advise successful
and unsuccessful tenderers, administer and supervise the work, confirm quantity
measurements, negotiate any variations required, prepare progress payments for
certification and payment, and report on work progress as required.
The Otorohanga District Council procurement decision chart for obtaining prices for
works or services outlines the process for tendering separate works.
5.2

The Streetlight Maintenance Contract allows for the replacement or renewal of
damaged or defective fittings. The Business Unit shall manage the Street Lighting
system to ensure effective replacement of fittings where necessary, including
recommendations to the Asset Manager for upgrading.
Payment for renewal works shall be made under Item 3.6 of the Payment Schedule
according to the pricing agreements made, either on an individual project (site) basis
or as a collective project covering a number of different sites.

5.3

The Pavement Marking Contract provides for the scheduled network renewal
marking, routine remarking of pavements following resealing or renewal sealing works
and for the marking of new works. The Business Unit shall manage the portion of the
traffic services renewal providing the effective pavement remarking of sealed roads
following sealing and including recommendations to the Asset Manager for upgrading.
Payment for renewal works shall be made under Item 3.6 of the Payment Schedule
according to the pricing agreements made, either on an individual project (site) basis
or as a collective project covering a number of different sites.

5.4

Unsealed Roads Metalling. The Asset Manager shall provide project brief details to
the Business Unit for the annual unsealed roads metalling programme by the date
indicated in the Work Programme.
Payment for unsealed roads metalling shall be made under Item 3.1 of the Payment
Schedule according to the total measured quantities of physical work delivered.
Pricing shall be agreed for the scheduled kilometres of road to be metalled.

5.5

Sealed Roads Resurfacing. The Asset Manager shall provide project brief details to
the Business Unit for the annual reseal and second-coat sealing programme by the
date indicated in the Work Programme.
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The work will include verification of the calculated forward works plan, identification of
scheduled lengths by RAMM route position, the measurement of areas and quantities,
and approval of tests and calculations for bitumen application and sealing chip size
by the contractor.
The Asset Manager shall provide project brief details of individual projects from the
list of potential sites provided by the Business Unit to the Business Unit by the date
indicated in the Work Programme.
Payment for Reseals and Second Coat Seals shall be made under Item 3.2 of the
Payment Schedule according to the total measured quantities of physical work finally
delivered for each sub-item. Pricing shall be agreed for the scheduled kilometres of
road to be sealed.
5.6

Pavement Renewal may include projects of sealed pavement renewal, Area Wide
Pavement Treatment, Sealed Smoothing, Unsealed Smoothing with Improvements or
Unsealed Smoothing. Projects for USWP and US will generally involve widening and
pavement strengthening, with a proportion of the improvement cost being funded
without NZTA assistance. Projects for AWPT will generally involve pavement
strengthening with some minor improvements and Sealed Smoothing will generally
involve some widening and pavement strengthening, but with a lesser proportion of
the improvement cost being funded without NZTA assistance.
The work will include verification of the calculated forward works plan, identification of
scheduled lengths by RAMM route position, the measurement of areas and quantities.
The Asset Manager shall provide project brief details of individual projects from the
list of potential sites provided by the Business Unit to the Business Unit by the date
indicated in the Work Programme.
Payment for Pavement Rehabilitation shall be made under Item 3.4 and 5.3 of the
Payment Schedule according to the pricing agreements made, either on an individual
project (site) basis or as a collective project covering a number of different sites.

6.

Seal Extension / Construction
6.1

The Asset Manager shall provide project brief details of individual projects to the
Business Unit by the date indicated in the Work Programme.
The Business Unit shall carry out investigations, surveys, and prepare plans and
contract documents for individual projects as briefed. Upon approval of the final plans
by the Asset Manager, the Business Unit shall negotiate Consents to Enter and
Compensation Agreements with affected landowners (where necessary) and
complete final documents for each project. The Unit shall advertise for tenders and
participate in evaluation of tenders. Upon acceptance of the tender by Council the
Business Unit shall advise successful and unsuccessful tenderers, administer and
supervise the work, confirm quantity measurements, negotiate any variations
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required, prepare progress payments for certification and payment, and report on
work progress.
6.2

7.

Payment for Seal Extension / Construction shall be made under Item 5.4 of the
Payment Schedule according to the pricing agreements made, either on an individual
project (site) basis or as a collective project covering a number of different sites.

Minor Improvement Projects
7.1

Minor Improvement Projects include sight benching on corners, small geometric
improvements to either vertical or horizontal road alignments, seal widening, stock
access structures, footpath/walkways, street lighting upgrades or extensions, the
provision of guard-railing and intersection improvements or other such projects as
may be approved for this category of work by NZTA. The Asset Manager will provide
a brief for projects under this category to the Business Unit as they are required
following assessment against priority and budget, with a minimum of six months notice
for programmed projects.
Works shall generally prioritised from the defects deficiency database, and the
Business Unit will be engaged for investigations to identify new works on a case by
case basis as required. The Business Unit staff are encouraged at any time to bring
the Asset managers attention to any site which could benefit from improvement.
The Business Unit shall carry out investigations, surveys, and prepare plans and
contract documentation as briefed. Upon approval of the final plans by the Asset
Manager, the Unit shall negotiate Consents to Enter and Compensation Agreements
with affected landowners (where necessary) and complete final documents for each
project. The Business Unit shall advertise for tenders and participate in evaluation of
tenders. Upon acceptance of the tender by Council the Business Unit shall advise
successful and unsuccessful tenderers, administer and supervise the work, confirm
quantity measurements, negotiate any variations required, prepare progress
payments for certification and payment, and report on work progress as required.
Payment for Minor Safety Projects shall be made under Item 4.2 of the Payment
Schedule according to the pricing agreements made, either on an individual project
(site) basis or as a collective project covering a number of different sites.
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PART C - SERVICE ITEM CODES
1.

Professional Service Items
Professional Service Item

Input Code

Maintenance and Operation of the Network
Management of the Maintenance Contract

J00xxxx (xxxx = Contract No)

Management of the Streetlight Maintenance Contract

J00xxxx (xxxx = Contract No)

Management of the Bridge Painting Contract

J00xxxx (xxxx = Contract No)

Management of the Footpath and Kerb and Channel

J00xxxx (xxxx = Contract No)

Maintenance Contract
Renewals Contracts
Management of the Reseals and 2nd Coat Sealing Contract

J00xxxx (xxxx = Contract No)

Management of the Pavement Renewals Contract

J00xxxx (xxxx = Contract No)

Management of the Unsealed Road Metal Replacement
Contract

J00xxxx (xxxx = Contract No)

Management of the Pavement Marking Contract

J00xxxx (xxxx = Contract No)

Capital Improvement Activities and other Contracts
Management of Individual Capital Contracts as Briefed

J00xxxx (xxxx = Contract No)

Contract Management Includes:







Investigations, Site Survey management, Site Plan,
Design, Drawing, Estimates, Specifications, Contract Document, Tendering
Resource Management and Building Consents
Pre-Construction land owner/occupier Agreements
Contract Quality Monitoring, Administration, Payments, Supervision
As Builts and Final Reporting

General Activities & Administration
Public Complaints & Enquiries

J000004

Levels of Service measurement

J000005

Traffic Management Plans administration

J000006

Road Reserve enclosures & use

J000007

Overweight permits

J000008

Emergency Repairs – Initial response

J000100

Road Legalisation – Historic

J000104

Road Legalisation – Current

J000105

Roads Annual Night Survey

J000106
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Bridge Condition Surveys

J000107

Crash Site Safety Inspections

J000108

Traffic Counter

J000109

RAMM Data Maintenance

J000110

RAMM Data Collection

J000111

School Bus Route Management

J000114

Signs Condition Rating

J000122

Culvert Condition Rating

J000123

Footpath Condition Rating

J000124

Underpass Management

J000125

New vehicle entranceways

J000126

Stock crossing management

J000127

Sealed Road Surface Condition Inspections

J000212

Planned Drainage Renewals

J000213

Planned Traffic Services Renewals

J000222

Minor Improvements General

J000341

Resilience improvements

J000357

PART D - GENERAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CHARGE
RATES
1.

Payment Schedule

Guideline Professional Services
fees rate, in relation to Contract
or Construction costs

Work Description

1.

Maintenance and Operation of the Network

1.1

Sealed pavement maintenance

10%

1.2

Unsealed pavement maintenance

10%

1.3

Routine drainage maintenance

10%

1.4

Structures maintenance, general

10%

1.5

Structures maintenance, bridge painting

8%

1.6

Environmental maintenance

10%

1.7

Traffic Service maintenance, general

10%

1.8 Traffic
maintenance
1.9

Service

maintenance,

streetlight

Traffic Service maintenance, streetlight power

5%
1%

1.10 Level crossing warning devices

actual

1.11 Emergency works

actual
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2.

Network and Asset Management

2.1

Inspections, condition rating and reporting

actual

2.2

Database management and improvement

actual

2.3

Traffic counting

actual

2.4

Asset Management Plans

actual

2.5

Studies and strategies

actual

3.

Renewals

3.1

Unsealed road metaling

5%

3.2

Sealed road resurfacing

3%

3.3

Drainage renewals

8%

3.4

Sealed road pavement rehabilitation

8%

3.5

Structures component replacements

10%

3.6

Traffic services renewals

8%

3.7

Associated improvements

12%

3.8

Preventive maintenance

12%

4.

Capital Improvements

4.1

Property purchase

4.2

Minor improvements

5.

Non Subsidised Activity

5.1

Footpath maintenance

10%

5.2

Footpath construction

10%

5.3

Road improvement
smoothing etc)

5.4

Seal Extensions

actual
10%

projects

(seal

widening/
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2.

Schedule of Hourly Time Charge Rates and Vehicle Hire Rates 2018-19

1.

Engineering Manager

$155.00 / hour

2.

Roading Manager

$125.00 / hour

3.

Engineering Officer (Road Maintenance)

$100.00 / hour

4.

Projects and Design Engineer

$105.00 / hour

5.

Health & Safety Advisor/Engineering Support Officer

$85.00 / hour

6.

Engineering Officer (Road Maintenance)

$80.00 / hour

7.

Engineering Officer (Design)

$80.00 / hour

8.

Senior Engineering Assistant (Road Maintenance)

$80.00 / hour

9.

Engineering Assistant (Road Maintenance)

$60.00 / hour

10.

Vehicle
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PART E - LAND TRANSPORT DELIVERY WORKING
STRUCTURE
Health & Safety
Advisor / Engineering
Support Officer
Engineering
Manager

Asset
Manager

Project & Design
Engineer
(Engineering)

Roading
Manager

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES BUSINESS UNIT

Engineering Officer
(Road Maintenance)

Senior
Engineering
Assistant (Road
Maintenance) x 2

Engineering
Assistant (Road
Maintenance) x 2
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Engineering
Officer
(Design)

Senior
Engineering
Assistant
(Projects)
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PART F - TYPICAL PROCESS DIAGRAM
Asset
condition data

Capital
Improvement
Programme

Footpath
Improvement
Programme

ODC Long Term
Plan

NZTA National
Land Transport
Programme

ODC Activity
Management
Plan

Deficiency
Database
Annual
Roading
Budget

Emergency and
reactive works

Maintenance
levels of
service

PSBU agreement
for in house
services

Project brief
issued by Asset
Manager

Task assigned by
Engineering Manager

Draft
design

Review
by Asset
Manager

Project Manager and
other PSBU staff as
required to create a
draft design
Review
by Eng
Manager
Draft
design
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Project Manager and
other PSBU staff as
required to create a
draft tender document

Task assigned by
Engineering Manager

Draft
document

Draft
document

Review
by Asset
Manager

Tender
document
approved
by Asset
Manager

Review
by Eng
Manager

To next page
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Tender
document
approved by
Asset Manager

Project Manager and
other PSBU staff as
required to issue
manage and close tender

Task assigned by
Engineering Manager

Tender report
by Asset
Manager

Tender award from award
committee or Asset manager
under delegated authority

Project Manager and
other PSBU staff as
required to open and
evaluate tenders

Contractual issues adjudicated by the Engineer

Monthly claims prepared by the Engineer’s Representative
- certified by the Engineer

Project Manager
and other PSBU
staff as required
to supervise
works as
Engineers
Representative.

Contract variations with a cumulative total not exceeding
the contract contingency value can be approved by the
Engineers Representative

Engineer’s Rep to arrange for monthly audits of the TMP
to be undertaken by independent PSBU staff

Engineer’s Rep to arrange for monthly audits of
construction site safety to be undertaken by independent
PSBU staff

Joint inspection with the
Roading Manager

Defects
Certificate

Possible cost
issues

Roading
Manager to
revise budget or
reduce scope of
works

Review by Asset
Manager
Annual
Roading
Budget
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Contributors:
Roger Brady

Group Manager Engineering

Andreas Senger

Roading Manager

Chris Clarke

Roading Consultant

Abdul Majeed Baloch

Project and Design Engineer

Jenelle Burnell

Engineering Support Officer

Lew Pulman and the Ōtorohanga District Council Roading Team
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